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It is a late afternoon in summer, year 33 in the
expansion of King Jorje according to the Britanan

calendar, and something truly epic is about to
unfold. Across a wide stretch of land on the border of the

northern territory, war is coming. The forces of the Britanan
Empire travel steadily northwards down into the valley,
while on the opposite side the Vaettir stalk towards them
carefully. Neither side has caught sight of the other but it is
only a matter of time, the distance separating them will be
closed before sundown and the losses promise to be horrendous
on
both sides, such is the nature of the world of Relicia, ever since
the Vaettir first crafted their destructive apocalyptic spell and
plunged the world into chaos.

The results of the disaster had been varied initially but a
common theme of loss has left all sides feeling hopeless as raw
Maaj leaks across the land, corrupting all that it touches. The
endless wars constantly waged far and wide serve as a welcome
distraction from the inevitable doom that awaits Relicia and
its peoples.

In the centre of the valley, the Puppeteer Jaksun weaves
sporadically through the ranks of the amassed Britanan
army. A mock effigy of the puppet king, his bloodshot eyes peer
out through a grotesquemask and roll in his head as hemutters
indecipherable incantations and spells. His insane, mumbled
chanting entices the soldiers of King Jorje onwards to war and

glory. Flailing his arms randomly, he marches to his own
beat. A step forward followed by

three steps back, then a
possible pirouette

into a sideways
lurch or

s o m e
other

unpredictablemotion, completely out of syncwith the
merry tapping of the nearby Colour Party Drummer.

The hollow boom of the drum sounds much more
rhythmic andconstant and the sternmarch of the Colour
Party Sergeant accompanies the beat appropriately. Their
sound and motion perfectly tuned to each other they appear to
exchange a respectful nod as they march forward. The mutual
trust and magical bond shared by the foot soldier puppets has
been forged through countless battles fought and survived
together; most recently they had endured bloody conflict in
the east defending an outpost from a zealous Nuem uprising.
During that conflict, their Colour Party Standard Bearer had
been wounded and sent for repairs. A mechanical monstrosity
of Nuem brilliance had managed to smash through their outer
defences and had proceeded to tear the poor chap a new patch.
Thanks to the quick reaction of Puppeteer Jaksun redirecting
a nearby Rifle Company the Colour Party was saved from
complete destruction. The combined concentration of firepower
from the Rifle Company halted the creature dead on impact.

Nonetheless the bearer of the standard was present here today.
The off-tone replacement patch that adorned his lower torso
barely noticeable as the surrounding troopers drew magical
energy and inspiration from the glorious banner of King Jorje
held high above his head. The revered tapestries hold a great
weight to them both physically and mentally and are seeping
with magic. To carry one is considered by many to be one of the
greatest attainable honours available within the Britanan
military and only hardened veterans who have proven their
worth and survivability can be put forward for consideration
when allocating this important duty. The Maaj seeps outwards
through the ranks of the assembled horde as the standard bearer
marches steadily a few paces ahead of the front line, inspiring
the soldiers of the 17th Elmaro expansion as they observe the
thickly woven banner he steadily sways from left to right.

The countless ranks of Troopers and Grenadiers that form the
bulk of the force have a kind of splendiferous naïve simplicity
to them. Their red coats framed with yellow trimmings and
the various metal buttons that adorn them glisten in the
light of the slowly waning sun as nightfall approaches. The
varying hats worn by them denote their specific roles within
the army and the various buttons and ribbons attached keep
a record of the campaigns from which they have emerged
unscathed. Collectively they are an awesome sight to behold,
their heads bobbing in unison as they steadily march forward,
each soldier perfectly in step with the next. The untrained
eye would be forgiven for believing that a hundred legged
beast was descending upon him from a distance, such is the
unwavering control that is held upon the soldiers of King
Jorje, emotionless expressions on their patchwork faces
signify that playtime is over and now it is strictly the
business of war.

Ahead of the main force, about half a leagues distance
away, the Dragoons of the 9th Lamina brigade
scout the area in expectation of initial contact. A
preliminary scouting force has identified a large
Vaettir army north of their current position
and the light cavalry have been charged with
moving forward and slowing possible enemy
advancements. They trot merrily northwards,
each Dragoon perfectly in step and totally alert.
Very soon, they will encounter the enemy and
have the glorious honour of drawing first blood
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for the King.

The eastern flank is protected by Britanan Dog
Handlers, as is the western. Each handler has command

of a handful of dogs and they have spread out into small packs.
The majority of the patchwork hounds are sniffing the ground
for the trace of a trail but there are still a few who are more
content testing their strength against each other.

A wheezy yelp sounds from a hound to the east as its handler
chastises it with a whip for its erratic behaviour; the burdened
beast lowers its head and returns to the task set before it.
Another handler on the west launches twigs ahead of himself
and his hounds take it in turns to fetch them, each one
obediently returning the item with minimal fuss and earning
an affectionate pat from their
beloved master for their efforts.

These strange humanisms
displayed on occasion by the
puppets of the Britanan Empire
have been the subject of countless
discussions amongst Jaksun
and his comrades. He had once
argued the theory that somehow
the spirits of their ancestors had
discovered a way to influence the
dolls through the manipulation
of Maaj and thus were continuing
their service for the glory of the
empire. The idea flashed briefly
once again though his mind as he
continued his journey through
the ranks, strengthening the
Maaj control held over the army.

At the rear of the army the Royal
Arcanum Guard are the last
line of defence, supported by the
heavyset broad sword wielding
Highlanders and several platoons
of Grenadiers. The average Britanan views the Royal Guard
with both fear and awe in equal measure. By contrast, the
Royal Guards ancient magical qualities allow them to see
everyone else with contempt and disgust. The fact that King
Jorje himself was instrumental in their creation has left
them with a lingering, superior belief that they are the elite
warriors that are holding the foundations of the kingdom of
Unglandan in place. In many ways, they are not far from
the truth. When considering the Royal Guards particular
disdain for the crazed Highlanders who accompany them, it
would seem highly inappropriate that such a pairing would
be factored into the battle plans. However, despite the roughly
daubed war paint and the constant bickering and infighting
that personify the unruly rabble, the Highlanders are a
bloody useful lot in a scrap! As haughty as the Royal Guard
may appear with their elaborate hats and aloof stature, the
bonds that tie them will not allow them to dismiss such useful
qualities in times of imminent battle. Even if in the case of
the Highlanders, useful qualities are limited to the brutal
destruction of anything that dares stray in to their path. The
Royal Guard present today relish their support knowing they
are about to lock horns with the Vaettir.

The power of Vaettir Maaj is well documented
throughout the Britanan Empire and is superior in
strengthtothesimplemutteringstheyutterthemselves.
They hold faith in their numbers though and although
inferior, Britanan Maaj can still pack an almighty punch.
The Royal Arcanum Guard have spent many years of service
honing the gifts bestowed upon them by their King and it
would be unwise for any foe to underestimate the destructive
capabilities of their spells. They are the finest achievement yet
for King Jorje’s reformed Academy of Magic and their safety
and well-being is of vital importance to any Britanan battle
plan. On many occasions, the Royal Arcanum Guard have
been known to sacrifice multiple platoons of grunts to ensure
that they themselves have enough time to unleash their spells

upon their enemies, often turning
the tide of battle in their favour.

From the North, a Vaettirean
war host is preparing for battle.
Ritual sacrifices are conducted
throughout the sinister ranks of
the ancient Vaettir; warriors push
their psyche to higher levels and
then plunge back down to reality
as they scuttle towards their prey.
They are a distorted mockery of
theirancestorsandtheirabsorption
of elemental magic has left them
twisted and insane, hell bent on
restoring the world and writing the
wrongs they have inflicted upon
it. Their destructive tendencies
are, in fact, more likely to destroy
it in the process.

Ayarchi looks downwards into
the valley and utters an ancient
curse; the young Vaelad leader
draws upon the abundant
elemental resources present in the

valley and allows the flames to consume him. He is ready for
war today and seeking vengeance on the puppet army that
has plagued him so frequently. Most recently, he had been
forced to abandon the ancient Mausoleuminua Dalgourtho
to the Britanan invaders. The once proud city is located in
the southeast and in ages long passed its impressive structure
and gigantic stature was a proven deterrent for any would
be invaders wishing to find an easy route onto the continent.
Today it stands desecrated under Britanan occupation;
unkempt, damaged and decorated with their cheap tawdry
banners.

Ayarchi spits as he remembers his retreat only months ago. He
had held the home of his forefathers for three weeks and a day
when the puppets finally breached the northern wall of the
Mausoleuminua. Hehas still not been able to remove the smell
of smoke from his nostrils and this serves him a bitter reminder
of the black powder capabilities possessed by the Britanans.
He had managed to escape with a small band of Varriers and
had made the journey to safety within the borders of his own
people.

Britanan Company Sergeant Major
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Once he had restored his injuries, he made a plea
with brethren in the north and managed to rally

three other legions willing to march out to war with
the Britanan menace. There are many present here

today, united in theirpurpose andall bearingmalicious intent
towards the puppet army that refuses to relent with its never
ending campaigns of expansion. Affording no respect for their
ancient ways and boundaries has earned King Jorje’s army
the attention of the largest Vaettir horde seen this century.
Ayarchi stands confident convinced that this army would deal
a massive blow to the Britanan’s northern expansion plans
and buy him valuable time to further unify his people and
crush this nuisance once and for all. He has calculated that
victory here today will allow him many months, maybe even
years, to muster the troops needed for such large-scale warfare.
If all goes well he might even be able to investigate the latest
Ridendean menace that has recently been causing mischief in
the west. He will enjoy seeing his Vicario put the chill to those
little bastards for sure!

Heshakeshisheadandfocusesonthepresenttask,TheRidendeans
are like childrenwhencompared to theplagueheponders in front
of him. They think they are big but they are in fact too small
to have any major impact in the eyes of the hardened veteran.
Their weaponry and magic is infantile in comparison to the
might of the doll soldier army that so frequently implements
new uses for explosive powders and magical enchantments. The
ancient Vaettir recalls a brief engagement with Ridend who
had worn masks cannibalized from fallen Britanan troopers
and wonders what the significance of that strange imitating
act had been, if there was any significance at all. It would be
his next mission to find out once he had ensured the slaughter of
every living and enchanted creature in the valley.

The crazed Varriers race like lightning deep into the valley
hungry for destruction, their thirst for vengeance will be
quenched as soon as the Britanans are visible. These insect like
fighters swarm their prey and are the most numerous warriors
found in the legionsof theVaettir. Their shrivelledwings, atfirst
glance seeming incapable of flight, hide the true capabilities of
their speed and it truly is frighteningly fast. Armed with pairs
of crudely crafted stone daggers their main strength lies in the
underestimation afforded to them by their enemies.

They will wait patiently and appear to be quite fragile when
faced with an enemy charge, only to launch savage counter
attacks moments later. The counter attack is even more
surprising for the aggressor when the trap is finally sprung;
throwing the enemy ranks into chaos as the Varrier legions
mercilessly cut them down. It is forgivable when observing
Varrier in combat to conclude that they fight in a savage
primitive manner, this is not the case however and upon closer
inspection, it is clear that the techniques employed by Varrier
have an elegance and grace to them that transcends the
fighting styles of lesser races.

No less dangerous are the dreaded Vstonin as they too descend into
the valley to join the Varrier hordes. Their stone form conceals
their empty eyes while their chattering teeth grin out from
a wicked smile. The Vstonin have proven to be instrumental
in the victories of countless battles, their huge blades making
short work of the close packed Britanan battle lines. Swinging
outwards, they reeve their foes with deadly conviction, their
grisly harvest litters the battlefield and the horrific scenes they
display terrify their enemies into compliance.

Ayarchi scans the diverse array of warriors before
him and absorbs an Elvspon, the wind elemental
briefly squeaks as it is torn from existence. The flames
surrounding Ayarchi rise higher, lighting him up like
a beacon on the battlefield much to the amusement of
the surrounding rabble. High-pitched squeals and sickening
laughter mark the first sighting of the enemy, the ominous
sound of chattering teeth fading as the Vaettir prepare for war.
A vengeful bloodlust consuming the legions as the sun slowly
disappears from sight.

They slow their pace and brace themselves for the oncoming
charge.

Captain Flescher of the 9th Lamina brigade is the first to notice
the Vaettir horde and it fills him with a great sense of pride and
accomplishment as he orders his Dragoons forward in skirmish
line to slow the enemy up. The Dragoons of the 9th Lamina
brigade charge into the valley taking shots at the ranks of
Varriers ahead. The blasts from their black powdermuskets ring
out far and wide across the landscape as a lone Varrier slumps
to the ground and first blood is claimed. The smoke from the
muskets temporarily obscures the view from the rear ranks of
the platoons and Puppeteer Jaksun gasps in anticipation at
the carnage about to unfold.

Pushing ahead of the main force, the front rank of the Dragoons
are only moments away from pulling back out of range of
the Varriers when a dark shadow rises from the earth before
them, the elemental creature engages them early than they
had first expected and throws their ranks into chaos. The first
Dragoon is killed instantly on impact and is shunted sideways
unsteadying the balance of the Dragoon to its left and forcing
his legs to buckle beneath him. The Dragoon crash into the
ground and has little chance of recovery as the Varriers close in
slashing and tearing at him as he lie helpless.

The rear ranks fare no better, their shots deflecting from the
bodies of the assembled stone elementals approaching their
right flank as they attempt to regain control. The resistance
is short lived and the nearby Vstonin dismiss the remaining
Dragoons incredibly swiftly. Each swing of their blades inflicts
multiple wounds upon the light cavalry, crippling them and
condemning them to their doom. Ayarchi steps forward towards
the scene and a malevolent smile spreads across his face as he
wreaths the downed Dragoons in flames turning them to ashes
in an instant.

The plan had unfolded well and his Vaettir had eliminated a
large chunk of Britanan light cavalry, suffering minimal
losses in the process. The act of carnage seems to have lasted only
minutes to the Britanans in the centre of the field but in the
minds of the ancientVaettir it is merely seconds. TheBritanans
claimed the first kill yet it was the Vaettir who inflicted the
most destruction. Still, even the loss of a single Vaettirean soul
seemed unacceptable to Ayarchi and he vowed to return the
damage one thousand times over.

With the battle lines drawn, the enemies press onward into
combat. Neither side willing to relent, the death toll promised
to be high as the compassionless forces drain the valley of Maaj
and fill the air with smoke. The bloodcurdling cries will be heard
a hundred leagues away as the respective sides prepare for death
or glory, the destruction caused will leave a permanent stain
on the landscape forever and to the victor the meagre spoils of
an eternal war.
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TERMINOLOGY WE USE
Throughout the rules, we will use specific terms

to describe elements of the game. These are set out
below.

d6: Six sided dice, the only dice you need for this•
game. You will see this written in a variety of ways:

◦ d6: This is the basic way of writing it. This
refers to a single 6 sided die.

◦ 2d6: This means you need to roll a certain
number of 6 sided dice. In this example it is
two 6 sided dice that need to be rolled.

◦ d6+/-x: This is ameans forus tomodify the
result of a dice roll. Examples are d6+1, which
means roll one d6 and add one to the result.
d6-2 means roll one d6 and subtract 2 from
the result.

◦ d3: This is a 3 sided die. Roll a d6 and
consider results of 1& 2 as ‘1’, 3 & 4 as ‘2’ and
5 & 6 as ‘3’.

Attack dice: The dice rolled when making an•
attack. This can be a melee or ranged attack and the
number of attack dice is equal to the profile’s Combat
or Ranged stat +/- modifiers.

Model: A single miniature of any type.•

Profile: The stat line and attributes referring to a•
particular model.

Base stat: The value of a stat as printed on the•
model’s profile

Modified stat: The value of a stat as printed•
on the model’s profile plus any modifiers that are
affecting the model at that time.

Unit: A single grouping of models with a defined•
profile/s. A unit can be either an Independent (e.g.
Eotan) or a Squad (e.g Grenadiers). For example,
two squads of Unmann, and an Eotan equates to
three units.

Independent: A unit initially consisting of only•
one model.

Squad: A unit that can consist of more than one•
model.

Force: The group of units under control of one•
player.

LoS:LineofSight,whichdetermineswhatagiven•
model can and cannot see, and therefore attack.

Inches: All measurements in Relics are in•
inches.

AoE: Area of Effect. An area representing the•
coverage of weapons that are ‘explosive’ and not
‘direct’.BtB: Base to Base. When model’s bases are
touching edge to edge.

Melee range: When models from enemy•
units are in BtB contact. When in melee range,
a unit is also considered in combat range

Combat range: Models within 2″ of one or•
more enemy models and have LoS to that model are
considered in combat range with those models.

DICE AND HOW WE USE THEM
Dice. There are plenty of types out there, some weird,
and some normal. We’re sure everyone has a good
collection of dice already but not necessarily a collection
of all the types available. Well, fear not as we use the
most common dice there are!

You will only need six sided dice for Relics. The results of
the rolls are worked out one of two ways, depending on
what you are trying to achieve.

Generally, dice will be rolled in groups and you will need
to count the number of doubles you rolled.

Whencalculatinghits countpairs ofdice, eachpair counts
as a hit. When calculating pairs you may only count each
die once; once paired a die is removed from the dice pool
as it is considered ‘used’.

Generally, we are not worried about the value of the
double, just the number of them. However, there are
some situations where we look for specific values. These
will be covered in the respective sections.

Secondly, you may also be required to roll a single die
and compare the result with a target number, or to roll
two dice and add the values together, and compare this
result with a target number. These methods of rolling the
dice and working out the results are discussed in depth
later .

REROLLS
Some rules allow dice to be rerolled. In these instances,
all rerolls need to be rolled at the same time and a die
can only be rerolled once per action. So, if a unit is
allowed to reroll multiple dice (maybe a spell has been
cast on it allowing a reroll as well as the unit having the
ability natively), the player must make all rerolls at the
same time.
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RULE PRECEDENCE
In Relics, we have four layers of rules:

1. Core rules.This includesexpansions etc. So, the
document you are reading at the moment falls in to this
category.

2. Profile Attribute Rules: the attribute rules listed
on a profile such as ‘Hardened’.

3. Magic spell rules. It’s pretty obvious where you
find these ones....

4. Officially released erratas, found on our website
at http://www.torgaming.co.uk

When deciding which rules should be applied in
precedence over others, use the following order: Core
rules are overruled by profile attribute rules, which are
overruled by spells.

So, if a profile has a rule that contradicts a core rule,
ignore the core rule. If a spell contradicts a profile and/
or a core rule, use the spell ruling.

Errata, if any, will explain how they affect existing rules
on a case-by-case basis.

Note: In some cases, we break this rule. When this is
the case,we explicitly state so. For example, the Beorn’s
‘Earth Commander’ profile rule states:

“This models command range is never reduced, even if
affected by a spell.”

So, in this instance, the profile rule ‘Earth Commander’
explicitlystatesthatitoverridesspellsthatwouldnormally
reduce theBeorn’s Command range. This does not affect
spells that would increase the Beorn’s Command range
however!!

Additionally, theremaybe timeswhen aunit hasmultiple
rulesaffecting it thatmaycontradict themselves. In these
instances, the more severe rule takes precedence.

For example, a unit may have a Shaken and a Knock
Down counter on it at the same time. In this situation,
the ruling of “Unit may not move” from the Knock Down
counter takes precedence over the “The unit moves as if
on difficult terrain” rule of being Shaken.

MEASURING
Measurements are always made in inches (we tried
centimetres but couldn’t get on with them).

When making
measurements ,
measure from
the edge of the
model’s base
to the edge of
the item you
are measuring to
(building, base of
another model, etc).

PRE-MEASURING
Players may not pre-measure. This includes
knowing how long your hand or forearm is and
leaning on the table to use them to figure out if you
are in charge range. Yes, you know who you are. Play
fair or don’t play!

This means that the player must announce any intention
to fire, charge, move, etc., prior to making any
measurements.

Note:Thereisoneexceptiontothis,andthat ismeasuring
of Command ranges, which may be measured at any
time. See the ‘Command’ section for further details.

AREA OF EFFECT
If an attack, or other in game affect, is employing an
AoE, measure from the edge of the affected model’s
base up to the AoE value in all directions.

If the AoE touches any model’s base, the model is
considered affected by the AoE. The affected model is
included in this AoE.

MINIATURES
Have you seen the Relics range of models? Beautiful they
are, and so different to all the other models out on the

market. If you have not got any yet, why not??

Each player should have a number of miniatures
that make up their force. The total points value of
each force is decided between the players prior
to the game or stipulated in the scenario to be
played.

Each army list provides a number of different units
for the players to choose. What they choose is entirely
up to them, as long as they follow the simple force

Unmann A is hit by a AOE attack. The total area of the attack
means only Unmann D escapes as his is the only base not touched by

the AoE
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construction rules (see “Force Creation” for
details) and as long as the total value does not

exceed the agreed game size.

Units can be either an Independent unit, or a Squad unit,
as indicated in the unit’s profile.

INDEPENDENTS
Independent units are purchased as a single model and
act independentlyonthetable.Theyareneverconsidered
part of a squad, even when in ‘coherency’ with one.

SQUADS
Squads consist of a number of models, dependant on
the profile and the min/max model number value of that
profile. Squads act as a group and must stay within a
certain range of each other (see “Squad Coherency”).
Generally, squads will be made up of a single profile, but
there are instances of special squads that aremadeupby
multiple profiles. These units are called mixed squads.

MIXED SQUADS
Some profiles can be fielded in mixed squads. These
units will comprise of two or more different profiles.

For example, the Empire Britanan faction has a unit
choice of ‘Hunting Pack’. The Hunting Pack unit consists
of two different profiles, the Handler profile and the
Hunting Dog profile.

SQUAD COHERENCY
Models that are part of the same squad must stay within
coherency of at least one other model from the squad.
The maximum range that models may be apart is 2″.

If, for whatever reason, a squad is split into two or more
groups then the squad is considered to be out of squad
coherency and must abide the following rules:

The largest part of the squad may continue•
to be used as per the normal rules. If none of
the unit’s parts are greater than the rest,
the owning player chooses which part to
use as if it were the largest part.

When the squad activates, the•
smaller part/s must move their full
current Move to try to re-establish
squad coherency again.

If they are unable to re-•
establish squad coherency
in a single activation, they
must continue to move their
full distance for subsequent
activations until they are back
into squad coherency.

For the entire activation,•
the parts not considered the
largest may not perform any
action other than to move. If

one of these unit parts moves back into squad
coherency, it may still not perform any other
action until the unit’s next activation.

In the example above Troopers A and B are in Unit
Coherency with each other. Trooper C however is not in

Unit Coherency with either A or B.
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STATS
You have the models (if not, why not??) but

what use are they without stats to enable you to
use them on the battlefield?

Each profile is made up of a collection of values called
stats. These stats represent the model’s ability at doing
certain actions within the game.

Move (Mv): The distance in inches, a model may•
move during its activation.

Combat (Cb): This is the ‘attack value’, and is•
the base number of dice (attack dice) the player rolls
in melee combat.

Defence(Df):Theamountbywhichanopponent’s•
attack dice are reduced by when attacking this model.
For example, if thisvalue is 1, theopponent attacking
this model will reduce the number of dice they roll
by one. Note, if this value is preceded by a plus sign
(+), the attacker adds this number of dice to their
roll. (Some things are just too slow or too big or too
bloody stupid to get out of the way).

Damage (Dg):This is the totalnumberofdamage•
points this model can take before it is removed from
the table.

Ranged (Rg): This value is split into two,•
separated bya ‘/’. The first value is the ‘attackvalue’,
and is the base number of dice the model rolls when
making a ranged attack. The second number is the
maximum range in inches for the ranged attack. For
example, 3/15 means three dice are rolled and the
ranged attack can be made up to 15 inches.

Morale (Mr): This value indicates the unit’s•
willingness to fight when the going gets bad. The
higher this value is the better!

If a stat has ‘-’ in it, this means that stat cannot ever be
used by that unit in a game and any modifiers applied to
the unit that affect that stat will have no effect.

In addition to the stats, each profile may have a number
of attributes. This will detail any special rules that apply
to the profile. They will also specify when the player may
use them.

Lastly, all models are considered as having the attribute
Living unless specifically stated on their profile.

LINE OF SIGHT
Miniatures have a line of sight (LoS) of 180 degrees to
their front, and LoS is alwaysworked out on amodel-by-
model basis.

We recommend you mark the base in some way to show
the models LoS.

We use the models base to gauge LoS. Imagine the base
rises up as a ‘cylinder’ to a height equal to the models
base (so a model on a 30mm base has a cylinder 30mm
high). A model must be able to see at least part of the
target ‘cylinder’ to consider having LoS. We only consider

this ‘cylinder’ as ‘the target model’ when trying
to spot them, not themodel (not even its left arm
that is out stretched in a ‘CHARGE!!!!!!’ pose. So,
feel free to model your miniatures as you wish as
you will not be penalised or gain a benefit from it).

If less than 50% of the target ‘cylinder’ can be seen (but
you can see some), then the target model is considered
to be “obscured.”

OBSCURED
Models that are ‘Obscured’ increase their Defence stat
by 1.

For example, a model with a base defence of 1 will have
a modified defence stat of 2 when it is obscured.

There are a number of ways to become ‘Obscured’; these
are mentioned in their respective sections.

LINE OF SIGHT THROUGH OWN UNIT
LoS is handled differently when it is drawn through units.
The way it is handled is dependent onwhether the unit it
is passing through is a friendly unit or an enemy unit.

Models in a unit can draw LoS through their own unit,
ignoring other members of that unit. This means that
a unit can fire through its own members without any
issues.

LINE OF SIGHT THROUGH FRIENDLY UNIT
Models in a unit can draw LoS through another friendly
unit but the models of the other unit block LoS as they
stand. Therefore, you need to be able to draw LoS
though the gaps between the models of the friendly unit.
Shooting through a friendly unit is dangerous and only
done indire situations.When shooting through a friendly

In the example above, all Troopers in the unit below can shoot
at the Unmann unit as members of a unit do not block LoS of

other unit members
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unit, the target unit counts as obscured and any results of double 1s or 2s count as hits against the
friendly unit.

LINE OF SIGHT THROUGH ENEMY UNIT
Models can not draw LoS through enemy units, even through the gaps. It just can’t be done, so there.

In the example below, the Britanan player would like to
shoot the Eotan unit but as you can see the Trooper unit is
unable to get LoS on the Eotan unit because a Unmann

unit is blocking the Trooper units LoS.

In the example above, the Grenadier unit is in the Trooper
unit’s LoS of the Unmann unit. So, when the Britanan

player checks LoS for individual models, they will find that
the Grenadiers positions means Trooper A is unable to find a
LoS to any of the Unmann units members and therefore can

not shoot.

NUEM BATTLE PRAYER - RECITED FROM THE NEW TOME OF LAW
Typically a company chaplain will recite the prayer and pause at the end of each sentence. This allows time for the devout
Nuem Warriors assembled to repeat the phrase thus strengthening the prayer and the protective properties it is believed to confer.
In times of isolation and dire circumstances it is perfectly acceptable to recite the prayer to oneself though the effects bestowed
will be limited.

My suffering today will bring, A curse upon the puppet king,

Beneath my feet the ground will shake, And in their holes the beasts shall quake

My fists shall pound on crumbled walls, And slay them in their ancient halls

My armour shall blunt the sharpest swords, And thwart the ragged endless hordes

When strangers land upon our shores, And lead us into bloody wars

And if I were to fall today, Upon my knees to gods I’ll pray

When I am lost I will be found, And when I’m laid into the ground

My oldest kin please guide me well, To fair Dundhanllam and clear of Hel
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BATTLE FIELD COMMAND
COMMANDERS

Any profile with ‘Command’ attribute is considered a Commander. These are a special type of model and are
typically, but not always, Independent Units. The owning player may measure the Commanders command range
(the numerical value in the ‘Command’ attribute’) at anytime. This is a break from the ‘no pre-measuring’ rule.

UNITS AND COMMAND
When a Unit becomes active, the player measures the distance from the Unit and all friendly Commander models.

If a single model in the Unit is within the Commanders ‘Command’ range of any of the Commanders, the Unit is
‘In Command’ for that activation and ignores the ‘Out of Command’ rules. If the unit is not ‘In Command’, it must
observe the ‘Out of Command’ rules

OUT OF COMMAND
Players do not have a lot of control over Units that are not in Command. When a Unit is out of Command, the player
may only do one of the following three main options with that unit:

Move: The unit may move1.
up to their full-allowed distance.

Ranged attack: The unit may2.
make a ranged attack with the
following restrictions

◦ The unit may not make
a ‘Gang up Attack’.

◦ The unit may not move.

◦ The unit must target the
closest enemy unit in LoS.
Ifthatunithasatleast50%
of its models obscured, not
visible at all or in combat;
the player can ignore it for
target priority and target
the next closest enemy
unit in LoS. To determine
the closest unit simply
measure the closest model
to closest model

Combat: Units with one3.
or more models in combat must
continue to fight in combat. They
must still ‘Pile In’ when they
activate.

◦ A unit not in combat may
not charge, but may move into combat

◦ If moving into combat, the unit must target the closest enemy unit in LoS. If that unit has at least 50%
of its models obscured, not visible at all or currently has models in combat; the player can ignore it for
target priority and target the next closest enemy unit in LoS. To determine the closest unit simply measure
the closest model to closest model.

COMMANDERS AND COMMAND
Models with the ‘Command’ attribute are always considered to be in command.

COMMANDERS AND SHAKEN
When a Commander is shaken, consider its ‘Command’ value as half the stated value on its profile prior to adding
modifiers to its range. This continues until the ‘Shaken’ counter is removed.

An example of closest unit and units obscured. The Unmann unit is the closest but can be
ignored as it as more then 50% of it is obscured from the Trooper unit.
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THE TURN AND IT’S ‘BITS’
THE TURN SEQUENCE

Players take it in turns to activate a unit. Once a unit
becomesactive, theplayermust carryoutall their actions
with that unit that they wish to do. Once a player has
completed the actions with their active unit, it becomes
inactive and the other player activates a unit and carries
out the actions they wish to with that unit.

This continues until all units in the table have been
activated.

Who Goes First When Setting Up The Forces?

Quite simply, the playerwith themost unitsplaces aunit
on the table first. Then their opponent places a unit. This
continues until all units that are to beplaced on the table
have been deployed.

If all players have the same number of units, roll a d6,
with the player scoring the highest places the first unit.
Any draws should be re-rolled.

WHO MOVES FIRST?
At the start of each turn, both players roll a d6. If one
player has fewer units on the table than the other player,
they add one to their result.

The player with the highest result chooses to activate
first or second. Any draws should be re-rolled.

Players then take it in turns to activate a unit and carry

out all the actions they wish with that unit.

ACTIONS
When a unit activates, the player may do one of the
following with it

Move the unit up to its full Move value. No•
model may move further than it’s current movement
however.

Attempt to charge or move into combat with an•
enemy unit.

Move each models in the unit up to half its Move•
value then make a ranged attack.

If part of a unit is in melee, the unit must get•
stuck in and attack. See the ‘Stuck In’ section for
further details.

If all the unit is in melee, the unit must attack or•
the player must attempt a disengagement.

During any of the above, the player may make use of
‘any and all’ rules on that unit’s profile by following their
wording. Some may specify that they must be used in a
specific situation, in which case the rule is not optional
and the player must abide by them.

Additionally,magicusers,denotedby theCasterattribute
on their profile, may cast spells before and/or after
movement and/or shooting and even when in melee or
combat. See the ‘Magic’ section for further details.

SIR JAMES P FLESCHER - CAPTAIN IN HIS ROYAL MAJESTIES ARMY.
Sir Captain James P Flescher is the most senior ranking officer in the Britanan army succeeded in authority only by his Royal
Highness King Jorje. The good Captain has served his monarch and his country loyally for decades and is a fine testament to the
gloriously remembered up standing soldiers of great Britana who have perished in the terrible wars of the past. In the old days his
skills were unrivalled and his superior understanding of the art of war and its practices allowed him to swiftly rise up through
the ranks in record time.

Captain Flescher is to be rightfully revered as a fierce swordsman, indeed his prowess with the blade is near legendary and he
has gutted his fair share of rivals in his time. He has also been known on occasion to deprive particularly offensive opponents
of their heads, though he can often be persuaded to settle for just the tongue or sometimes even an eye or two. He is also highly
proficient with a pistol and he has been witnessed shooting the brass buttons off a fleeing trooper from over one hundred meters
away. Captain Flescher despises cowardice and is quick to administer swift and often brutal punishment to any soldier under his
command who should happen to lose his nerve in the chaos of battle.

While Captain Flescher is undeniably a highly talented individual and decorated soldier, over the years he has also grown
undoubtedly insane. His antics on the battlefield are proof enough of this alone and the armies of Britana have suffered some of
their most devastating defeats in recent times whilst under his command, due mostly to the Captains inability to recognise the
danger that lurks around every corner of modern Relicia.

The Captain is old school and still not fully adjusted to the changes made to the Empire since the Collapse. He is so deluded that
it is not entirely clear that he understands the losses that have been endured by his people at all and can often be heard engaging
in prolonged banter with the puppet soldiers of King Jorje who supposedly answer his many questions and amuse him so greatly
with their “witty peasant tomfoolery!”.

Captain Flescher is also notorious throughout the Kingdom of Britana for his arrogant boasting and can regularly be heard
saying things such as -“If it is true that battles are won on courage alone then I fear I might never lose a fight, for I have yet to
meet a man in the whole of Relicia as courageous as me!”
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MOVEMENT
Models can move in any direction the player

wishes. They must move around impassable
intervening terrain and other models and must not
exceed their Move value during their activation.

TO CHARGE OR NOT TO CHARGE
To charge into melee, the majority (50% or greater)
of the unit must have LoS to the intended target unit.
A model that is part of a unit that intends to charge a
squad, only needs to draw LoS to one model in the squad
to have LoS to that unit.

If the majority of the charging unit does not have LoS
to the target unit, they may move into combat with the
target unit instead but do not count as charging and

therefore do not gain the charge bonus during combat.

Measuring the range for units is performed on a model
by model basis. Therefore, if half the unit is in range,
only half make contact.

CHARGING WHILST MOVMENT REDUCED
Charges cannot be made by any unit that has its
movement reduced, either by ‘Difficult Terrain’ or by any
other game effect such as a spell.

MINIMUM CHARGE RANGE
Models wishing to make a charge must move further
than 2”. If, after making the move it turns out the model
has moved less than 2”, the model does not count as
charging and does not benefit from the charge modifier.

This means that during a charge, it is entirely possible
for part of a unit to qualify for the charge modifier and

part of the same squad fail to qualify for the
charge modifier.

MAKING THE CHARGE
Once the charge has been announced, the controlling
player rolls a d3 and adds this value to the unit’s current
movement value for the charge range.

Models in a unit making a charge move must travel in
a single, straight line when towards the unit they are
charging.

If it turns out the unit does not have enough movement
to make contact, even after the addition of the d3 result,
the unit must be moved directly towards the intended
target unit their maximum movement value, ignoring the
result of the d3.

For example, a player declares a charge and
rolls the d3. They roll a ‘6’, which gives them an
extra 3” of movement which added to the unit’s
movement of 5” gives a charge range of 8”. After
measuring, the closest models they find out the
models are 9” apart.

The charging unit is therefore moved directly
toward the intended target unit their normal
movement of 5”

If it is determined that at least one member of
a charging unit has enough movement to make

contact, all members of the unit must be moved the
full modified movement directly towards the target

unit in a single, straight line.

CHARGE BONUS
Models that have charged during their activation and are
in base to base contact with an enemy model increase
their Combat stat for the rest of that activation by 1.

Forexample,aBritananTrooperthatchargesisconsidered
to have a Combat stat of ‘3’ for that activation.

CHARGING OBSCURED MODELS
If a unit charges a unit that is classed as obscured at
either the start of the charge, the end of the charge or
both, themodels contactedby the charge are considered
obscured when resolving the charge combat rolls.

CHARGING WITH MODIFIED MOVEMENT
If a model has had its movement value reduced, whether
by terrain or some other gamer rule, the model cannot
benefit from the charge bonus and does not count as
charging.

This isworked out on amodel bymodel basis for a squad.
This means it is possible for part of a squad to charge,
whilst anotherpart of the squad to notbe able to charge.
This is normal and fine, the player just needs to make
sure no model moves as far as it can and you keep unit
coherency.

Having its movement increased however does not stop
the unit from charging. That just wouldn’t make sense.

The majority of the Unmann
unit does not have LoS to the
Trooper unit, so the unit can

not charge.

The Trooper unit
however can charge

as the majority
of the unit has

LoS to atleast one
Unmann
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MAKING THE MOST OF THE CHARGE
When charging, models don’t just stop when they meet
the firstmodel in the target unit. Theunits will ‘get stuck
into each other’ and the melee turns into a swirling mass
of bodies.

When moving models during a charge, starting with the
model closest to the target unit,move it so that it travels
as far as it can into the targetunit, butdoesnot come into
base tobase contactwith another enemy unit. If models
in the target unit need to be shuffled slightly to allow
space for a charging units models, then this is allowed.
However, when moving models, the owning player of
the charged models move them and once a model is in
base to base contact with a charger, the model can not

be moved to
m a k e

room.

Continue to do this until all models in the
charging unit have been moved.

TERRAIN
Prior to setting up the table, all players must agree
on the status of each terrain type. The options are as
follows:

Open: This has no effect on movement or•
L.O.S.

Difficult Terrain: This terrain affects movement•
but does not block L.O.S.

Obscuring terrain: This has no effect on•
movement but gives obscured status to any model
within or on the other side of the terrain area.

Difficult obscuring terrain: Counts as Difficult•
Terrain for movement and reduces L.O.S through
it to 3” with models within that 3” L.O.S range are
considered obscured. Therefore, models looking into
the terrain from outside will only be able to see 3”
into it. Whilst models within the terrain have a total
L.O.S range of 3” into the terrain. If a model is in
the terrain piece and closer than 3” of the edge, they
can see models outside the terrain as per the normal
L.O.S rules.

Impassable: This blocks movement but not•
L.O.S.

Blocker: This is impassable for movement and•
blocks L.O.S.

You assign each piece of terrain one of the above terrain
descriptions and it remains like that for the whole
game.

If bothplayers agree, youcanalso createnew, fun terrain
descriptions for weird and wonderful terrain. What about
a terrain piece that attacks a unit that occupies it? That
would be fun. Feel free to post these ideas on to our
forum so others can enjoy using them.

LINEAR TERRAIN
Walls, hedges that sort of stuff. They are perfect for
hiding behind... Umm, I mean taking up a defensive
position behind...

Any piece of terrain that is no wider than 1” is classed
as linear terrain.

LINEAR TERRAIN AND MOVEMENT
When a linear piece of terrain that is 2” tall or less is
being crossed by models on a 30mm base, they move
at half their normal speed for that activation.

Any models on a base larger than 30mm can simple
ignore the linear terrain piece for movement.

No models are able to cross linear terrain that is taller
than 2”.Orcnar Nappa 10 minutes fter birth.

Orcnar Nappa 10 minutes fter birth.
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LINEAR TERRAIN AND
PROTECTION

Linear terrain can also affect LoS.

Depending on the size of the ‘spotting’ models , the
linear terrain can provide obscured status to models on
the other side

If LoS can be drawn through linear terrain to a target
model on the opposite side of the terrain and the spotting
model is on a 30mm base, the target model is considered
obscured if they are not further from the terrain feature
than two times the height of the terrain feature.

If the activate model is on a 40mm or larger base, the
target model is considered obscured if they are not
further from the terrain feature than a distance equal to
the height of the terrain feature.

DIFFICULT TERRAIN
If a unit is on terrain that is classed as Difficult Terrain,
the unit’s movement is treated as below:

• If their movement is 5” or less, they move
1d3+1”

• If their movement is over 5” but less than 8”,
they move 1d3+2”

• If their movement is 8” or over, they
move 1d3+4”

MOVEMENT OFF AND ON DIFFICULT
TERRAIN
A unit that is moving onto ‘Difficult Terrain’ after moving
some distance on open terrain move to the terrain edge,
roll a d3 andmove this amount in inches into the terrain.
Models in the unit may not move more than its base
movement stat.

For example, A squad of Troopers are 2” away from a
piece of terrain that modifies movement. They move 2”

up to the terrain and then the
player rolls a d3 and gets a
result of 3, which equates
to 2”. The squad therefore
moves 2” into the terrain.

For Example, A squad of
Unmann are 4” away from a
piece of terrain that modifies
movement. They move 4” up
to the terrain then the player
rolls a d3 and gets a result of
6, which equates to 3”. As the
squad has already moved 4”
and their basemovement stat
is 5”, they can only move an
additional 1” into the terrain.
The other 2” from the d3 roll
is ignored.

A unit moving from ‘Difficult
Terrain’ into theopenwill only
move thedistance they rolled
for their ‘Difficult Terrain’
movement check.

In the above of a 1” tall wall between some enemy units, Grenadier
A is obscured from the Unmann as the Grenadier is within 2” of the

wall. Grenadier B is not obscured as it is not within 2” of the wall. As
the Eotan is on a larger base, opposing models have to be within 1x the
objects height to gain obscured. So, in this case, Grenadier C is obscured,

but Grenadier D isn’t o`bscured.

Orcnar Nappa 10 minutes fter birth.
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MELEE COMBAT
Blades, rocks, claws or jaws; it doesn’t really

matter what you use, as long as you know how to
use it right.

MELEE AND COMBAT RANGE
Models in base-to-base contact with enemy models are
in melee range with those models and direct their attack
rolls against them.

Models that are within 2” of enemy models and have
LoS to those modesl are within combat range of those
models.

Attack rolls may not be directed against models you are
in combat range with, but damage can spill over to these
models.

WHO ATTACKS
Once units are locked in melee, only models in melee
range may make attack rolls.

The order in which these attacks are made is the
decision of the attacking (active) player.

MAKING THE ATTACK
The player rolls a number of d6 equal to the profiles
Combat value, +/- any modifiers that may be applied.

COMBAT ACROSS LINEAR TERRAIN
OR WHILST OBSCURED
There are a couple of situations when a model
benefits from obscured status when being attacked in
melee

The first is if the attack is being made across linear
terrain.

When models are in contact with a piece of linear terrain
and enemy models are in contact with the same piece of

linear terrain but on the opposite side and are within
Combat Range, Consider the models as being in Melee
Range.

As such, when rolling their attack dice, the target model
is considered obscured.

Thesecondsituation is if the targetmodel is inobscuring
terrain during the activation in which the attacking
model moved (other than to get “Stuck In”) into melee
range; the target model is considered obscured.

Note: Obscured status for units in obscuring terrain
during melee is only available during that initial contact
activation. Neither unit benefits from obscured status
on subsequent activations of either unit whilst they are
still in melee.

COMBAT WITH MULTIPLE UNITS
When an attacking model is in melee range with more
than oneenemy unit, the attackingplayer mustdeclare
which of the enemy units the attacking model is
attacking, using all of the attacking model’s combat
dice.

In this example, Unmann A is at melee range with Troopers A and B.
Trooper E is at combat range with Unmann A. Troopers C and D are not

at combat range with Unmann A.

Additionally, Unmann B is within combat range of Trooper A whilst
Unmann C is not within combat range of any Trooper.

In the example above Trooper A is only in melee range of Unmann A so
must attack that unit.

Trooper B is in melee range of both the Unmann A and the Eotan
(ouch). This means that when rolling this Troopers combat dice, the

player must declare first which unit the Trooper is attacking.
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LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS WHEN IN COMBAT
When a unit is active, any model in base-to-base contact with one or more enemy models must

make an attack against one of the enemy units in base contact and may not perform any other action.
If the active unit is a squad, any model models that are not in base-to-base contact with an enemy model
must get ‘Stuck In’

STUCK IN
HAVE AT THEM LADS!!!!!

Whena squadwithoneormoremodels in combat range
of one or more enemy unit activates, any models
from the active squad that are not in base-to-base
contact with a model from any of the enemy unit/s
the active unit is in combat with must move to
make contact with a model from one of the
enemy units. These models cannot claim the
charge bonus.

Thismove is free and ignoresmovementpenalties

caused by difficult terrain and being shaken.

The one exception to the requirement for the unit to get stuck
in is if the player declares the unit will be disengaging at the
time the unit activates.

DISENGAGING
Bugger this, I’m out of here.

When a unit in melee or combat range with a single enemy
unit activates, the player may wish to disengage. If they do,
they must announce this before doing anything else.

Both players roll 2D6 and add the total remaining damage
value of their unit that is in the melee. (That’s damage value
folks, not number of models)

If the scores are even or the active player’s total is highest, the
unit disengages and may move up to their normal movement
value away from the unit they have disengaged. They may
not make contact with any enemy unit and may not make a
ranged attack or cast/maintain any spells this activation. Their
activation ends after they have moved.

If the active players score is less than their opponent’s score,
the disengagement fails and the unit’s activation ends. Oops.

Units in combat with more than one enemy unit may not
disengage.
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Patience
“Come along brother, not much further now”, Diploc hissed as he led Reatu upwards into the darkness.

“Forgive me while I linger for a moment Diploc, I feel exhausted and my memory is foggy, I am struggling to gather my senses, it
seems as if an eternity has passed.”

Reatu paused mid step and Diploc turned to face him, a thoughtful smile passed across his lips.

“It’s very interesting that you should say that old friendbecause in one way for you and mean eternity has passed but in another
its almost as if time has been reversed or possibly even time has simply ceased to exist.”

Reatu returned him a puzzled gaze. “Well its one theory anyway but there are still many unanswered questions like - Has time
changed us or have we changed time?”

Reatu writhed impatiently. Diploc did not seem to notice his disinterest and continued his musings regardless.

“The specifics are all very complicated but are also somewhat irrelevant, needless to say we exist outside of the usual constraints
of time now. We have defeated death and are immortals reborn! The plan worked brother, just as we expected.”

Reatu shook his head clearly doubtful. “Immortal? Really? I feel as if death will come to reclaim me at any moment.”

Reatu mumbled miserably. Diploc spat and cursed loudly in response.

“To think I’d almost forgot how irritating you could be when your in one of your negative moods, come along quickly now , I’m
hoping this might jog your memory.”

Diploc slithered quickly ahead up the last few steps and out through the passage into the cave, his bony fingers fumbled in the
darkness as he searched for the lever. He pulled it back and at once light shot down from high up in the ceiling, the earth began to
shake and the sound of creaking metal filled the air as the ancient contraption before them sprung into life.

“Do you remember this brother?” Reatu squinted his eyes open slowly, he watched the spinning motion of the machine for a
moment, it was an almost trance like experience then suddenly he threw his arms in the air and yelled loudly -

“How could I have forgotten? The Oubliettorium!”

Diploc remained silent and allowed his brother to drift further into the dream state. Reatu closed his eyes once again and he began
to see visions of the past.

In his mind’s eye he saw himself all those many years ago, he was much younger and stronger then too, he and Diploc had been
attendants of the Oubliettorium and they had taken great pleasure from their duty. He could hear the screams of the Nuem
ringing in his head once again, they cried desperately as their newly born infants were cruelly snatched away to be deposited in
the wicked machine works of the Naedre.

The children of the Nuem would be forced to endure a life of enslavement and torment entombed within the uncomfortable prison
shell’s that the Naedre had fiendishly crafted for them. It was a masterful process, the attendants had needed only to subdue
their captives long enough for the window of the Oubliette to open and when it did they would push the youngsters inside, the
Oubliettorium would do the rest and would meld their flesh with metal and thousands of tiny needles would probe deep into their
nervous systems to cause them agonising suffering and to ensure their full compliance.

He opened his eyes and the screaming stopped abruptly, the whirring clicks of the Oubliettorium became distant as the machine
slowed to a halt and the light drained from the cave as quickly as Diploc had pulled the lever.

“Do you remember now brother? Do you remember what we did?” Reatu nodded slowly a wide grin spreading across his serpentine
mouth.

“Yes Diploc, I remember everything! I remember it all!” Reatu spat as he spoke, and his tongue rapidly flickered across his lips.

“Is it time then already brother Diploc? Are we to begin our ascent to the surface once again? I wish to taste the suffering of a
thousand nations! Is it time to finally obliterate this wretched world?”

Diploc outstretched a hand to Reatu and smiled. “Patience brother, patience! I hunger for the things you speak of too but we are
not quite ready to reveal ourselves yet.”

Reatu lowered his head in disappointment. “Then when?”

Diploc’s smile turned into a malevolent grin as he whispered in the darkness.

“Soon Brother… Soon!”
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RANGED COMBAT
Bang, you dead!!

When making a ranged attack against an enemy unit
within range and LoS, a model will roll a number of d6
equal to theirRangedattackdicevalue,+/- anymodifiers
that may be applied.

A model may not make a ranged attack if they are in
combat range with an enemy model.

WHAT IS A VIABLE TARGET
Any enemy unit that is not in combat range with an
friendly unit is a viable target for a ranged attack.

If the unit has more of its models in combat range than
not in combat range but none in melee range, the unit
is considered obscured when targeted by ranged
attacks.

Only enemy models not in combat range with
a friendly model can be removed as casualties
from the ranged attack.

TARGETING UNITS IN
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
COVER
When targeting an enemy
squad that has models in
different levels of cover, the
attacking player must declare
what part of the unit they
will be attacking with each
shooting model. Work out the
attack dice as normal using
the cover modifier currently

affecting that part of the unit. Hits can only
be assigned to models in the part of the squad
declared as the target.

TARGETING MIXED SQUADS
There’s different troops in that unit Sir, who do we
target??

When targetting mixed squads with a ranged attack, the
Defence value used and any damage from the ranged
attack is applied to the one of the profiles only. This is
worked out by the number of each profile in the unit:

If one profile outnumbers the other profile/s by 2•
to 1, this profile has to be the target of the attack.

If none of the profiles outnumbers the other•
profiles by 2 to 1, the defending player must choose
the profile to be attacked.

WORKING OUT THE DICE
To work out the number of dice to be rolled in an attack,
simply take the appropriate number of dice equal to the
attack value for the attacking model depending on the
combat situation (Combat for melee, Ranged for, umm,
ranged). Then modify the number of dice by the target
unit’s defence value and any other modifiers (e.g. if
they are obscured, unit charging etc). The resulting
value is the number of d6 to be rolled in this attack.

A model must roll all of its modified attack dice when
attacking. The player may not choose to roll less dice
during the attack roll.

MINIMUM NUMBER OF DICE
When making an attack roll, either ranged or melee, if
the total number of modified attack dice is below 2, roll
2d6 and ignore doubles of 1’s and 2’s.

ATTACK TYPES
To handle the way units work in melee and shooting, we
have two ways for units to make attacks. Both of these

options are available to all units in the game.

The player must
declare which
attack type each
model is using,
and which models
are taking part in
‘Gang Up’ attacks,
if used, and all
target models
prior to rolling any
dice.

In the example to the left for
different levels of cover, the

Unmann unit has members in
cover and members out in the

open.
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NORMAL ATTACKS
The activeplayer makes attacks with each model

one at a time. Rolling the individual models dice
and working out what hits are caused before moving on
to the attack of the next model in the unit.

DO NOT combine the dice from multiple models when
making this type of attack. To speed things up, you can
roll the dice of multiple models together, but ensure you
use different coloured dice for each model and do not
mix the colours when working out the hits.

GANG UP ATTACK
Get ‘em lads!!

Instead, the player may split a unit up to make Gang Up
attacks. The active player nominates one model as their
main attacking model and up to two additional models
from the active unit that are eligible to take part in the
attack.

The player works out how many d6 they get as normal
for the first model. They then add an additional d6 to the
total for each additional mini taking part in the ‘Gang Up’
attack.

This number of d6 is then modified by the target model’s
Defence value

This way, the player can increase the number of dice
rolled whilst only needing to worry about the enemies
Defence once.

A model cannot take part in more than one ‘Gang Up’

attack per activation and there can never be
more than three miniatures involved in a single
‘Gang Up’ attack.

For example, a unit of 6 models wishes to make some
Gang Up attacks. The player may make these attacks as
follows:

Two attacks of three models each ganging up•

Three attacks of two models each ganging up•

ROLLING THE ATTACK DICE
Ok, so you have made it into melee, you have worked
out the attack dice you need but you have not actually
rolled them yet? What are you waiting for?

Once the number of dice has been determined for the
attack, roll them. Count up the number of doubles rolled;
this is the number of hits scored.

For every hit scored, the enemy model or unit takes a
single damage point.

REMOVING CASUALTIES
Once a unit has received enough damage points to equal
the ‘Damage’ value stated in its profile, theunit has taken
enough damage to have a model removed as a casualty.
Remove the member of the unit that is closest to the
originator of the attack that resulted in the casualty.

For example, if the attack was via melee, remove a
model that is in base contactwith the attacking model. If
the attack was ranged, remove the model closest to the
shooting model.

In the example above the Eotan is in Combat
range of Trooper B. If the Eotan casues one hits,

Trooper B is removed. If the Eotan casues two hits,
Trooper B is removed along with Trooper A.



In the example above Unmanns A and B are the only members of the Unmann
unit in range of the Trooper unit, with Unmann B only being in range of Troopers
B and C. When removing casualties, Unmann A is only removed if Trooper A scores
a hit. Unmann B is removed if either Trooper B or C hits. If both B and C hits, the

additional hit converts to Overkill.
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If a model in Melee combat inflicts more
damage than can be applied to enemy models

within melee range with it, apply the additional
damage to enemy model from the target unit that

is within combat range of the attacking model. If this is
not possible, the attacking unit has caused overkill. See
the ‘Overkill’ section for further details.

AREA OF EFFECT AND CASUALTIES
Casualties caused by an attack using an AoE are removed
from the models covered by the AoE only. If enough
wounds are caused than can be removed from under the
AoE, the additional wounds are converted to overkill. See
the ‘Overkill’ section for further details.

The owning player decides which models under the AoE
to remove.

OVERKILL
Ka-splattttt.

It is possible that not all the damage caused to a unit
during a melee attack can be applied to models within
combat range of the attackers. In these situations, we do
not ignore the extra damage, oh no. Rather we convert
it over to a modifier to be applied to a morale check that
may need to be made because of the attack.

Each time a model attacks in melee combat and causes

more damage than is required to remove all the
enemy models in combat range, keep a note of
the extra damage caused.

For example, an Eotan is in contact with a Trooper
unit and in base to base contact with a single Trooper
(Oh dear....) and no other trooper with in combat range
of the Eotan. The Eotan player rolls their attack dice and

causes 2 points of damage. The Trooper
in base-to-base contact is removed and
the second point of damage is noted for
overkill.

APPLYING OVERKILL
If a unit that has received overkill is also
forced to check morale, each overkill point
the unit received is converted to a modifier
of -1 to the morale check.

For example, the Trooper unit above is
forced to checkmorale because theTrooper
removed took the unit below 50%. The
player must apply an additional -1 modifier
to the morale check because of the one
point of overkill caused.

If the unit had two points of overkill on it,
the morale would be modified by -2.

LINGERING EFFECTS
Some rules have lingering effects that
continue to affect the target unit for the
complete turn and longer. Lingering effects
are applied to a target unit if that unit
receives at least one hit, or is affected by a
rule that applies a ‘Lingering Effect’.

When a lingering effect is applied to a unit,
place a counter on the unit to represent the
effect.

A unit can have multiple lingering effects on
it at one time, even of the same type except

each lingering effect counter must come from a unique
rule.

Forexample, aunithitby ‘IcedGround’ fromtwodifferent
sources will only receive one ‘Knock Down’ counter as
the counts come from rules with the same name.

However, no matter how many lingering effects counters
of the same type a unit has on it, you only apply the
modifier of the lingering effect once.

AFFECTS OF THE LINGERING EFFECTS
When aunit is active andunder the effect of one ormore
lingering effect, the unit must abide by the following
rules for that activation for each of the lingering effects
on them:

Fire:Whenunit activates, immediatelymakea2d6attack
against it. If the unit has the ‘Doll’ attribute, the attack
roll it receives is 3d6

Freeze: The unit’s current Move stat is reduced by 50%.
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Additionally, the units Combat and Ranged
attack dice stat is reduced by 1.

Horror: The Unit suffers an additional -1 to its
‘Morale’.

Knock Down: The Unit may not move. Attacks against
this unit gain a +1 attack dice. This unit may not make
gang up attacks

Pain: The unit’s Defence is reduced by one, as is the
unit’s Combat and Ranged attack dice stat. Pain only
affects Living models.

Poison: The units Move is reduced by 50%; additionally,
the units Defence is reduced by one, as is the units
Combat and Ranged attack dice stat. Poison only affects
Living models.

REMOVING LINGERING EFFECTS
At the end of the affected units next activation, roll a d6
for each of the ‘Lingering Effect’ currently affecting the
unit.

Ona result of ‘2’ ormore, remove the counter.Ona result
of a ‘1’, the counter remains on theunit and continues to
apply its effects to the unit.

Generally, this should be done on a counter-by-counter
basis. However, to speed things up, roll for the same
type counters all together. For example, a unit has 1 pain
and 2 fire counters on it (ouch). The player can roll two
dice for the fire counters, then after seeing if they can be
removed, the player would roll for the pain counter.

IMMUNITY TO LINGERING EFFECTS
Some units are immune to someLingering Effects.When
this is the case, the units profilewill statewhichLingering
Effect they are immune too.

In these cases, the rules that would place a
Lingering Effect counter on the unit takes effect
as normal, but the Lingering Effect is ignored.

MORALE
The ability to keep your force fighting is just as important
as what weapons they have.

During a game, there will be times when you need
to check a unit’s morale. These include, but are not
restricted too:

A unit’s current damagevalue is equal to 50% or•
less than its value at the start of that turn. Note this is
the unit’s total number of damage points, not model
count, so if the unit started that turn with 6 damage,
then it would need to check morale when its damage
rating reaches 3 or below.

Loss of a Commander•

Specific rule; in these situations, the rulewording•
will provide guidance.

MAKING THE MORALE CHECK
When making a morale roll, the player rolls 2d6 and adds
the unit’s Morale stat and other modifiers to the result.
See the ‘Morale Modifiers’ section for further details.

If the modified ‘Morale’ roll result is less than 12, the unit
fails its morale test and must observe the rules below.
Boo!

If themodifiedmorale roll is equal or greater than 12, the
unit passes its morale test and is unaffected. Hooray!

If the modified ‘Morale’ roll result is less than 12, the unit
fails its morale test and must observe the rules below.
Boo!

VAETTIR POEM - ALLUDING TO THE TRUE ORIGINS OF THE CWALU AND
OTHER CREATURES OF DARKNESS.

Searching long and far and wide, under stone, within beasts hides

Ancient power hidden from all, awaits the Huntawalus call

Spidery strands of liquid light, and silvery slithers call out in the night

To guide the Huntawalu true, so that their spark might shine anew

For the Maaj is fickle and hungry and yearning, and unspeakable horrors block the path to its learning

So the Huntawalu must do what is right, and fashion the strands into creatures of night!

So this is the secret of Vaettirean life, Beneath all the suffering and struggling and strife

All the fallen and cursed like the wretched Cwalu, Are born at the hands of the meddling Huntawalu
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DEATH OF A COMMANDER
The loss of a Commander is never a good thing

(although looking at some Commanders from
history, losing them wouldn’t have been so bad). Not
only is losing a Commander bad because
it stretches your ability to control your
troops and keep them moving, it
also means units that witness
the death and are not able to
come under the command
of another Commander
immediately may just loose
the will to fight!!

When a Commander is
removed from the table,
check all units in the
Commanders command
range to see if they are
also in the command
range of one or more other
Commanders.

If the unit is within range of
one or more Commanders at
the time, the unit is fine and
there is no action to be taken.

If the unit is not within range
of one or more Commander, the
player must immediately make a
morale check for the unit.

If the unit fails the morale check,
place a shaken counter on the unit.

FAILING MORALE BECAUSE OF
MELEE ATTACKS
The unit stays where they are and the player must place
a shaken counter on the unit.

FAILING MORALE BECAUSE OF RANGED
ATTACKS
The unit must immediately fall back directly away the
unit that made the ranged attack a distance as if they
were on Difficult Terrain. This move is compulsory and
will replace the movement of the unit if the unit has not
activated this turn or is additional movement if the unit
has already activated this turn.

The player must place a shaken counter on the unit.

AUTO FAILING MORALE
Units that roll a double 1 on the dice for their morale
checks automatically fail the morale check, no matter
what modifiers and their morale stat value.

MORALE AND AOE
When a unit takes a hit from an AoE attack, they must
make a morale check. This check must be made even if
they have not been reduced below 50% of their starting
damage value. However, the effect of a failed testing is
dependent on the unit’s current damage value.

If the morale test is a failure whilst the unit is
still above 50% strength of starting damage
total results in unit receives a Knocked Down
counter.

If the morale test is a failure
whilst the unit is below 50% strength of starting damage
total, the unit receiving a Knocked Down counter plus a
Shaken counter (but does not fall back like from normal
ranged attacks as it is now Knocked Down)

BEING SHAKEN
When a shaken unit actives, the player must ensure the
unit abides by:

• The unit moves as if on difficult terrain.

• The unit may not make gang up ranged attacks.

• Suffers a -1 to its attack value in melee

The unit suffers these until the counter is removed from
the unit.

REMOVING A SHAKEN COUNTER
When a shaken unit’s activation ends, the player must
immediately test morale. If it passes, the player removes
the units shaken counter.

If the unit fails the morale check, it is still considered
shaken. Leave the shaken counter on the unit. Do not
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apply the ‘Failing Morale Checks when Shaken’
rules.

SHAKEN AND OBSCURED TERRAIN
Whilst shaken, if the unit activates whilst in ‘obscured’
status, immediately remove the shaken counter. The
unit may complete its activation as is it was not shaken.

SHAKEN COMMANDERS
Shaken Commanders count their command value as half
its current value. This remains until the Shaken counter
is removed.

FAILING MORALE CHECKS WHEN
SHAKEN
Unless specified in the ruling that is causing the morale
check, a shaken unit that fails a morale check has had
its will to fight smashed; remove the unit from the table
as casualties.

SUPPORTED UNIT
Keeping your units supported with friendly units is very
important. When a unit needs to check morale, check to
see if the unit is supported.

To count as being supported, the range between the
testing unit and the closest friendly unit that is not in
combat must be less than the range to the closest enemy
unit.

A unit cannot be classed as supporting the checking unit

if:

You are unable to measure an•
uninterrupted line between the closest model
of the testing unit to any model of the supporting
friendly unit.

The unit you are measuring to has a shaken•
counter

The unit you are measuring to has a knocked•
down counter on it.

The unit you are measuring to is in melee•

The one exception to the ‘The unit you are measuring to
is in melee’ restriction is if that unit is in melee with the
same unit that the testing unit is in combat with.

MORALE MODIFIERS
POSITIVE:

Testing unit in obscuring terrain: +1•

NEGATIVE:
Caused by AOE attack: -1•

In Combat: -1•

Shaken: -1•

Overkill: -1 per point of ‘Overkill’•

Unit strength is at a third or less starting damage•
value: -1

WANTED DEAD!
by order of his Majisty King Jorje.

Former Royal caterer James Boyd . For commiting the heinous and terrible crime of treason by way of
delaying the Kings supper. Last seen heading north towards Xanawang. Generous reward paid on

confirmation of death.
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The Maaj can only be described as a tone that resonates throughout the essence of our world. Through some unexplainable
phenomenon, a select fewcreatures are able to tap into its power and manipulate it to fuel their own ambitions.Of these creatures,
none is as gifted at the craft than the Vaettir.

While lesser races struggle to acknowledge the existence of the Maaj due to their inability to hear even its slightest echo, the
Vaettir remain dominant in the mastery of its terrible power. Through their many eyes, they are able to see the world through
multiple spectrums simultaneously and their unrivalleduse ofmagic is born from their ability to perceive the Maaj as aphysical
manifestation. When they look upon the Orcnar for instance they see the rawness of magic seeping out wildly from all around
them, in stark contrast, while viewing the Britanans they witness only the faintest delicate thin strings of magic that loosely
binds them together. The Vaettir are accustomed to their distorted view of the world for the most part and as such are somewhat
fearless, yet they are filled with an unimaginable sense of terror by what they perceive when they encounter the Nuem.

It is to their eyes as if a trail of nothingness exists where ever the Nuem have passed; a void of immeasurable blackness surrounds
their massive frames and drains away the power of the Maaj. The Vaettir cannot replicate or understand the nature of this magic
but they know well enough to fear its dangerous power along with all the dread implications its existence implies.

Despite their natural judgmental tendencies and their meticulous examinations of their enemies there are few among the Vaettir
who are bold and daring enough to turn their gaze of scrutiny upon themselves. Instead, they prefer to remember their former
glories from a lost age than confront the harsh reality of the abominations that they have become. Those who develop the courage
to do so are usually disappointed anyway, the overwhelming abundance of magic that flows out from them burns so brightly it
renders all senses numb. It is almost impossible to gain anything useful from the experience; more often than not in fact, their
curiosity begins their descent into confusion and distrust and ultimately leads them on the swift path to terrible madness.

In Vaettirean society, it is the higher castes of Vaelad and Huntawalu who have seized power in the aftermath of the Great
Collapse and they have split and divided the land in to regional territories that they individually command and rule-over. It
is Huirach however, who possesses the supreme authority that they all unquestionably obey, a creature whose true origins are
shadowy to say the least. It is said that Huirach is the first among the Vaettir kind to have woken in the ancient days of Relicias
birth. In prophecy, she is believed to be the last to fall into the inevitable eternal darkness when the life cycle of Relicia finally
passes.

Amongst Vaettir society, it is Huirach who stands unchallenged as the master of the Maaj. Her sorcery is brutal and elemental in
nature and she harnesses the oldest archaic forces of nature in order to weave her most devastating spells, which she will willingly
unleash with terrifying authority upon those who would dare challenge her or her people.

In battle, Huirach will employ all manner of expertly crafted spells to destroy her enemies. She can alter her physical state in
reflection of the elements with remarkable ease and is able to adapt swiftly to her opponents weaknesses and strengths accordingly,
although often she favours the use of dark lingering curses to prolong the agony they must endure before death claims them.

Huirach is unrivalled in her mastery of the Maaj and draws on the most ancient elemental forces of nature to fuel her powerful
sorceries. Like the rest of the Vaettir society she sees the world on many different levels of reality but unlike the rest of the Vaettir,
she sees it at the same time. Of all Huirach’s incredible powers, her gift of foresight has proved to be the most revealing.

At any given time Huirach can view the world on multiple levels of reality, in an instant an infinite amount of possible
outcomes for the future are made clear to her. Such tremendous power would surely drive a lesser creature insane and even with
the immense magical prowess of one such as Huirach, the gift of foresight is still thoroughly physical draining which is why it is
seen by many to be more of a curse than a gift.

Huirach has always been gifted and her visions have sparked numerous campaigns and swiftly adapted defensive strategies. She
has always been able to see a lot but lately she has been seeing more and more clearly.

She sees endless possibilities unravel in her dreams but is reluctant when acting upon her prophecies. One of Huirachs most
significant predictions in recent times involved the rise of the great Orcnar Chief Ulluk and she fearfully acted in haste and
attempted to assassinate the beast before he grew too strong. In a cruel twist of fate, her own magic turned out to be the catalyst
in the manifestation of Ulluks strongest powers, for such is the fickle nature of the Maaj. Since then she has been much more
cautious in its uses and trusts less and less in her visions with every passing day.

Now, she foresees the rise of a mighty Unmann sorcerer King, made by her very hands, who will soon be testing her southern borders.
She knows he will be a great nuisance to her people and she has made careful plans to eliminate him before his powers fully
manifested. She can sense that he is already strong but she has foreseen that he will grow even stronger once he completes his
mutation into the twisted creature of awesome destruction she has witnessed in her visions. Guided by the earth he will wreak a
terrible vengeance upon the Vaettir given the chance. She will stop at nothing to destroy him before it is too late.

HUIRACH
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Unit not supported : -2•

Unit not in command range: -2•

MAGIC
The Maaj saturates theworld, maybea littlemore than it
used to thanks to the Vaettir.

A bit unpredictable, you can’t always rely on those
Maaj casters to always pull off what you want when you
want.

WHO CAN CAST SPELLS?
Units with the ‘Caster’ attribute are Maaj casters and are
the only profile that can interact with the Maaj and bring
its effects to the table.

They have two values following the Caster attribute on
their profiles. The first value is the Knowledge value and
the second is the Power value.

KNOWLEDGE
TheunitsKnowledge represent just howversatile theunit
can be when it comes to the Maaj. Before the game, the
player chooses a total number of spells from the general
spell list where the combined ‘Knowledge’ value of the
spells chosen is no greater than the units Knowledge
value.

Spells purchased with the units Knowledge value are in
addition to the spells already listed on the profile.

If a Maaj casting unit’s Knowledge value is zero, the unit
may not take additional spells and may only use those
on their profile.

POWER
The units Power represents how good they are at

manipulating the Maaj.

The power value shown on a profile is the power
rating of each model in the unit.

Add each of the units models power level together to find
out the number of power dice a unit has available during
to that unit during its activation to cast spells.

This is done at the start of each of their activations to
find out the power dice for that activation. As the unit
takes casualties, the number of power dice available to
the unit will drop.

Whilst we list the power value per model, the unit shares
the power dice of all its members, so no need to keep
track of individual members, just group them together
and track it for the unit.

THE STRUCTURE OF A SPELL
The spells will be made up with a number of

values:

Knowledge: The cost to•
‘purchase’ the spell before the
game begins. This value is added
to the ‘Knowledge’ value of the
other spells chosen for a caster
and the total value must not
exceed the caster’s ‘Knowledge’
value.

Spells listed on a units profile
will not have this value and are
automatically available to that
profile during the game (unless
specified on the actual profile).

Drain: Some spells•
require a lot of concentration
and effort to cast. So, when
casting these, the caster can
get knackered if they are not

careful and reduce their ability to cast more spells
that activation. The drain value is the number of
power dice that must be ‘discarded’ in addition to the
power dice being rolled to cast the spell.

For example, a player wants to cast a spell with
a Drain of ‘1’. They have a power pool of six, so
they must discard one power dice for this spells
drain, leaving them with five power dice. They
now roll the three they nominated dice they
nominated to cast the spell, leaving them with
two power dice to use for another spell. If
they then wanted to cast a second different spell
with a Drain of ‘1’, then they would discard one of
the remainingpower dice, leaving themwith only
one dice to cast the spell with.

Target: This tells you who can be the eligible•
targetsof thespell.Thismaybe‘EnemyUnit’, ‘Friendly
Unit’, ‘Unit’, ‘Independent’ etc. So, if it just says ‘unit’
then you can target any unit, friendly or enemy. If it
says ‘independent’, then it must be an independent,
friendly or enemy. If it mentions ‘enemy’ then the
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target must be an enemy unit. etc

Effect: The main text of the spell describes the•
effect it has when cast.

CHOOSING SPELLS FOR A MAAJ CASTER
Before the start of the game, the player can choose any
number of spells from the generic spells list in this set
of rules for their Maaj casting units. The total knowledge
value of the spells chosen for the unit is equal to or less
than the unit’s knowledge level.

These spells are in addition to the spells listed on the
unit’s profile.

CASTING THAT SPELL:

During the activation of a unit with the ‘caster’ attribute,
the player may attempt to cast any of the spells they
have chosen for that unit or any of the spells already on
the units profile. The player may cast spells before and/
or after movement but not during movement.

Each unit can have as many attempts to cast the same
spell per activation as the player wishes as long as they
have enough power dice for the casting attempts and
each casting attempt is on a unique target.

In order to cast the same spell more than once, the spells
drain value increases by one for each additional casting
attempt after the first attempt.

For example, a spell with a Drain value of ‘0’ will cost
1 point of drain on the second casting attempt. For the
third casting attempt, the drain will be 2

Unless specifically stated in the spells description, a unit
can only be targeted by a specific spell once per turn,
even if cast by multiple casters.

TO CAST A SPELL
Declare the spell you wish to cast•

Declare target unit or spot on the table if•
required

Declare power dice to be rolled during casting•
attempt

Discard a number of power dice equal to the•
spells Drain value.

Measure spells range to see if at least one model•
from the target unit is in range

◦ If out of range, discard a power die; return
remaining power dice to models dice pool.

Roll power dice•

ST NIKOLAUS - A BRITANAN MYTH
Every year in Unglandan as the temperature drops dramatically and the season changes to winter, a harsh

cold wind blows in from the east and the entire kingdom is covered in a shining white blanket of deep, crisp snow.
During this time King Jorje and his most trusted advisors lock themselves away in a remote part of the castle until the snow
has melted. Huddled around huge log fires they waste the days together drinking ale and roasting chestnuts, singing raucous songs
and feasting greedily upon the finest delicacies available while Britanas poor struggle endlessly to supply the military with
vital equipment during the treacherous conditions.

War does not simply just stop due to poor weather conditions and there is always at least one conflict being fought on one front or
another at any given time. It is during these cold winter months that a mysterious figure has begun to appear randomly during
times of great need, inspiring the puppet armies to victory with its glorious antics. The legendary hero has come to be known
affectionately as StNikolaus due to the strange resemblance he bears to a long deceased ambassador from the old days, though the
details of his origins are a complete mystery to all.

St Nikolaus is a striking figure of hope and is easily identified by the bright red hue of his magnificent coat and the huge sack he
always clutches tightly, this sack is by far his greatest weapon. On the occasions he has been sighted it has been reported that he is
somehow able to coax his enemies into entering the sack willingly where they will most certainly meet their doom, no one knows
where they are spirited to but none ever return alive and St Nikolaus will keep filling his bag constantly until all of Britanas
enemies are beaten. At the end of a battle St Nikolaus will shake the grisly remains from his bag, though often there is little
more than dry bones left inside, any treasure or loot which they might have been carrying is gifted to the stationed army before St
Nikolaus swiftly vanishes from the scene.
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If successful, apply spell affect◦

◦ If unsuccessful, discard theusedpowerdice,
spell has no affect.

MAKING THE SPELL CASTING ROLL
Once the spell and power dice have been declared, the
playerrolls thedeclareddice.Thespell is successfullycast
if a single 5+ is rolled from all the power dice rolled.

Most spells only require a single 5+ to be rolled, but
some spells make use of the total number of 5+ you roll.
In these cases, the spell itself explains how.

PERSISTENT SPELLS

A persistent spell, once cast, remains in effect
until the casters next activation, at which point
the player has the option to maintain the spell.

Immediatelyuponactivating the caster, prior to other
actions, the player must declare which in-play persistent
spells cast by that caster they will be maintaining. They
must then discard a number of power dice for each spell
equal to one power die plus the drain value of the spell.
Each of the maintained spells remains in place and the
spells affect continues.

Any spells not maintained are removed from play
immediately.

Whilst a casting unit can target a unit with multiple
persistent spells in a single activation, the casting unit
can only have a single persistent spell maintained on the
target unit at any one time.

For the caster to maintain a second persistent spell on
that unit, the current persistent spell affecting the unit
must be removed by the caster at the time of the casters
activation.

DEATH OF A CASTER AND THEIR
PERSISTENT SPELLS
If a caster is removed from the table whilst they have
persistent spells in play, all the casters persistent spells
are immediately removed from play.

FAILURE OF MORALE CHECKS AND
PERSISTENT SPELLS
If a caster ismaintaining persistent spells at the time the
caster fails a morale check remove the maintained spells
from play immediately.

If a unit with Persistent Spells maintained on it fails a
morale check, all the persistent spells affecting it that are
maintained by friendly casters are immediately removed
from play.

THE GREAT LIBRARY
Legend says that before the Great Collapse the Nuem colluded with the Gods and built a magnificently vast library set deep
beneath the surface of Relicia. It was said to contain the answers to all of Relicias greatest mysteries hidden within the pages of
its millions of books all of them lovingly handwritten by the Gods themselves.

Though most Nuem consider the legend to be little more than a fanciful fairytale, there is nothing to suggest that the legend of
the library is untrue. In fact it is mentioned briefly in one particular text that survived the collapse and there is no record of
it ever being conquered or desecrated. It is true however that since their re-emergence the Nuem have been completely unable to
locate its whereabouts.

It is a loss that pains the devoted believers daily and its recovery is of the utmost importance and always at the forefront of
their thoughts. Many of these devoted are surviving elders who still remember the days of old, among them most believe that the
disappearance of the library is not coincidental and suspect that a certain mischievous Vaettirean power is somehow responsible
for its loss and have concluded that the library must be in their possession. This may well prove to be true in the future as it is well
known that the Vaettir are quite capable of conjuring away whole cities if necessary so even a huge library does not seem beyond
their limits. That being said the Vaettir have so far given no indication that this is the case and I heard no mention of any sort
concerning books or libraries during my own brief stay in the nightmare kingdom of Xanawang.

The Vaettir are a notoriously cunning race though and capable of immeasurable acts of treachery and deception, it is true for
certain that if they do know anything of the hidden libraries whereabouts then they are remaining extremely tight lipped about
it.
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An AoEextends fromcaster 2”per casting success. All
models within this AoE suffers a -1d6 to all attack rolls
they make. Lasts until this models next activation.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Blinding Light

1

Caster

No

1

For each success you rolled you may remove a
lingering effect or persistent spell on target unit.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Cleanse

2

Friendly Unit within 8”

No

1

GENERIC SPELLS

If successful, the target unit is counted as having been
activated for this turn.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Distraction

2

Unit within 18”

No

2 per 6”

Target unit takes a ranged attack of 2d6 plus 1d6 per
casting success, ignoring defence and obscured. The
player may opt to apply a drain of up to 2 points of
drain to the spell prior to rolling the casting roll. For
each point of drain they apply, they may choose one
of the follow effects (each effect may only be chosen
once):

• Increase range by 4”.

• Spell applies ‘Fire’ effect to target unit even if
no hits are caused.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Fireball

3

Enemy unit within 8”

No

See Effect

If target unit is a friendly unit, target unit counts as
being supported.

If target unit is an enemy unit, target unit counts as
being un-supported

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Ghost Unit

2

Unit within 6”

Yes

1

Remove a single point of damage from target unit.
If unit comprises of single point of damage profiles,
replace a casualty into the unit. ‘Heal’ may not take a
unit above its starting damage value.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Heal

1

Living unit within 6”

No

1

Increase units current command range by 50%

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Loud Voice

1

Friendly command unit within 6”.

No

1
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Declare the number of power dice you would like to
drain from the target caster. The drain of this spell is
the declared value -1

For each successful casting roll result, the targetmust
discard one power die from their pool for their next
activation.

If they do not have enough power dice to remove
from their pool , the additional casting successes are
ignored.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Maaj Drain

3

Caster unit within 8”

No

See Effect

From the specified target point, an area of Difficult
terrain extends 2” in all directions.

May increase drain to 1 and increase range to target
point to 10”

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

March of Stone

2

Point on table within 6” and LoS

Yes

See Effect

GENERIC SPELLS

From the specified target point, an area of Obscuring
terrain extends 2” in all directions.

Player may apply up to two points of drain to the spell
and apply the following rules:

• First point of drain: increase the area to 3”
from the chosen point.

• Second point of drain: The Obscuring terrain
counts as Difficult Obscuring terrain.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Rapid Growth

3

Point on table within 8” and LoS

Yes

See Effect

Target unit is considered obscured until the end of its
next activation.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Shadow

2

Unit within 8”

No

0

Decrease units current command range by 50%

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

White Noise

1

Enemy command unit within 12”

Yes

1

Lingering effects on target unit are removed on a ‘5’
or more instead of a ‘2’ or more.

Spell Name:

Knowledge: Drain:

Target:

Effect: Persistent:

Weaken

2

Enemy unit within 8”

Yes

1

THE PORTALS OF XANAWANG
In the hellish nightmare region of Xanawang there are

many strange archaic portals dotted randomly far and wide
and also often they can be found in other parts of Relicia

too. It has been noted that some of these portals are connected
to each other but their true nature is not completely clear

and it seems as if their full potential has not yet been truly
realised. Many among the Vaettir claim to be blissfully
unaware of these devices but from my own observations

however I am certain that some members of the ruling classes
know a lot more than they are letting on, particularly

amongst the Vaelad.

During my stay in the region, one of my appointed guides
was a young Vaelad by the name of Albeuron, I say young

but to be perfectly honest he could well have been over
a thousand years old, for some amongst the Vaettir this
time could pass in the blink of an eye. Albeuron was a

knowledgeable character and taught me many Vaettirean
poems and songs, some of which I still cherish lovingly today.
He was a generally pleasant character but he had a sinister

side too, as I discovered on the day I dared to inquire of the
portals. Albeuron did not even attempt to answer me but

instead turned his deathly gaze intensely upon me, I never
dared to return his stare properly but in that moment I

caught a glimpse of something truly dark and foreboding
hidden behind his eyes, the memory of which will haunt me

for the rest of my days.
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THE ARMIES OF RELICIA
The Royal Guard flanked Lieutenant Doyle as he entered quietly into the Kings chambers. King Jorje was grinning widely at
him and appeared to be in a jovial mood, his unusual jolly demeanor unsettled the already nervous Lieutenant causing him to
hesitate for a short while before dropping to one knee at the foot of the throne. King Jorje dismissed the reverent gesture and idly
motioned him to stand.

“Glad to see you back so soon Doyle, good news you’ve got for me is it? Finally removed the savages blocking our border have you?
I knew you were the man for the job Doyle! I’ve always admired your strength of character and thought you were a credit to
my nation, if I had a hundred of you Doyle I‘d bet my kingdom that all the wars in the land would be extinguished within a
week”.

Doyle shuffled embarrassingly, uncomfortable with the praise his monarch was bestowing upon him, he paused for an instant
before reluctantly answering.

“Your Majesty,my battalionwas decimated, only ahandful of us managed to escape” - thewords lingered in the air for a moment
as the advisors of the Kings court exchanged awkward frightful glances.

Jorje rose from his throne, placed a hand upon Doyle’s shoulder and continued with his pleasant, almost sympathetic tone.

“Ah Lieutenant Doyle, your such an idealist, these things happen from time to time, it’s an unfortunate necessity but there will
always be casualties as long as there is resistance from these savage nations that trouble us. At least they are all dead too, now
we can turn our attentions to more important matters and push on with the expansion again - yes?”

Doyle lowered his head and hushed his voice, not daring to look the king in the eye.

“I am regretful to inform you my liege but we have failed, there were too many of them, they still occupy the passage in the east,
we cannot break their defences with the limited forces you have made available to me, I am deeply sorry my lord“.

“What…” the kings smile dropped from his face and was replaced with a bitter grimace

“WHAT!! Do speak up Doyle because I fear that my hearing is deceiving me in my old age, what do you mean? Failed” - the final
word passed his lips through gritted teeth.

“B-b-begging your pardon Your Majesty but there were just too many, if only“ “shut up you idiot!” the king cut him dead mid
sentence.

“How dare you interrupt me when I’m talking! I always thought you were a bloody fool Doyle but you are really excelling my
expectations today. Do you honestly think I’m as bloody stupid as you are, you wretched little maggot!? You will cease your
pitiful whining and you will muster some reinforcements and you will go back out there and you will rid me of this infestation
that is halting my expansion, DO YOU HEAR ME?, I will hear no more of this childish nonsense from you today - Now get out
there and win me this war!”

He stomped his feet as he spoke, his tone akin to that of a spoilt child who had just been deprived of its favourite plaything.

Doyle dropped to his knees pleading with his monarch - “Forgive me Your Majesty but I am afraid that the task you have set is
impossible to achieve”

King Jorje raised a finger to his lips and gritted his teeth - “Impossible”, his face flushed a deep red as his anger grew - “Impossible”
- he continued “IMPOSSIBLE! There’s no such bloody word!”

His rage exploded and the veins in his neck bulged as he screamed in the face of the lieutenant, his temper reaching its threshold as
he paraded angrily around the chamber. He poured himself a goblet of wine in an attempt to calm his tantrum and greedily took
a large gulp from it, dribbling it down his chin as he drank; he then proceeded to launch it and its remaining contents furiously
in the direction of Doyle who narrowly avoided being hit by the improvised missile. Its sticky red liquid absorbed into the already
tarnished carpet behind him and the cup rattled against the door for a moment before finally settling into place. King Jorje
intensely gasped for air and took a few moments to compose himself before continuing his verbal assault.

“Do you know what a traitor is Doyle? Well do you?” - The lieutenant continued to stare into the ground and passed no comment
nor did he make any gesture of understanding, he was too frightened to do anything at this point, the terror causing him to be
frozen stiff to the spot. The king eyed him suspiciously before launching into a fresh tirade -

“Allow me to educate you then simple buffoon, a traitor is everyone who does not agree with me. Is that understood?” - He grabbed
Doyle by the chin and turned him to face him, staring intently into his eyes until the troubled lieutenant returned him a
cautious but respectful nod.
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FORCE CREATION
We make every effort to ensure our system is balanced.
We even give plenty of time in alpha and beta stages so
you, the player, can help out and feedabck.

As such,we donot feelwe need to limit units withinyour
force beyondwhat youwant to take. After all, ona battle
field the size that Relics represents it’s entirely possible
that an all Highlander force would be seen

Insteadof limiting theplayer towhat they canuse in their
force by limiting the number of units available, Relics
uses a sliding scale on its points system to determine
the cost of units

This approach allows players to build a truly themed
force of whatever units they want but goes a little way
to penalise them for not selecting a broad range of units.
After all, we all know that a balanced force is best, but
we also love to play those themed armies too.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
It is quite simple, when working out unit costs, follow
this simple stepped process:

The first two units purchased from a profile cost•
the points value as shown in the profile.

The third and forth units purchases cost the•
points value as shown in theprofileplus andadditional
10%

Thefifth and sixthunits purchases cost thepoints•
value as shown in the profile plus and additional
20%

And so on. If you end up with a fraction after working out
the new cost of the unit, round it down.

So, lets look at an example of a player wishing to use
five units of 9 Britanan Troopers in their force. The player
would work out the costings as follows

Units 1 and 2: 54 points per unit (9 models at 6•
points each)

Units 3 and 4: 59 points per unit (54 +10%)•

Unit 5: 64 (54 +20%)•

If the player wishes to have units of the same profile
but with a different number of models in the units, they
will always work out the costing of the units to save the
most points

For example, taking a similar example as above, a player
takes two units of 9 Britanan Troopers and one unit of 6
Britanan Troopers. The player may elect to pay for the
units as follows:

Unit 1 and 2: 54 points each (the two units of 9•
Troopers)

Unit 3: 39 points (6 Troopers at 6 points each,•
plus the additional 10% added to the unit cost)

For a total cost of 147 points

They would not work them out as:

Unit 1: 36 points (the 6 Trooper unit)

Unit 2: 54 points (the first of the 9 Trooper unit)

Unit 3: 59 points (the second of the 9 Trooper unit)

For a total of 149 points

“Now listen up and listen good, you sniveling little cretin! It would be in your best interests to adjust your
attitude to one of a more agreeable nature, because if you don’t I shall have you castrated or hung or burnt, or

maybe all three together. Maybe I might even chop off your head and decorate the walls of the palace with your
innards, plus whatever else I can think up in the meantime! You don’t want to test my imagination as you have

tested my patience do you Doyle? No, you don’t Doyle! You really don’t. Now remove your disgusting presence out of my sight you
bloody shambles of a man!”

Lieutenant Doyle hastily arose to his feet and swiftly but silently exited the quarters, the guards shoving him through the
doorway as he went. He was barely out of the room when King Jorje appeared in the arch.

“Oh, just one more thing before you go, Doyle. One final thought to squeeze into that tiny diseased lump in between your ears. Do
not fail me this time whatever the cost, it will be better you die out there serving the empire than ever darken my kingdom with
your depressingmiserable face and yourdismal reports of failure again, youknow Iwon’t stand for suchuselessness you treasonous
coward! I expect better of you, show some proper Britanan grit will you man?”

The King slammed the door shut abruptly and returned to his throne. Doyle sauntered down the corridor dejected, a miserable
expression etched into his face and the Kings words of dread still ominously echoing in his head.

King Jorje was correct in his assessment he thought, believing himself to indeed be the fool that he was proclaimed to be, he was
most definitely a fool for having considered the absurd idea that nutty King Jorje would have ever listened to his reasonable
requests.

He resigned himself to his fate and readied the reinforcements for war. King Jorje’s final words of encouragement were most affective
in Doyle‘s motivation, he decided at once that it would be far better to fall in battle in the name of the glorious Britanan empire
than to meet his end by a grisly macabre method of the mad Kings own twisted design.
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Over the years, countless civilizations have prospered upon the surface of Relicia but
there are few whohave earned a level of notoriety to rival that, of the Empire Britana.
Long before the humans mysteriously emerged from the forests, their path was laid
out before them by greater powers. Even in the beginnings of nothingness, as the earth
cracked violently for the first time and the trees began to whisper to one another, the
human threat lingered ominously in the darkness.

The Vaettir appeared first, they were the watchers of the world but they became
blinded by their own arrogance and self-importance. They have graced Relicia with
their presence since the dawn of time itself and they alone hold the keys to its darkest
secrets.

A race that is as ancient and as powerful as the Vaettir should have realized the
importance of Unglandan from the beginning. The abundance of Maaj that collected and festered in the region
was enough evidence alone but for some unknown reason, the island was completely overlooked. The Vaettir
have always understood the power of the Maaj greater than any other creatures, but back then, there were
none among them who possessed the wisdom to predict that the insignificant island of Unglandan was destined
to birth the largest empire the world had ever seen.

The arrival of the Gods was the first major event to unsettle the Vaettir. They watched in awe as the wild
creatures wreaked their mischief upon Relicia and waited silently for many years before they dared to
intervene. They were still unsure of the outcome when they confronted the Gods but fortunately the teachings
they offered were generally well received and many of the Gods saw the error of their ways and sought to change
them. Humbled by these important lessons, they strived to be more compassionate and caring towards the other
races that had begun to evolve from the primordial Maaj that oozed throughout all of Relicia. They aided and
guided these youngling races in an attempt to earn their adoration and many of them found happiness and
peace in the simplicity of this pursuit. Some of the ambitious ones even began to create new races of their own
and they drew power from the Maaj and sculpted it into creatures of their own design.

The transition instigated by the Vaettir was mostly successful, the Gods spread out peacefully across Relicia,
however there were still a select few among them who opposed the meddling of the Vaettir, and they plotted and
schemed in secret, eagerly awaiting the joyful satisfaction that could only be harvested from embracing their
natural destructive tendencies.

Over many years a large number of Gods settled in Unglandan, the most creative of these were drawn there
immediately by the abundance of Maaj that was to be found oozing in its pits but others had simply followed
these esteemed creators, content to simply observe and assist them with their craft when necessary. From time
to time other Gods would stumble upon the hidden kingdom and choose to stay, while others came seeking only
sanctuary, eager to hide from certain wild kin they had grown fearful of.

The Gods created many creatures upon Unglandan but no one God was singularly responsible for the evolution
of the humans, in fact, their appearance has never been fully explained but it is supposed by many wise
scholars that they were the accidental by product of the Gods collective tampering. Their arrival caused a stir
amongst the deities and the peace that had endured for so long waned rapidly overnight. The Gods quickly grew
jealous of each other as they vied to win the love of these new astounding creatures.

In hindsight, it is simple to see how the humans were able to captivate the Gods so easily, they were all so
beautifully individually and uniquely imaginative, the potential to be gained from their worship was too
irresistible to the deities who hungered greedily for their attention.

In the beginning, Aelfsogada had been the first among the Gods to occupy Unglandan, his fascination with the
Maaj had naturally drawn him there and once he had developed a familiarity with its intricacies, he became
obsessed with uncovering all of its deepest mysteries. Aelfsogada, the lord of the forest, did not come alone but
came accompanied by his beautiful sister Gelecan; she was not as meddlesome as her brother was and refused
entirely to interfere in the business of the mortals, preferring instead to observe them covertly from afar.

Many other Gods showed up as time passed and the regions of Unglandan became populated with new creatures
of their own unique designs. There were minor disputes among the deities but for the most part they lived in
peace, at least until the humans arrived.

The appearance of the humans did not happen gradually as would be expected; instead, their descent seemed to
have happened literally overnight. Descending from every towering tree in the land they quickly swarmed to
the surface of Unglandan much to the surprise of the Gods.

THE BRITANANS FORCES
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The Gods had never witnessed anything like this before; the humans had overrun
Unglandan in the blink of an eye and already begun to band together into packs. The

humans were as inventive and adaptable as the Gods were but they were also bloodthirsty
and often foolish, at times, they were as savage as beasts are to one another and clearly, they

did not value their lives.

The Gods were amazed and startled by these new creatures and they set out to guide and influence them in the
hope of winning their love; each of them chose a different region to practice their craft in and they began to
manipulate the humans accordingly.

Aelfsogada moved swiftly and claimed the Britana region in the centre of Unglandan, knowing that the
Maaj lingered more abundantly there than anywhere it did on the rest of the island; he believed he had secured
the optimal location from which to persuade the Humans to do his bidding. Aelfsogada was correct in this
assumption but the revelations he would discover on the surface sent unimaginable terror tingling through his
veins.

It was shocking enough to see the humans prosper so quickly upon Relicia and Aelfsogada pondered for a long
time on why he had not detected them earlier. He adopted the form of a man and walked amongst them covertly
for a while, trying to find the answers to the mystery. His quest ended abruptly however when he discovered
that the humans of Britana were already inexplicably aware of his presence.

Not only did they identify him by name but also their visual descriptions of him were incredibly accurate.
Aelfsogada, by some unknown means had become the patron God of Britana and they worshipped him alone
above all others, regardless of this praise, he was deeply saddened when he saw their misinterpretation of his
message.

The humans were already naturally volatile, even without the meddling of the Gods and they recklessly
warred with each other constantly but Aelfsogada grew wild with anger as he watched the humans slaughter
the creatures he had created so lovingly in the forests. Itwas an added insult that they dedicated these sacrifices
to him; this had never been his desire and he struggled to understand their reasoning.

It was the same all over Unglandan as the humans struggled to hear the whisperings of the Gods; feeling betrayed
and mocked by the humans Aelfsogada would lash out violently in anger to punish them. In hindsight, it is
easy to see why Aelfsogada was among the first to join Morphae on his treacherous journey when he began to
plot against the beautiful goddess Daiig.

When their intentions became clear, the humans of Unglandan became embroiled in all out war as the Gods
divided against each other. Aelfsogada and Gelecan sided with Morphae, as did the trickster Waerloga. Gentle
Artor left to be at the side of the goddess but her brother Anku stayed while Slae refused to declare any allegiance
during the conflict and remained neutral throughout it all.

The war of the Gods raged across the planet for many hundreds of years but eventually it came to an abrupt end
and the Gods fled Relicia forever. While the other Relicians rebuilt their kingdoms and began to live alongside
one another in peace once again, Unglandan remained hostile and the tribes continued to slaughter each other
recklessly.

The tribe of Britana had grown to be the largest human settlement in Unglandan and their neighbours rightly
feared them. Rodrik had tried and failed several times to force the surrounding tribes to bend their knees to the
banner of Britana but it was his discovery of the Maaj that was ultimately the deciding factor in persuading
them.

When Rodrik first identified the Maaj he was amazed at the power that lay dormant within it. His mastery
of the Maaj was primitive and childish in comparison to the crafts practiced by the ancient Vaettir but he was
skilled enough to frighten the savages in to complacency and before long, he had successfully united all the
tribes of Unglandan under one universal banner.

The newly founded Britanan Empire quickly expanded at a phenomenal rate and even after the death of
Rodrik; their numbers continued to swell greatly, so much so that they began to encroach on the territories of
others.

It was during the reign of King Jorje when the Nuem first felt the pain of the human expansion, so too did
the Vaettir first become aware of them. The Nuem had been unprepared for war and they fled deep into the
mountains to escape the invaders but the Vaettir recognized the threat of the humans from their dealings
with the Gods and they quickly decided on a drastic course of action, total annihilation. The Vaettir began
the construction of a terrible spell while the humans spread outwards continuously, arrogantly destroying
everything in their path.

King Jorje detected the Vaettirean attack minutes before it hit Unglandan and with the aid of the Royal
Arcanum, he was able to construct a hasty defensive shield. The quick thinking of the King saved thousands
but the abundance of Maaj that flowed through all of Relicia had devastated Unglandan totally and the
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Empire Britana was a stark shadow of its former self.

Devastated by his defeat and the loss of his armies, King Jorje quickly succumbed to the
madness and initiated the construction of the puppet army. By drawing from the foul facets of

the Maaj that give life to his horde of creations, he has foolishly cursed the souls of his fallen subjects
and has bound them for eternity to linger in a state of purgatory near their distorted woven counterparts.

UNGLANDAN, THE BRITANAN HOMELAND
The tiny island kingdom of Unglandan is the home of the humans of the Britanan Empire and is located in
the north west of Relicia. It is the cornerstone of King Jorjes Empire and is surrounded on all sides by the restless,
untameable oceans which have provided the humans with an effective barrier of protection from outsiders for
many hundreds of years. It is impossible to navigate the tempestuous waves that batter the coasts of the north,
the west and the east and as such there has been very little outside influence on the humans since the Gods
abandoned Relicia so long ago.

The sea to the south is much calmer and there are a few select currents there that have proven to be safe time
and time again and the neighbouring regions of both Eard and Encartria have always been easily accessible to
the marauding humans of Britana.

The Gods were first drawn to the island due to the strong resonance of Maaj that still to this day radiates from
the southern region of Britana and the seemingly idyllic untouched landscape of old was like a blank canvass
which the Gods were able to paint their own unique visions upon.

The Unglandan utopia of old is mostly unrecognisable today and the growth of the human empire has altered
the natural state of the landscape forever. At the peak of their civilisation, the humans densely covered all of
Britana and millions of town houses and work factories were constructed across the land to accommodate the
swelling population. The constructions commissioned by the Kings of old were not limited to just simple homes
though and many other wondrous buildings were erected during this time as Unglandan rapidly grew and
became heavily industrialised.

One of the most impressive architectures still standing today is the Palace of Britana, the current residence of
King Jorje. It was built upon the highest point in the land by the great King Rodrik and although the wars of
the past have left it in a terrible state of disrepair, it is still operated today, as any palace worthy of a King
should be. Even though there are only limited resources available and the strength of the empire has massively
decreased over the years, King Jorje is unwilling to sacrifice even the most simplest of pleasures. Many of the
surviving humans are responsible for the day to day running of the palace and are at the absolute mercy of
Jorje and his fanciful whims.

Those lucky enough to escape his personal attentions will usually find themselves fulfilling roles available
within the Britanan military, the most privileged of these positions being the rank of the Loom Master and his
apprentices. The loom houses are of vital importance to the empire and were constructed during the aftermath
of the Great Collapse, they churn out hundreds of puppet soldiers every day and they are granted the most
powerful protections and wards by the higher-ranking sorcerers and officers of the Royal Academy.

Despite all of this, Unglandan is a damned forsaken place and is a pale shadow of the glorious society that it
once used to be. The damage caused by the Vaettir has scorched the landscape and the sickly Maaj has collected
and festered in pockets of energy akin to pus in a wound. These dark pockets of energy linger and fester until
their poison eventually seeps out into the land, corrupting all that it touches and rotting the fragile framework
of the crumbling empire ever more.

Many of you will be surprised to learn that during my travels and observations of Relicia and its people, my
short time spent with the Empire of Britana was not the pleasant experience I had initially imagined it would
be. In fact, there was an incredibly unnerving and somewhat terrifying atmosphere that lingered in the air of
Unglandan and I have absolutely no desire whatsoever to return to the region anytime soon.

Infiltrating the Britanans was relatively easy, although my options for disguise were incredibly limited. It
was clear from the outset that my height would not allow me to pass comfortably as a Trooper or a Grenadier
and for a while I toyed with the idea of passing myself off as a Dragoon. That idea may have worked quite
well actually but after much deliberation I decided that it would be far too uncomfortable for me to stay in
the crouched position for any length of time. In the end I opted for the most obvious disguise available and hid
myself amongst the hordes as a lowly Puppeteer in the service of his majesty King Jorje.

In hindsight it was not the most suitable position for me to be in and the rank of Puppeteer was far too high
profile for my purposes. I was despised by my superiors and mocked by the lower ranks. Still it was an experience
to remember and one that I feel lucky to have survived. At one point during my adventures I was sure I had
been rumbled by the Arcanum Guard and I braced myself for death, convinced that the Company Sergeant
Major would order my death by firing squad at any moment. As luck would have it, the revealing moment
that would have sealed my doom was quickly overshadowed by a mass brawl that had begun with some heated
exchanges between two rival Highlander regiments and I managed to make my escape as the chaos unfolded.
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The grand scale and infinite potential of King
Jorje’s vision of the Britanan Empire was finally
realised with the creation of the Royal Arcanum
Guard.

Originally, each one was hand stitched personally
by his majesty himself, it is a passionate
indulgence for him. Into each he interweaves his
own wisdom, cunning and all too abundantly
his furious hatred for lesser creatures. The magic
that is employed by the King to ignite the spark
of life within is an ancient craft known by few;
those that are learned in its ways are usually
reluctant to harness its power as doing so can cause
unpredictable side effects.

This is somewhat true in the case of King Jorje, some
random element of his spells have left him with
the ability to see through the button eyes of his
prized creations as if he is there on the battlefield
himself, this phenomenon can be a gift or a curse
dependant on how active the Royal Arcanum
Guard are from day to day, more often than not
though, the abundance of visual information
that is seen through the Kings eyes is too much to
comprehend as the might of the Britanan Empire
pushes forward in every possible direction.

The last of the Arcanum Guard of old Britana died
protecting King Jorje during the Great Collapse
but the King has discovered a way for them to
continue their service to the empire from beyond
the grave and has bound their restless souls to the
puppet effigieshehas craftedas their replacements.
The Royal Arcanum Guard, like the human
predecessors they emulate are naturally adept
when utilising the forces of magic and are able to
operate independently upon the battlefield.

The Royal Arcanum manage to maintain an
aura of power about them that can often be
quite intimidating and threatening. This is not
surprising really when one considers the mysteries
of the voodoo that breathes life into the puppets and
the historical importance of the Royal Arcanum of
old. I have often wondered if the spirits of the fallen
are bound against their will or if they themselves
have managed to attach the essence of their souls
to the puppets so that they might live on to serve
the King forever.

The Royal Arcanum Guard are prized assets of the
Britanan Empire and are skilled manipulators
of the Maaj. They most commonly use its energies
to offer a measure of protection for the Troopers
they command but they are also quite capable of
harnessing its more destructive qualities to wreak
havoc upon the forces of their enemies.

ROYAL ARCANUM GUARD
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 3 3/8 2 2 10
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

50 pts Commander 1 30mm

Command 8

Caster 2/7
Choose two from the spells below

Doll
This unit is not living.

When cast the target takes a 2d6 attack and ismoveddirectly
2” away. This is not affected by movement modifiers or
terrain but there must be room for the models to move too.
Other models and terrain pieces will block this movement.

If unable to move the full 2” away, move the target as far as
possible and the 2d6 roll becomes a 3d6 attack instead.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Away

All in melee range

No0

Damage received by this unit are noted, but not applied
to the unit immediately. At the end of the turn, apply the
damage received and remove any models if required

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Reinforced Stitching

Friendly Doll within Command

Yes1

AoE attack with a radius of 3’’ per casting success rolled on
the casting dice extends from the target model.

Target unit - roll a number of attack dice equal to 2d6 for
chosen model plus 1d6 per additional model within the AoE.

Additional units, friend or foe, with at least one model under
the template will take an attack roll of 3d6

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

The King’s Anger

Enemy model within 10”

No1

Lingering Effect: Fire
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In the early days of old Britanas expansion the
Company Sergeant Majors were charged with
maintaining order in the trenches and instilling
discipline in the troops. It took many years of
devoted service and stalwart courage to attain the
coveted rank of Sergeant Major and those rare few
that achieved the status were respected and feared
in equal measure throughout the empire.

In many ways the Company Sergeant Majors
were the backbone of the Britanan army and the
discipline and good conduct of a company would
depend a great deal upon their own ability and
integrity and their tact in dealing with its young
officers and men.

The best Sergeant Majors were strict but fair and
knewfullwellthatgoodadviceandencouragement
were far more beneficial than punishment when
dealing with slacking soldiers, although they
would not hesitate to use disciplinary procedures
on the typically foolish boys of the platoons who

COMPANY SERGEANT MAJOR
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 3 3/8 1 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

24 pts Commander 1 30mm

Command 12

Doll
This unit is not living.

No! Like This!!
When a friendly unit within 2” of this unit performs a ranged
attack this turn that unit can count this unit as an extra model
for a ranged Gang Up attack. This unit cannot be the main
attacking model in the Gang Up attack, and this unit will count
as having made a ranged attack this turn.

Rapid Fire
When a unit within 6” activates, if that unit does not move and
wishes to fire, all models in that unit automatically pass their
unreliable test.

Rapid Fire may only be used once per turn and may not be used
whilst this unit is in combat.

Backbone of the Army
When the Company Sergeant Major is active and not ‘Shaken’,
choose a single friendly unit within 6’’ that is shaken. Remove
the shaken status from the unit. Unit receives a 2d6 attack roll
from the Sergeant.

Backbone of the Army may only be used once per activation and
may not be used whilst this unit is in combat.

would attempt to deliberately provoke their
anger.

The role of the Sergeant Major has altered
slightly in recent years due to an unfortunate
misunderstanding between the King and the
former Chief Company Sergeant Robynson.

The exact details of their heated disagreement are
not fullyknownbutthefollowingdayinhisanger,
King Jorje took the drastic measure of demoting
Robinson along with the few remaining Sergeant
Majors who had survived the Collapse and began
frantically constructing their replacements.

It didn’t take the King long to decide on a suitable
design for his newpuppet SergeantMajors and they
were swiftly stitched together with the minimum
amount of fuss and integrated into the ranks of
the growing Britanan army.

The Company Sergeant Majors are an important
link in the Britanan chain of command and an
inspiring sight on the battlefield. Their loyalty
to the King and the empire are unrivalled and
they are willing to make whatever sacrifices are
necessary to succeed.

One of the finest heroes honoured in the legends of
old Britana is Company Sergeant Major Schmidt.
It is said that during the reign of King Rodrik,
Schmidt headed the 4th expansion into Eard
and led the armies of Britana to win many great
victories over the defiant Orcnar, he was a truly
courageous fellow with tremendous strength of
character and an uncanny ability to pull victory
from the most seemingly dire situations.

At thebattleofLukdspeak for instance, theOrcnar
outnumbered the Britanan forces by nearly three
to one, yet somehow Schmidt was able to break
their spirit and caused them to flee, single handily
slaying their mighty chieftain and his monstrous
bodyguards with a few skilful strokes of his blade.

The humans of Unglandan have always held
superstitious beliefs and even though Schmidt
passed away many years ago, his legend continues
to grow with evermore fanciful tales of his heroic
deeds, some of which occurred long after his passing.
These tales could well prove to be true in the future,
for Relicia is a strange world and Britanan Voodoo
has never been fully understood, it is a comforting
thought indeed to the survivors of the Collapse
that hidden somewhere, amongst the swollen ranks
of the Britanan army, his spirit still fights on in
puppet form for the glory of the Empire.
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Amongst the dwindling population of Britana
there are still children born who are able to
resonatewith theMaaj.Once identified these gifted
children are taken from their parents and schooled
at the Royal Academy of Magic. The details of the
trials they must face to achieve the full rank
of Puppeteer are a closely guarded secret known
only by the King and members of the Academy,
it is clear however that they are strenuously
challenging and the weakest children will either
die or be mortally wounded during the early stages
of the selection process, those that are fortunate
enough to survive to attempt a try at completing
the final task are often by this point already
teetering on the brink of madness and it is likely
that most of them will have sustained at least a

PUPPETEER
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 2 3/8 2 2 10
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

50 pts Commander 1 30mm

Caster 0/5

This spells drain is dependant on the target unit. If targeting
friendly unit the drain is 1, otherwise the drain is 2.

Move the target unit in any direction the spell casting player
wishes at 2’’ per casting success rolled. The unit may not be
moved a distance greater than its normal movement value. The
unit counts as moving for this turn if it has not already been
activated this turn.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Dance of the Marionette

See Effect

No0

Remove a single point of damage from target unit for each
success rolled. If unit comprises of single point of damage
profiles, replace a casualty into the unit per casting success.
‘A stitch in time’ may not take a unit above its starting damage
value.

When replacing models, they can be placed in base to base
contact with enemy units that their unit is in combat with.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Stitch in Time

Friendly Doll within 6”
No0

Command 12

minor disfigurement or injury along the way.

When fully inducted into the ranks of the
Britanan army, each Puppeteer is issued with
their own standard issue face mask and assigned
to a battalion where they are expected to assist the
commanding officers unquestionably. In return
they are further educated in the arts of warfare
and their understanding of the Maaj is broadened
wider as they are taught the full capabilities of
their gifts and the pivotal role that they play in
the Britanan army. By the time this extended
training is complete the majority of Puppeteers
will have usually succumbed to the terrible
madness induced by the overexposure of Maaj.

The Puppeteers themselves are not as physically
impervious to damage as the tough puppet grunts
under their command but they are highly skilled
in medicinal Magic, typically favouring the
use of simple, reliable spells to heal the wounds
of their fallen and reposition them should they
inadvertently stumble into the path of danger.

It is ridiculous to think that an animated puppet
might be superior in rank to a real flesh and blood
creature in any situation but this is exactly
the culture which has been bred throughout
the kingdom of Britana and the Puppeteers are
inferior to the Company Sergeant Majors and the
Royal Arcanum guard.

One can only suppose that the haphazard way in
which the gifted are exposed to the raw energies of
the Maaj leaves them incapable of formulating
battle plans as sophisticated as their puppet
counterparts. From my own encounters I was
somewhat disappointed as I was able to learn very
little from the mad ranting of my fellows but
having had a taste of the pressures that they must
constantly endure it is easy for me to understand
why.

In battle the Puppeteers weave sporadically
through the ranks of the amassed Britanan
armies like mock effigies of the puppet King, their
bloodshot eyes peer out through their grotesque
masks and roll in their heads as they mutter the
secrets of their indecipherable incantations and
spells, their insane mumbled chanting enticing
the soldiers of King Jorje onwards to war and
glory.

During the heat of battle, an unbearable madness
takes hold of the Puppeteers mind which makes
them a danger to all around them; it numbs their
senses and often causes them to completely lose
control.
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TROOPER COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 2 2/15 0 1 7
Model COst Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

6 pts Squad 6/9 30mm

Doll
This unit is not living.

Unreliable 3
Prior tomakinga rangedattack, roll ad6 for eachmodel involved
in the attack. If the result is ‘3’ or greater, the model may make
the rangedattack. If the result is a ‘1’ or ‘2’, themodel is unable
to attack his activation.

If the unit is a squad and making gang up attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models are
performing which actions before rolling for each different group
of models and apply the results to that group.

into Unglandan, most of them from the mad
ramblings of the few old soldiers that still remember
the time before the collapse; it is remarkable how
quickly ale can loosen the tongues of the usual
tight lipped and I was able to coax many stories
of the old days from them by plying them with
cheap drink. A tale that always sticks out in my
mind is the truth behind the creation of the first
Britanan puppet Troopers and the events that
preceded them.

After the meddling of the Vaettir unleashed the
Great Collapse and plunged the world of Relicia
into darkness, King Jorje came to realise that the
only way to successfully restore his beloved empire
to its former glory from the devastating losses they
had suffered was to swiftly rebuild his armed
forces before the enemies he had garnered over the
years of Britanans conquest took advantage of his
weakened state.

The creation of the first battalion of Britanan
Troopers was the end product of the Kings frantic
rushing and the initial prototypes were stitched
together relatively quickly. The time it took to
turn the Kings original design into something
workable that could be produced on a massive
scale was kept to a minimum and the troopers were
crafted to a no fuss, bare bones specification.

One of the major advantages held by the puppet
soldiers of King Jorjes Trooper Companies is the
quick speed at which the wounded can be repaired
and sent back into the fight. I saw clear evidence
of this myself when examining the rag tag Troopers
of the 11th Company of Haand. Not a single soldier
among them remained as he would of if had he
just been freshly dispatched from the loom houses
and all of them bore the telling scars of war. Some
among them were adorned with replacement
patches while others had sections that had been
crudely re-stitched, probably in a hurried fashion
in the heat of battle.

The average Britanan Troopers have terrible
accuracy and are not particularly skilled in the
use of their muskets; in fact they are often just as
effective in battle when swinging their weapons as
improvised clubs. The real strength of theBritanan
Troopers lies in their numbers and fortunately
the King is able to deploy overwhelming masses
of them on numerous fields of war at any single
time. Fighting in such numerous clusters as
the Britanan Troopers do enables them to easily
support each other in battle and the combined
might of their firepower often allows them to take
down many of their superior foes with remarkable
ease.

Training in the Britanan army differs for soldiers
and officers but in general takes place in at least
two phases:

Phase one training is basic military training for
all new recruits. Here freshly stitched candidates
learn the basic standards of military performance
includingoperation in thefield,weaponhandling,
personal administration, drill etc.

Prospective officers such as the Company Sergeant
Major will be required to attend the Royal
Military Academy of Unglandan where they will
undergo basic training in soldiering, defence policy
and the structure of command, administration
and leadership. The Commissioning Course for
new entry officers lasts for around twelve weeks
but can often be much shorter if their skills are
urgently required.

Common infantry soldiers such as those of the
Trooper and Grenadier Companies will undergo
a more condensed and simplified six week course
which combines phase one and phase two training
in order to have them active upon the battlefields
of Relicia as quickly as possible

There is a kind of splendiferous naive simplicity
to the countless ranks of Troopers that form the
bulk of the Britanan Army. On the march they
are an awesome sight to behold, their heads bobbing
in unison as they steadily advance forwards,
each soldier perfectly in step with the next. The
untrained eyes of a weary traveller would be
forgiven for mistakenly believing that a hundred
legged beast was descending upon him from a
distance when confronted with a horde of such
magnitude.

I learntmany amazing secrets during my journey
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The Grenadier Companies of old Britana were first
distinctly established during the reign of King
Rodrik. Chosen from only the strongest and largest
soldiers, the Grenadier Companies were made up of
highly specialized troops who were responsible for

GRENADIER COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 3 3/8 1 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

24 pts Squad 3 30mm

Grenades
When charging, roll a 1d6. If this additional die roll is a ‘2’ or
more, include the die result in the Melee combat roll in addition
to your combat dice.

If the additional die result is a ‘1’, do not include it in the Melee
combat roll. Instead, the Grenadier model receives a 2d6 attack
roll itself.

Grenade Launcher
In addition to using the normal and gang up attack rules when
firing, a unit armedwithGrenadeLaunchersmaymake a special,
second type of gang up attack.

The player must declare before making the Unreliable roll which
attack they are making with the Grenade Launcher. If the unit
is making a gang up attack, there must be at least two models
involved after ‘Unreliable’ has been checked.

AoE attack:

Nominate the target unit and determine the closestmodel in the
target unit to the firing unit.

The radius of the area effect for this attack is 2” per attacking
model in the firing unit taking part in the attack. So, if all 3
models take apart in the template attack, the AoE will have a
radius of 6”

The target unit suffers an attack roll of 3D6 for the targeted
model within the unit +1d6 for each additional model from the
same unit within the area effect of the attack. Ignore the target
unit’s defence value for this attack

Any other units (friend or foe) that have at least a single models
base at least partially under the AoE will suffer a single 3D6
attack, ignoring the unit’s defence value.

Unreliable 2
Prior tomakinga rangedattack, roll ad6 for eachmodel involved
in the attack. If the result is ‘2’ or greater, the model may make
the ranged attack. If the result is a ‘1’ the model is unable to
attack his activation.

If the unit is a squad and making gang up attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models are
performing which actions before rolling for each different group
of models and apply the results to that group.

leading assaults in the field of battle.

When selecting soldiers to serve as Grenadiers,
strength and size were of critical importance but
firsthand experience at throwing grenades was also
considered an advantage and those who excelled in
its art would be looked on favourably. Although
being adept with a grenade was a greatly
valued quality it was not actually a necessary
requirement in the Grenadier Companies of Old
Britana but instead became so during the reign of
King Jorje when he made it a compulsory part of
Grenadier training.

After the Great Collapse rebuilding the Grenadier
Companies was a relatively simple task to achieve
and King Jorje aided by the survivors from the
Royal Academy set to the job. Built to a larger
specification to signify their superiority to their
common Trooper comrades, the Grenadiers are much
more imposing and highly elite

Armed with powerful grenade launchers, the
Britanan Grenadiers can fire a barrage of
devastating blasts to soften hordes of advancing
enemies before switching to a more accurate mode
of fire to finish of the survivors. They are not
completely dependent on the grenade launcher
though. If they get to charge the enemy then the
effect of their grenades can be just devastating as
they throw them into the ensuing melee.

The enemies of Britana should be glad that the
grenade launchers used by the Grenadiers aren’t
as easy to manufacture as the rifles utilised by
their lesser comrades. In fact a lot of the Britanan
Empires success in recent years can be attributed
to their advancements in regards to black powder
weaponry and no one has benefited more than the
Grenadier Companies, making them an essential
unit for the majority of Britanan armies.

Admittedly the technology is far from perfect and
the weaponry is often unreliably and plagued
with an unforgivably high misfire rate but this
is mainly due to the ridiculous speed at which the
over worked gunsmiths are expected to complete
them at and they are prone to making mistakes
quite often.

A preferred Grenadier tactic is to form up into
tight knit units and barrage their opponents with
clusters of grenades; the idea is designed to stop
the enemy from hanging back and forces them
into attempting to advance on their position
where more often than not they are met with the
combined firepower of the Company bearing down
upon them.

Doll
This unit is not living.
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Throughout history the Dragoon Platoons have
played a pivotal role in the hugely successful
expansion of glorious Britana, on numerous
occasions the brave soldiers of the platoons have
displayed the finest examples of true Britanan
grit and the lengthy chronicles of their heroics tell
of countless victories snatched from the jaws of
defeat by their actions alone.

No one was more saddened by their loss than King
Jorje and he took it as a personal challenge to
replace the mounted forces of Britana, he had
loved nothing more than seeing his courageous
troops and their noble steeds galloping around the
battlefield and so he set about the difficult task of
resurrecting them.

The look of the Dragoon was a strange coincidence,
which came about when King Jorje was trying
to perfect the puppet horses. His throne room was
scattered with an array of failed attempts when
a Guard who was rushing in to deliver the King a
message, tripped over one of the reject designs and
became entangled in the mess. When the Guard
finally managed to stand up, the King quickly
ran over with a needle and thread to begin
furiously stitching and laughing hysterically.
The result would become the template design for
all future Dragoons.

The Dragoons have the most flexible
manoeuvrability of Britanan’s current armed
forces and their skills with the carbine are

DRAGOON COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

8 3 2/10 0 1 7
Model COst Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

12 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Doll
This unit is not living.

Unreliable 3
Prior tomakinga rangedattack, roll ad6 for eachmodel involved
in the attack. If the result is ‘3’ or greater, the model may make
the rangedattack. If the result is a ‘1’ or ‘2’, themodel is unable
to attack his activation.

If the unit is a squad and making gang up attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models are
performing which actions before rolling for each different group
of models and apply the results to that group.

Guerrilla Warfare
Model may make a ranged attack before moving half distance.

unparalleled, they specialise in hit and run
tactics to keep them out of range of any enemy
who would be foolish enough to try and initiate
them in combat.

600 - BRITANAN LEGEND
Six hundred came and six hundred fell

At the mercy of the Orcnar they would never do
well

Even before they set sail, they were destined to
fail

As they rode into Eard seeking Hel

At the top of the valley they rested a while

When the Orcnar encampment was less than a
mile

And sickening cries rang out in the skies

As they assembled their ranks into singular file

Peering into the darkness with bloodshot eyes

The Beorn of the pack felt the invaders rise

Though they gave no warning at the break of
mourning

Their mission entangled with lies

As they sounded the charge they didn’t looking
back

And they tore down the valley with a thunderous
crash

Prepared for the worse, prepared for the flack

Swiftly they raced, so eager to smash

And so they descended to meet their death

As the Orcnar waited with baited breath

And the sons of the loom, rode into their doom

And were slaughtered until not one was left
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Every regiment in the Britanan army has its own
Colours and they are frequently seen throughout
the battlefields of Relicia.

Before the Great Collapse in the glorious days of old
Britana, one of the greatest attainable honours
available within the Britanan military was
to serve in the regimental Colour Party. Only
hardened veterans who had consistently proven
their worth in the field of battle could be put
forward for consideration when allocating the
important duty and for their accomplishments
they were respected and feared in equal measure
throughout the massed ranks of the expanding
Britanan Empire.

The practice of carrying regimental standards onto
the battlefield came from the need for a rallying

COMPANY COLOUR
PARTY

Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale
4 2 - 0 1 7

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
18 pts Attachement 2 30mm

On the Double
If the Drummer is still in the Trooper Company when it activates,
the player may declare they are using On the Double and roll a
d6. If the result of the roll is a ‘1’, the unit has become confused
and moves as if on difficult terrain. If the roll is ‘2’ or higher, the
unit increases its movement by 2” for this activation.

A unit using On the Double may not shoot during that
activation.

Unit Attachement - Trooper Company
This option must include both the Colour Bearer and Drummer
models.

These models must be assigned to a single Trooper Company
during force creation. These models are now considered part of
that Trooper Company. They must stay within unit coherency of
that Trooper Company for the whole game.

CompanycanonlyhaveamaximumofoneColourParty attached
to it and in doing so the Trooper Company can be taken above
its max model count

Form Up
If the Colour Bearer is still in the Trooper Company when the
unit is making a morale check, the player may reroll the dice.
If this re-roll is a double, the unit fails the test and the Colour
Bearer is removed from the unit.

point for the brave boys of Britana. Soldiers
needed to be able to determine easily the location
of their unit amidst the smoke and dust of battle
because the ability to keep its formation could be
potentially critical to the regiment’s success.

The banners they carried would be inscribed with
the names of battles or other symbols representing
former achievements and were treated as sacred
items. The banners carried into battle today are
aged badly and could easily bemistaken for simple
rags; they are still highly magical items though
and continue to play an important part in the
success of the Britanan battle plan.

Alongside the Standard Bearer is the Colour Party
Drummer, whose merry tapping accompanies
the steady march of the Britanan Army to war.
Mostly the drummer’s responsibility is to keep a
consistent beat in accordance with the steps of the
soldiers when on the march. In battle, their role is
much less specific but they aid their commanding
officers in various ways, often increasing the pace
of the beat when required to force march the soldiers
onwards into the fray.

Completing the Colour Party is the Colour
Sergeant who is sworn to protect the standard
at all costs and will happily die defending it if
necessary. Only the bravest and courageous soldiers
amongst the surviving Britanans can be trusted
with the important duty and those few that are
selected take great pride in their accomplishment.

In the glorious days of old Britana the drummer
boys were also responsible for leading the brave lads
of the companies in the singing of inspirational
songs as the marched into battle.

We will storm them from the hillside, we will smash them
from the glen, Our enemies aren’t ready

For us tough Britanan men, their tears are not our hardship

They must simply move along, their bones we shall be
breaking

As we sing our merry song

Keep the war fires burning, while their heathen hearts are
yearning

Though we lads our far away we dream of home, for we will
never abandon

Our beloved fair Unglandan, we will cost the darkness out

And head for home

Doll
This unit is not living.
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During the tribalwars before theunificationof the
Britanan Empire the Highlander code originated
from within a feared clan who came from the cold
north of Britana. The clan comprised of many
mighty warrior families who were renowned
across Unglandan for guarding their mountain
territories with notorious savagery. The most
feared of these families was the McGreggors who
had been responsible for instigating many of the
internal feuds that had seen the region tarnished
by bloodshed long before the reign of Rodrik and it
was they who opposed the Kings grand plan for a
unified Britana most fiercely.

Unsurprisingly they were among the last of the
clans to pledge allegiance to King Rodrik and
they stubbornly refused to accept his authority.
After many long years of brutal bloodshed it
became clear that the Highlander clans would
not be pacified through sheer brute strength alone
and Rodrik made plans to meet with the elders of
the McGreggor clan so that he could negotiate an
agreement with them.

As Rodrik crossed the borders of war and
approached
the family elders, big Scotty McGreggor suddenly
lunged towards him and attempted to cleave off
his head with a mighty stroke from the McGraw
blade. Luckily Rodrik was a wise fellow and had
already placed several wards of protection upon
himself before the meeting and as Scotty swung
a loud crack rang out through the air as a flash
of light suddenly flared intensely, shrouding the
pair in a blinding darkness.

As the dust settled and the light faded the

HIGHLAND COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 3 - 1 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

17 pts Squad 3/6 30mm

Doll
This unit is not living.

Broadsword
If an attack by a model with Broadsword causes at least one
hit against a model in base contact, instantly make a second
Combat roll with 2d6 (ignoring defence) against a model within
2”.

Highland Charge
When the majority of this unit charges, the charged unit must
make a morale check with a -2 modifier. If this morale check is
a failure, the charged unit counts its defence as 1 less than its
current value until its next activation. For example, a defence of
1 would count as a 0 or a 0 would count as a +1.

Do not apply the normal ‘failed morale check’ rules in this
instance.

assembled Highlanders were astounded to see
Rodrik alive and completely unharmed while
their champion big Scotty McGreggor sat in the
dirt sobbing miserably, clutching desperately
at the remnants of the McGraw blade that had
shattered into pieces at the moment he had swung
to strike Rodrik. Unable to comprehend the events
that had unfolded the Highlanders mistakenly
believed the King to be more than a mere mortal
man and they quickly laid down their weapons
and pledged their allegiance to him.

While many rulers would have executed their
enemies for acts of such treachery the King forgave
their slight and recognising the unique abilities of
the Highlanders he made arrangements for their
finest warriors to be absorbed into the ever swelling
ranks of the Britanan army.

As the Vaettir unleashed the Great Collapse upon
the world the Highlanders like the majority of
Britanawere decimated in an instant.When Jorje
set about rebuilding the empire it was obvious that
the skills employed by the Highlanders would be
of great usefulness in the inevitable wars to come
and their reconstruction was ordered.

The puppet Highlanders that fight under the
banner of King Jorje today are macabre versions of
their ancient predecessors stitched with kilts and
occasionally daubed with crude war paint. Their
skills in the use of the broadsword are legendary
and in the full swing of battle they will make
short workof allwho dare venture into their path,
easily cleaving through multiple opponents with
each mighty swing.

The furious charge of the Highlanders is a tactic
that has been adopted from the methods used by
the brave warriors of old Britana and it is still as
effective today as it was back then. The daunting
reality of facing a highland charge is enough
to unnerve even the most disciplined opponent
and many panic and flee in fear of their lives,
it is a somewhat futile gesture however as the
Highlanders are astoundingly fast when pursuing
those who would dare show such blatant displays
of cowardice.

The Highlander regiments of Britana are stitched
with a dazzling array of tartan cloths and
there are many varying patterns and colours
used as tributes to the Highlander families of old.
Accuratelypreserving the ancestry of these family
clans is of the utmost importance to the Britanan
elite and great care is taken by the loom masters to
ensure that they are stitched using only the finest
materials available.
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The history of the Ranger Company can be
traced back to the reign of King Rodrik during
the unification wars of Britana. Originally
comprising its members from a few select cities in
the southern regions of Unglandan, the Ranger
Company was considered to be one of the most elite
elements of the Britanan army and the strength
of character of its soldiers was undeniable.

The Rangers frequently undertook winter raids
against Orcnar encampments in Eard and were
specialised in sabotaging military emplacements,
often travelling through the frosty mountains
of Eard on crude snowshoes and across treacherous
frozen rivers.

Although never fully respected by the majority of
Britanan regulars, The Ranger Company is one of
the few forces that are able to operate effectively
in all of the hazardous environments that Relicia
has to offer. Where harsh winter conditions and
mountainous terrain create varying problems
for most Britanan regiments, the Rangers seem to

RANGER COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 2 3/15 0 1 7

Doll
This unit is not living.

Rifled Gun
When making a Ranged attack roll, the player may reroll 1 die
from the attack roll. The second result stands and a die may only
be rerolled once.

Scouts
Deploy this unit as normal. Once all units have been deployed,
you may move this unit up to 8’’ before the game begins. This
movement is free and ignores movement modifiers.

If both players have units with ‘Scouts’, roll to see who moves
first and alternate the ‘Scouts’ movement until all units with
‘Scouts’ have made their free move.

Unreliable 2
Prior tomakinga rangedattack, roll ad6 for eachmodel involved
in the attack. If the result is ‘2’ or greater, the model may make
the ranged attack. If the result is a ‘1’ the model is unable to
attack his activation.

If the unit is a squad and making gang up attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models are
performing which actions before rolling for each different group
of models and apply the results to that group.

excel instead and are able to pull victory from the
most dire of situations.

Their military tactics over the years have been so
bold and effective that the unit has become the
chief scouting unit of King Jorjes own personal
guardand themilitary tacticians of theBritanan
Empire value them highly for their battle prowess
and theiruncannyskills ingathering intelligence
about the various enemies of Britana.

In battle the Ranger Companies will often scout
ahead of the main force in an attempt to engage
their enemies first and ultimately bathe in the
glory of drawing first blood. They are a common
sight in the ever expanding legions of King Jorje
and their unrivalled skills are an essential
element in most tight battle plans.

As the years have passed the Ranger Companies
have grown to be much more appreciated and
respected for their skills, due in part to the heroic
actions of certain legendary individuals and
Companies of considerable renown.

The puppet rangers of Britana are the finest all
terrain outfit in King Jorjes army and are able
to navigate their way through any environment
with incredible ease. It is in the murky swamps of
Relicia however where their skills needed the most
and whenever a C’thu uprising is detected they
are always amongst the first regiments that are
deployed in response by high command.

Rojors Rangers are undoubtedly the most famous
of all the Ranger Companies but there are many
others who have excelled their expectations in
battle and proved their worth, the Rangers of the
14th Wolvornian Ranger Company for instance
are a hardy bunch and unmistakable on the
battlefield. Cut from a tougher material than the
majority of soldiers within King Jorje’s army and
laden with an impressive assortment of trophies
gathered over the years from countless pivotal
campaigns, their faded royal blue patchwork
ensures they stand out boldly amongst their
puppet brothers.

Known affectionately as The Blue Brigade, they
are the crack elite foot soldiers of the empire and
have been pivotal in some of the most memorable
campaigns throughout history. They are highly
decorated with many dazzling buttons earned in
battle and are viewed with awe by their comrades,
many aplatoon has been saved from certain death
by their actions and as such they are afforded the
greatest respect both by their allies and by their
enemies.

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
14 pts Squad 3/6 30mm
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After the creation of the puppet Dragoon
Companies and their subsequent success on the
ravaged battlefields of Relicia, it was decided that
a sturdier, more robust variation of the initial
design would be essential to the future prosperity
of the ever growing Britanan Empire.

In the glorious days of Old Britanas expansion,
the heavy cavalry had played a pivotal role in
ensuring countless victories in the name of King
Jorje, but like so many others during the great
collapse, they were decimated and their loss was
greatly mourned throughout the kingdom.

At the height of Britanas expansion there had been
none who were more loyal to King Jorje than the
courageous horsemen and so it was rather fitting
and appropriate when the good King set himself
the personal task of recreating them for inclusion
within the puppet army.

The first spark of his inspiration came on a rainy
afternoon in Unglandan when his boredom had
grown unbearable. Armed with a collection
of needles and various thread, he gathered his
materials and summoned an assortment of loyal
subjects to conduct his experiments upon. King
Jorje laboured at the task furiously into the
night, driven by a burning passion and desire to see
Britanan succeed.

Most of his unfortunate test subjects were destroyed

HEAVY DRAGOON COMPANY
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

8 3 - 1 2 7

Doll
This unit is not living.

Armoured Column
Whilst not on difficult terrain and if this unit moves 4” or more
during its activation, roll a d6 for each hit this unit receives.

For each roll equal to or greater than 5, ignore one hit.

This lasts until this unit’s next activation.

Armoured Charge
When charging, this unit gains the following:

Unit addsd6 insteadof d3 to itsmovement asa charge•
bonus.

Combat stat becomes ‘4’ .•

If this unit fails to cause any hits, automatically apply•
one hit to the target unit.

during the grisly process as the King tore away
their material and clumsily stitched it into place.
It was a terrible sight to see but as the pile of rags
grew larger so do did the Kings determination
and he toiled hard into the night before finally
collapsing from exhaustion.

When morning broke only a single Dragoon
remained who had not fallen foul of the Kings
butchery and he waited nervously for him to
awake.

The Dragoons worries were unfounded though
and King Jorje awoke with a new method of
construction at the forefront of his thoughts.
Using the rags he had so recklessly tossed about
the chamber he began to reinforce the stitching of
the remaining Dragoon, adding multiple layers of
tough materials and armour to fully strengthen
its ‘flesh’.

The creature that was created that day became
the template for the Heavy Dragoon Companies
and its pattern was swiftly accommodated by the
loom operators and put into production.

Many thousands of Heavy Dragoons now litter
the battlefields of Relicia in eternal service to the
King.

One strange incident that I witnessed myself was
a group of particularly boisterous Heavy Dragoons
mock jousting to taunt a group of Ridendean
captives much to the amusement of the gathered
Britanan rabble. The duels were fought in a jovial
playful manner and no injuries were sustained,
the Ridendean version of the sport is naturally
much more brutal and unforgiving and often end
with fatalities.

Witnessing the charge of the Dragoon Brigade is
a breathtaking experience and they are able to
smash through their opponents with remarkable
ease, crushing bones and ripping through armour
simply through impact alone.

The reinforced armour of the Heavy Dragoon
Companies goes a long way in protecting King
Jorjes prized assets and their extra weight adds a
much needed punch to the Britanan assault, they
are one of the Empires most resilient regiments
and are able to easily shrug off all but the most
devastating injuries due to this thickly plated
armour which they often further reinforce by
using the favoured tactic of forming up into an
armoured column formation that greatly increases
the strength and effectiveness of their incredibly
tight knit defences.

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
24 pts Squad 2/4 40mm
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Those who hold the coveted title of Marksman are
among the very best soldiers nurtured within the
Britanan military. Only the most exceptional
sharp shooters possessed of the correct
courageous
disposition required will qualify as Marksman
and advance into the ranks of the esteemed
Schwarz Corps, a highly secretive organisation
that has existed for centuries and is still to this
day chiefly responsible for carrying out Britanas

MARKSMEN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 2 4/15 0 1 8

Doll
This unit is not living.

Hide
If this unit is not in melee and does not move during its
activation, the units ‘Defence’ value increases by ‘1’. This lasts
either until the unit moves or after the first round of melee
combat if charged or engaged.

Outrider
This unit is always considered to be in command.

Unreliable 2
Prior tomakinga rangedattack, roll ad6 for eachmodel involved
in the attack. If the result is ‘2’ or greater, the model may make
the ranged attack. If the result is a ‘1’ the model is unable to
attack his activation.

If the unit is a squad and making gang up attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models are
performing which actions before rolling for each different group
of models and apply the results to that group.

darkest operations.

It was good King Rodrik who first initiated their
formation during the unification wars of Old
Britana. A man of such great vision and wisdom
as the King realised the usefulness of such an
organisation and he handpicked its founding
members and devised a vigorous training regime
for them designed to hone their skills to their
maximum potential.

These originals answered directly to the King and
all traces of their previous lives were carefully
erased fromhistoricaldocumentationas if theyhad
never existed, while all details of their subsequent
operations were also kept strictly off record.

As the purging of history was so thorough it is
impossible to precisely determine what inspired the
King to establish theCorps.What canbeuncovered
from the little evidence that does remain indicates
that the role of the Schwarz Corps was primarily
that of the assassin and it is thought King
Rodrik originally used them to eliminate certain
empowered elders who opposed him as he
struggled
to unify the warring tribes of Unglandan.

In later years the King took a less active role
in military affairs and the authority of the
Schwarz Corps passed over to select underlings.
The shift in power did not sit well with the men
of the Schwarz Corps and occasionally individual
Marksmen developed enough disdain for their new
commanders that they opted to break away from
the main Britanan army to pursue more selfish
endeavours in the wider world of Relicia. One of
the most famous of these rogue figures is Captain
Anthony Adams whose dastardly exploits created
a legend that has made him an almost mythical
being in Britanan folklore. Adams is a key
character in many of the surviving tales of old
and it is whispered that he once looted valuable
assets from the King himself.

In present day Relicia there is far less mystery
surrounding the affairs of the rebuilt Schwarz
Corps puppets and they are seen much more
frequently than in the days of Old Britana.
Most of the largest Britanan armies are usually
accompanied by a Marksman or two and the skills
they bring with them are highly valued by their
commanders.

AMarksman is amaster of concealment and is able
to blend into his surroundings as if invisible, he is
cunning and deceptive and will wait patiently
for the perfect moment to strike before disappearing
into cover, leaving a trail of dead in his wake.

Sharpshooter
After rolling dice in a Ranged attack roll, the owning player may
do one of the following:

Increase the face value of 1 attack dice by one point.•
For example, a roll of a 5 becomes a 6

Reroll a single die•

Special Deployment
This unit must be deployed last. They must bedeployed outside
of both players deployment zone and may not be deployed
closer than 10’’ of an enemy unit.

If both players have units with ‘Special Deployment’, roll to
see who goes first and alternate the ‘Special Deployment’
deployments until all units with ‘SpecialDeployment’ have been
deployed.

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
35 pts Independant 1 30mm
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It was the late William Poole who held the post of Hunt
Master during the initial years of King Jorjes reign and
it was his responsibility to ensure the armies of Britanna
were sufficiently supported with adequately sized Hunting
Packs.

When the Vaettir unleashed their Great Collapse upon the
world, the bulk of the hunting packs were already deployed
on various missions and their hounds and masters alike were
decimated in an instant by the overwhelming surge of Maaj.

Barely a handful of hounds survived the attack and then
only because they were within range of the hastily built

HUNTING PACK - HANDLER
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 3 4/10 1 1 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

9 pts Mixed Squad 1 30mm

Doll
This unit is not living.

Unreliable 2
Prior to making a ranged attack, roll a d6 for each model
involved in the attack. If the result is ‘2’ or greater, the model
may make the ranged attack. If the result is a ‘1’ the model is
unable to attack his activation.

If the unit is a squadand making gangup attacks, or shooting
at different units, declare these actions and which models
are performing which actions before rolling for each different
group of models and apply the results to that group.

Handler
If the handler is removed from the table, all Dogs will also be
removed from the table.

shields constructed on the orders of the King.

Poole was devastated by the loss of the hounds that he had so
lovingly bred and nurtured and was inconsolable with grief,
driven insaneby the events of the collapsehe eventually took
his own life and the seemingly defunct title of Hunt Master
passed on to his eldest son Jakob.

Young Jakob Poole was a ruthlessly ambitious fellow and
would not allow the glories of his father’s past to be easily
forgotten, when he witnessed the first Companies of Troopers
leaving the kingdom of Unglandan, he was suddenly struck
with an inspired idea.

Jakob petitioned King Jorje and presented him with a solid
argument for the rebuilding of the Hunting Packs. The King
listened intently to Jakobs plan and after examining his
designs he readily approved their creation.

After only a few hours tolling the first batch of Dogs had been
assembled. The King and Jakob were both ecstatic with the
outcome of the scheme and wasted no time in putting them
to use on the war torn landscapes of Relicia, today they are
found in all corners of the kingdoms and are a valued addition
to the Britanan army.

It was a marvellous pleasure for me to observe the puppet dogs
of Britana up close and I am still amazed at how close their
behaviour is to that of the faithful hounds of old. The fact
that the wise scholars of Britana have proven that they are
capable of binding the soul of the humble canine to serve for
the glory of the King makes me curiously eager to discover
what the future might hold for the Britanan Empire. What
other extinct animals and beasts they could possibly animate
to serve their cause, this is pure speculation of course but it is
true for certain that exciting times are ahead indeed.

Mixed Unit - Handler
The Handler must be accompanied by a pack of dogs by purchasing them using the following profile

Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale
4 2 - 1 1 0

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
9 pts Mixed Squad 4/8 30mm

Doll
This unit is not living.

Pack Attack
Enemy units in combat with two or more Dogs suffer a -1 to
their Combat stat.

Mixed Unit - Dogs
The Dogs can not be purchased wiht out a Handler using the
profile above.

HUNTING PACK - DOGS

Pointer
Nominate an enemy unit within 8” of a Dog. Attacks on this
enemy unit ignore obscured status
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THE ORCNAR FORCES
Deep in the Kluklkl caverns, by the frosty mountains in the decaying land of Eard,
the savage Orcnar dwell in the darkness. Grotesque and disfigured, they are the
victims of a cruel and terrible curse that has damned their species and caused their
population to dwindle dramatically. Frighteningly foul and undeniably vicious,
they are doomed to extinction and are determined to drag the free peoples of Relicia
into nothingness with them and punish them for their wrong doings.

Corrupted and mutated beyond recognition by the meddling of the Vaettir, it is
a terrible injustice that has befallen the Orcnar, they have not always been as
monstrous as they have recently become and were once in fact, a proud and noble race
that had only lived in complete and absolute peacefulness with their neighbours for

many hundreds of years.

After the Gods arrived upon the earth, many species began to prosper throughout Relicia, among them were
the Orcnar. While in smaller regions lesser-known species such as the Marlta existed in small numbers, new
creatures such as the Nuem, the humans and the Orcnar, bred much more abundantly and they quickly
overpopulated and ruled their respective kingdoms. The humans were always destined to inherit the island of
Unglandan while the Nuem would spend an age dwelling in the sacred land of Encartria. The Orcnar claimed
the land of Eard as their home but theirs was a tolerant society that allowed free passage to all; and many
different creatures also lived there in peace.

While the humans of Unglandan had climbed down from the trees and taken their first tentative steps upon
the surface of Relicia, so too did the Orcnar appear from beneath the cold rock and musty soil of Eard.

Initially the other creatures of Relicia fled into hiding when confronted with the sight of the towering Orcnar
emerging from beneath the crust of the surface. Appearances can be deceptive though and once the Orcnar had
washed away the filthy grime from their skin it was clear to see that no living creature had any reason to be
fearful of them. As the dirt washed away and fell to the earth, the Orcnar were revealed to be bronze fleshed
and rippling with muscles all over, their hair was the colour of shimmering gold and their eyes dazzled with
the brightest blue, all of them were physically formed to absolute perfection.

The Orcnar were like gentle giants back then, shepherding and guiding the free peoples of Relicia wherever
necessary. They were a proud race, their connection to the earth was stronger than all others and they took it
upon themselves to become the guardians of Eard and all of its grizzly inhabitants. Creatures of such noble
intent invariably attracted the attentions of the Gods in those days and the Orcnar were no exception.

It was Morphae who first recognised the potential of the Orcnar and he reached out to them hoping to win their
affections. Morphae was an arrogant trickster and he was sure his subtle deceits would be enough to corrupt the
simplistic shamanic Orcnar. Jealous of the success achieved by the likes of Aelfsogada and Daiig; he hoped to
enslave the gentle Orcnar and force them into fulfilling his every twisted desire.

The Orcnarwere not so easily deceived however and Morphaes silver-tongued promises did not resonate with them
as well as he had hoped. They flatly refused his advances and openly rejected his teachings, preferring to put
their faith in the elements of the earth and its natural cycle. The rejection was too much for Morphae to take
and he flew into an uncontrollable rage, the event would prove to be the catalyst that would eventually lead
the Gods into all out war with one another.

Unsurprisingly, Morphae was furious with the insolent Orcnar and he decided to punish them for their foolish
behaviour. The skies of Eard were blackened as Morphae wreaked his devastation across the land, slaughtering
the Orcnar in their thousands. The elders did all they could to protect their people and those that were able
to, fled to safety. The explosive anger of Morphae was too powerful for the shamans to contain forever and
they eventually succumbed under the weight of his terrible power. Morphae split the great frosty mountain
strong hold of Lukll in two as a final parting shot but still he found himself unsatisfied and he turned his
attentions to opponents more worthy of his focus and began to make plans to move against his estranged sister,
the beautiful Goddess Daiig, Queen of the eternal Mourning.

The surviving Orcnar who had sheltered from Morphaes wrath remained hidden throughout the war of the Gods
and watched in silence as the un-tempered rage of the deities threatened to tear Relicia apart. Even after the
conflict had ceased and the Gods had fled the land, the Orcnar remained in the safety of the darkness and a few
long years passed before they dared venture out into the light once again.

Much had changed since their self-imposed exile and while the Gods had been long since gone, other threats had
begun to bubble and fester upon Relicia. For the Orcnar, the human menace of the Britanan Empire would prove
by far to be their most irritating and persistent enemy. Led by a barbarian by the name of Rodrik, the humans
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pushed recklessly into Eard and butchered the Orcnar wherever they encountered them.

The elders despaired at their situation, their numbers had dwindled and all of their allies of the
past had already fled from the trampling feet of the savage empire. The boundaries of Eard were

lessened every day by the onslaught of Britana, yet still they refused to abandon their beloved lands.

The source of their salvation eventually came from the meddling of the Vaettir and the human empire was
near decimated in an instant by their devastating spell, but the salvation was a double-edged sword that
would forever curse the Orcnar.

The Orcnar shamans felt the wave of Maaj approaching from the Vaettir’s spell as it swept across the lands, such
was their accord with the earth at their feet, and they hastily tried to erect a barrier to ward themselves and
their kin from the torrent of power approaching but they were doomed to fail. The powerful surge of raw Maaj
swept over the entirety of Eard, brushing aside the magical blockade, and scorched the land to its foundations.
The Orcnar themselves fared little better.

The Vaettir spell forced its way through to the very core of the Orcnar, melding their minds and bodies with the
primal Maaj that had attempted to protect them. The first noticeable change to the Orcnar was the shaman’s
loss of the ability to control fully the Maaj. Now, the Orcnar could not rely on their Shamans to be the guiding
lights they needed. The Shamans had given everything they could to save their people and they had failed
miserably.

Theother changeoccurredmuchmore slowly.As theyearspassed themby the survivingOrcnar and their offspring
began to develop genetic abnormalities. At first, it was the occasional case scattered across what remained of
Eard, but within just a few generations, there were more of the aberrations than there were ‘normal’ Orcnar.
Each year brought about a higher portion of the new Orcnar and a further deterioration of their society. The
changes were not just physical but also a change in the Orcnar psyche. The primal undertones of the Maaj that
had permeated the survivors were causing the Orcnar to change to the character of the Maaj itself.

The Orcnar that exist on the seared land that was Eard are a shadow of their former selves. No one who had
encountered them before the cataclysm that befell them would believe that this was the same race. The ability
to reproduce has been lost in the normal sense but there are a few select elite who have grown sacs upon their
torsos that spawn new young. Sadly, this limited genetic pool is the primary cause of the death of the species.
The old ways have passed, the shamans are believed all gone and the new blood abounds in Eard.

The new progeny that leave the sacs feed upon the bodies of the dead and have developed a tremendous growth
rate with some of the Orcnar becoming fully grown Unmann within a short number of hours after hatching.
The sheer number of variations of Orcnar makes it impossible to tell when a hatchling is born what type of
being it will be. The genetic mutations are so varied that if an outsider was to come across two Orcnar it would
be unlikely to assume they were from the same species.

The loss of the shamans and the old ways is seen as a sign that the Orcnar have lost their connection to the land.
The few surviving elders tell tales of other ancient races visiting their lands and the new blood have decided
that this is the primary reason for the slow death of their species. The Orcnar are on the rampage, looking for
vengeance. They have no regard for their own safety in battle and they have an unquenchable hunger to
punish all those who cross their path.

The gentle shepherds of the old world are long gone and the Orcnar of today have grown brutal and relentless in
the defence of their region, never throughout all of history has Eard been as hostile a place as it is at this point
in time.

The supreme chief Ulluk has arisen to lead them on a glorious path of victory and their borders are now defended
better than ever before. Even as a Nappa it was obvious to the wise Ealdmoder that he was destined for great
things but it was a failed assassination attempt by the Vaettir which inadvertently uncovered the secrets
of his true powers. Huirach herself carried out the attack but something had been miscalculated and the
slow lingering death she sought to inflict upon him backfired and somehow manifested into something else,
something that would cause the giant Unmann to grow larger and become more attuned to the earth. Ulluk
does not truly understand the full potential of the strange powers that have been bestowed upon him but he
has readily accepted them as gifts from the earth, though he often struggles to cope with the responsibility that
comes with power of such magnitude.

Since the day of Ulluks resurrection he has been haunted by strange visions of the future and is often able
to predict his enemies next move with remarkable efficiency. This gift of foresight has saved the Orcnar from
terrible harm on many occasions and Ulluk is much loved throughout all of Eard.

From every direction the Orcnar are tested by their enemies, the Vaettir regularly invade from the north and
the recently emerged Nuem push inwards from the east, war parties from Ridendea have also begun to make
the journey to Eard in recent years in search of loot and treasure while the forces of Britana, being totally
unpredictable, are likely to attack from any given direction at any given time; this constant warfare waged
on all fronts leaves the Orcnar with very little time for rest and their forces must be ever vigilant and always
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ready to face an attack, else their wayof lifemight quickly crumble and they themselveswill
fade into extinction.

EARD, THE ORCNAR HOMELAND
The territory known as Eard is a huge region located in the south west of Relicia directly beneath Unglandan.
It is the home of the Orcnar primarily but there are many other indigenous folks who dwell there in small
numbers. Its southern coast is lined with a huge range of mountains that extend deep into Encartria in the east
and help to further define the boundaries of the Orcnar from their troublesome Nuem neighbours.

The landscape of Eard is largely unaltered by the Orcnar and there is a much greater emphasis placed on
preserving the natural order of things present here than there is anywhere else in Relicia. Even so, there is still
plenty of interesting architecture to be discovered in the region, even if it is sparse and far apart.

Simplicity is one of the key aspects of all things in Orcnar society and there is clear evidence of this in the
design of their buildings which are almost always built upon basic structures that can be easily replicated
if necessary. Their approach to warfare is equally as simple as is their general attitude towards technology
altogether. It is very rare indeed for the Orcnar to be equipped with anything more than the teeth and claws
they were spawned with when squaring off for a battle but there have been times throughout history when the
Orcnar have resorted to launching sticks and stones at their enemies in times of desperation. It is therefore not
unreasonable to assume that from time to time they might find themselves in a situation where they are forced
to utilise the landscape and its gifts for their own advantage.

Orcnar design is not particularly uniform or elaborate and is instead built with much more practical intentions.
The temple of Kluk for instance has stood for many hundreds of years. Although massively superior in size to
any other Orcnar building, its decorative elements are as simplistic as the basic mud huts that the Unmann
will often hastily construct for shelter. It is important to stress that the temple serves no other purpose than to
worship Eard itself alone and the Orcnar make their offerings to the land through ritual blood sacrifice. Even
in ancient Relicia the Orcnar refused the advances of the Gods and never recognised them or respected their
authority.

There are many distinctive environments present in the land of Eard and preparing to travel across the region
can be a difficult task due to the unpredictable nature of its seasons. The Orcnar themselves are just as affected
by these environmental variations and have evolved accordingly depending on their location within Eard.
Their affinity with the earth coupled with the surge of Maaj unleashed by the Vaettir is the cause of this
metamorphosis and it has left many astoundingly different variations of Orcnar walking the surface of
Relicia. Those who dwell on the sunny north coast for instance, have much darker skin than those who dwell
in the dark mountains of the south, yet those who took refuge in the mountain of Klklk have mutated so
drastically that their flesh has become as cold and pallid as the frosty mountain itself.

Make no mistake; whilst the Orcnar do not take kindly to strangers, Eard itself is not a friendly place to be.
They have realised the mistakes that they made in the past and are determined to be more vigilant from now
on. The Orcnar see Eard as their rightful home and will stop at nothing to defend it. Even the most harmless,
humble creatures should be weary when travelling through the region; else, they might end up butchered for a
tasty Orcnar meal or suffer some other cruel fate that is equally just as horrid.

It wasn’t easy infiltrating the ranks of the Orcnar and the magic required to disguise me as an Unmann came
from some very foolish dealings I had with a Ridendean Hag. I paid a terrible price for the enchantment and I
do not think I will ever be able to reveal the humiliating details of the experience to anyone.

In many ways, it was worth it though and I learnt a great deal from my time spent in Eard amongst the
Orcnar. I will admit I was worried at first and fearful they would easily sniff me out as an imposter but to my
surprise I was readily accepted by the tribe and my arrival was celebrated by the great Chief Ulluk himself.
After an evening of excessive drinking and feasting I was allowed free passage within the tribe and was able to
gather much knowledge.

The Dmoder and the Ealdmoder were the most impressive and interesting creatures I encountered and their
clearly elevated status in the tribe allowed them certain rights and freedoms that were denied to many of the
lower castes. It was amazing to see the birth of the Nappa and I was truly astounded when I realised just how
brilliant and diverse the Orcnar evolution process actually was.

All Orcnar castes, from the towering Abifian right down to the lowly Outcasts begin their lives as Nappa and
develop at varying rates into whatever creature destiny has chosen for them. For most it is quite clear from
the start what type of Orcnar they will become. The Docga for instance are easily identified and are incredibly
dangerous from the moment they are spawned, but for others their identity and rank is not always so readily
apparent. The ‘mann’ caste of the species all share very similar characteristics as Nappa and comprise of the
Unmann,Grymann andHuntsmann groups. It is this ‘mann’ caste that is themost common to be found amongst
the Orcnar of Eard. The spawning of Niwian and Beorn are much more infrequent. I myself was lucky enough
to witness the growth of a Dmoder, which was an amazing sight to behold; the same spawning also yielded a
large number of Eotan Rifan, the sight of which was nothing less than terrifying.
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the furious pace of its charge.

There are certain physical mutations that are
unique from one Beorn to the next that are
dependent on where they are and who they are
fighting when they develop to full maturity.
Some are hardened like stone while others will
have curved bone protruding from their flesh
resembling blades.

This is one of the most remarkable things about
Orcnar development, it’s as if the gene pool
retaliates to any new technologies or practices of
war fare employed by their enemies by producing
a fresh spawning that will combat any weakness
they may have incurred. The Beorn hide a devious
cunning behind their savage appearances. This
is where the greatest strength of the Orcnar lies,
other races look upon them as unruly beasts and
disregard them as being unintelligent brutes,
again another falseness, a great scholar once wrote
that intelligence was based purely upon being
able to fulfill needs. If that is so then the Orcnar
have a great advantage over their enemies, for it
is certainly true that there are no other creatures
in Relicia who are as resourceful as they.

When I first began roaming the villages of Eard I
was awe struck by the simple yet highly effective
design of their buildings and their remarkable
ability to shape the landscape to accommodate
their own purposes. Throughout the regional
territories there are hundreds upon hundreds of
randomly scattered huts of mud and stone littering
the lands and in the most built up areas one can
occasionally find much larger and more elaborate
buildings which are often used as grand temples
and reserved as sacred sanctuaries for the likes of
the honoured Ealdmoder. Although I did at first
find it incredibly difficult to identify the huts of
the most important members of the tribe from those
of the common castes, once I had grown accustomed
to the ways of the Orcnar I began to notice the
subtle differences between them more easily.

The huts of the Beorn are usually considerably
larger than those which might be used by the
Unmann or Grymann and often they will be
decorated with the bones of exotic creatures and
the skulls of rivals as a warning to all who might
be considering challenging their authority. It
is a strange truth in fact that the wealth of
an individual Beorn can be easily measured by
counting the skulls that adorn the walls of their
homes. This custom of skull taking plays a large
part in keeping order amongst the Orcnar as the
usually brash and arrogant youngling Beorn
tend to think twice before challenging their elders
for power.

BEORN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 5 - 1 3 10
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

64 pts Commander 1 30mm

Blood Ceremony
When this model causes at least one hit on an enemy unit,
immediately restore one point of damage to either this unit or a
friendly unit with at least one model within 5” of this unit, which
has received damage this turn. If target friendly unit comprises
of single point of damage profiles, replace a casualty into the
unit.

Blood ceremony may not take a unit above its starting damage
value.

Earth Commander
This model’s Command range is never reduced, even if affected
by a spell.

Ferocious
When making a Combat roll, the player may reroll 1 die from
the attack roll. The second result stands and a die may only be
rerolled once.

When making a gangup attack, the Ferocious value used is that
of the main attacking model.

Command 8

Howl
At the end of this unit’s activation if this unit is not in melee and
if this unit hasLOS to at least one enemyunit the owning player
may nominate one of these units. A single friendly unit with at
least one of its members within 10’’ that is not currently pinned
or shaken may immediately move 3’’ towards the nominated
enemy unit in LOS. This movement is free and ignores all
movement modifiers. A unit may be affected by ‘Howl’ once per
turn.

Hardened 4
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 4, ignore the damage from one hit.

One significant mutation that is found within the
race of Orcnar is that of the monstrous Beorn. The
Beorn are significantly larger and smarter than
their Unmann brothers and are natural leaders
upon the battlefield. Their massive physique and
thick flesh allows them to shrug off devastating
injuries with ease and the ungodly bellowing howls
that they roar inspire the Orcnar around them into
a rabid frenzy. Enemies of the Orcnar have learned
to fear the Beorn and rightly so, even a full strength
Britanan Grenadier platoon will struggle to slow
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After the capacity to reproduce is lost, the
Ealdmoders develop a new power and find
themselves gifted with foresight in their dreams.
Although it is sometimes difficult to interpret
the warnings of the Ealdmoder, their visions have
saved the tribes from defeat many times over.

It was during the grand festival of Duklud, after
the first waning of the summer moon when I
first saw the majestic vision of the Ealdmoder for
myself. The honored grandmother of my adoptive
tribe was a large lumbering creature, her skin
was dark and leathery and the toughened bone
upon her back concealed the scars of a thousand
spawnings or more.

I remember clearly how she moved so slowly and
deliberately as she made her grand entrance from
within her temple abode, gently swaying her head
from side to side as she paraded the rows of silent
Orcnar who bowed reverently as she approached,
it was plainly clear to me at that moment that
the ancient Ealdmoder was possessed of such great
power and authority that no singular creature
would ever dare challenge or question her ruling.

Indeed this is true throughout all of the smaller
tribes of Eard and all Ealdmoder hold a huge
influence over the Orcnar they accompany to
battle. The Ealdmoder are highly intelligent
and are possessed with incredibly remarkable
healing abilities that allow them to restore their
own injuries and the wounds of their fallen. The
Ealdmoder share a sacred bond with all other
Orcnar and are deeply respected and adored by the
many tribes that are scattered throughout Relicia
and are seen as being the saviors’ of their species.
This could certainly be argued to hold some truth
to it; if the Dmoder had not arisen from the ashes
of defeat after the Great Collapse then the Orcnar
species as a whole would have surely become
extinct.

The ancient creature known as Mulungu is
thought to be the oldest surviving Ealdmoder in
all of Eard and is only seen to be active on the
very rarest of occasions. For the vast majority of
her time she is left to slumber deeply and is only
woken in times of great need and desperation. She
has been known to rouse of her own accord every
now and then but her awakening does not always
guarantee she will have any useful information
to impart, in fact there have been a few instances
where Mulungu has not spoken at all and has
awokensimplytofeastravenouslybeforereturning
to the peaceful solitude of her cave that is set deep
within the mountains of southern Eard.

EALDMODER
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 3 - 1 2 9

The Earth Rumbles
Once per turn, after this models movement, choose a point
completelywithin 8’’ andLoS. From this point, an area of difficult
terrain extends 2’’ in all directions. ‘The Earth Rumbles’ remains
in effect until the beginning of this models next activation.

Lick it Better
At any point, prior or during this models activation you may
nominate a friendly unit with at least one model within 5’’ that
has at least one point of damage left and has received hits this
turn. Roll a d6 and if the result is 3 or greater, restore a single
damage point to target unit.

If unit comprises of single point of damage profiles, replace a
casualty into the unit. ‘Lick it better’ may not take a unit above
its starting damage value.

Command 10

Hardened 4
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 4, ignore the damage from one hit.

The mighty Ealdmoder are the honored elders of
the Orcnar tribes and their guidance and wisdom is
highly valued. Unlike the majority of subspecies
within the race of Orcnar, the Ealdmoder are not
a genetic variation but are in fact an altogether
unique stage of evolution.

Every Dmoder who survives long enough will
eventually become barren and incapable of
spawning, their backs will heal over and grow
thick and tough and they will gradually take on
the characteristics of the Ealdmoder. The change
will be apparent during the final spawning when
the Nappa that are born are deformed and weak
and are often put to death on the spot for the good of
the tribe, though occasionally they will be simply
dismissed as Outcasts and left to linger alone in the
barren wastes of Relicia.

For the majority of their final years the Ealdmoder
are left to slumber and their every need is tended
to by the young Dmoders and other trusted Orcnar
assigned to the duty. Only during times of war and
for ceremonial festivals of significant importance
are they woken from their deep sleep and their
valued advice will be sought along with their
renowned abilities and skills in manipulating
the wondrous forces of the Maaj.

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
25 pts Commander 1 40mm
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The Niwian are physical impressive and
strong willed creatures but are often massively
overshadowed when among other more dominant
and boisterous members of the tribe. They are not
evenparticularly skilled in combat eitherbutwill
willingly aid their tribesmen wherever possible
and are considerably smarter than the average
Orcnar. Through the Niwian the commanders of
the Orcnar can channel their energy and are able
to further extend their influence to the fearsome
warriors of the hordes.

It is a strange and unique mutation that allows
the Niwian to be deeply in tune with the thoughts
of their elders and they manipulate this ability to
their full advantage and are able to assist and aid
them in the chaos of battle.

Other members of the tribe know full well to obey
the word of the Niwian, for it is to be regarded
with the same authority as that of the Beorn or
Ealdmoder.

Generally the Niwian are wise and intuitive
creatures and they always manage to maintain
a level of calm that is not often found amongst
Orcnar kind, they are fiercely loyal and will
willingly sacrifice themselves in order to protect
their beloved elders from harm.

The evolution of the Niwian is a variation on the
common ‘mann’ type genus and its abilities are not
always immediately apparent when it’s spawned
and may instead lie dormant for a considerable
amount of time. It is the duty of the Ealdmoders
to identify those with the gift and elevate them

NIWIAN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 1 - 1 1 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

8 pts Commander 1 30mm

Act as One
Whilst Niwian are independent, Commander models and
therefore act independently and ignore unit coherency, all
Niwian models in a player’s force are deployed on the table and
activated simultaneously.

In addition, when calculating total number of units on the table
for initiative rolls, count all Niwian in your force as a single
unit.

Repeater 8
If this model is within Command range of a non-Niwian
Commander model, consider this model’s Command range to
be ‘8’

Command 4

to the rank of Niwian and they scour the tribes
endlessly searching and assessing those with the
greatest potential. Those who are deemed to possess
particular skill will be personally nurtured by
the Ealdmoder and given further instruction and
guidance in the use of their gifts.

Through the teaching of this knowledge, the
Niwian go through another stage of physical
transformation that causes their heads to grow
large, bloated, and often plated with bone that
will become as hard as the rocks of the earth once
they are fully mature. Once these Niwian are
considered fit and able to fulfill the tasks that
they are intended for they are sent out to war
with the rest of the tribe. Assigned to the various
Orcnar commanders, often a Niwian might find
its secondary function involves attending to the
needs of the Dmoder or securing a regular chunk of
suitably sized meat for the ruling Beorn or Chief.

The Niwian are quiet, elusive creatures when not
roused for war and prefer to spend much of their
time isolated in the safe comfort of their modest
dwellings, they will appear on occasion to lead the
Orcnar in ceremonies of sacrifice when summoned
by their superiors.

I myself had a terrifying yet altogether humbling
ordeal when I first encountered the Niwian of my
adoptive tribe and I was certain I was done for.
The strange creatures exude an aura of mysticism
and display a level of awareness that is otherwise
unfound amongst the different castes of the Orcnar
and the way that their piercing eyes bore into my
own was incredibly unnerving.

The knowing grins that they flashed me near
enough proved that they were fully aware of my
true identity and purpose yet for some unknown
reason they did not expose me and instead nodded
approvingly and saluted me, hitting me in the
chest as is the Orcnar custom. However, the blows
to the chest winded me I managed to maintain my
composure and returned them a fair few whacks
myself, but it was better to be hit with affection
than offered up to the tribe as a traitor.

Although they are able to see more than the
average Orcnar, the Niwian are unable to fully
comprehend the wonders of the Maaj and It is a sad
truth that the strain brought upon them by the
prolonged exposure to its powers will eventually
cause their own limited abilities to diminish,
rendering them near useless in battle. When this
tragedy finally befalls them, they are regarded
as Niwian no longer and are cast down where all
that awaits them is a rapid descent into madness.
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There are not many creatures in the land of Eard
more loved and respected than the majestic Dmoder
and the Orcnar go to great lengths to ensure that
they are safe and comfortable at all times. It is
an obligation that no Orcnar ever dares shy away
from and the bond forged between the Dmoder and
her many Orcnar children is totally unbreakable
and everlasting.

Since the terrible events of the Great Collapse all
Orcnar life has started on the backs of the Dmoders,
because of this they are given a special respect
throughout Orcnar society and all members of the
tribe will happily lay down their lives to defend
them. The sacred link between mother and child
underlies the twisted perversion that the survival
of the Orcnar depends upon, the Dmoder are the
backbone of their species and without them the
Orcnar would quickly become extinct.

Upon first glance it would be easy to assume that
the genetic mutations that manifest within the
race of Orcnar are random and unguided. This
is simply not the case however, in actuality
the Dmoder produce whatever is required for the
survivalof theirspecies, for instance ifall theBeorn

DMODER
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 2 - 0 2 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

22 pts Commander 1 40mm

Spawner
When this unit is active, before or after moving and whilst not
in combat with enemy models, you may roll a d6 per ‘Spawner’
in the squad.

If at least one ‘6’ is rolled, place a marker next to the Unit.
During the unit’s next activation, it may not move. Place a
minimum sizedunit ofNappa on the tablewith allNappa models
within unit coherency of this unit.

The newly placed Nappa unit is available for activating later that
turn in the normal activation sequence.

The Mother
If this unit receives at least a single hit inmelee andat least one
model is within 8’’ of a single model of a friendly unit, owning
player may immediately move that unit 3’’ towards the Dmoder
unit. If more than one unit can be affected, then owning player
may choose which unit to affect. This is a free movement.

The Mother may only be used once per turn.

Command 4

Hardened 6
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 6, ignore the damage from one hit.

of a particular tribe were somehow eradicated,
the Dmoder of that tribe would produce a larger
percentage of Beorn than usual to compensate.

Though it seems absurd, the Dmoder have a strange
alluring beauty to them that only further
reinforces their lofty status within the tribes.
When gazing into the deep wells of black of their
eyes it is clear for the enlightened to see that great
wisdom and knowledge are held within the minds
of the Dmoder and they should always be both
feared and respected in equal measure.

The cycle of reproduction is a constant process and a
fully mature Dmoder is quite capable of producing
a large sized litter every few days, about half
of these will not be expected to survive infancy.
Some will be stillborn and their birthing sacs will
have to be torn from the back of the Dmoder, the
weak ones will find it impossible to mature beyond
Nappa as the strong ones will ravage the limited
food supply.

Of course the largest most promising Nappa will
tear out of their sacs with an angry bloodlust in
their eyes and wickedly cannibalise the runts of
the litter. Those that do manage to live beyond
the first few hours of infancy will find themselves
fully matured in an alarmingly short amount of
time, at which time they will form up into packs
of their respective genus.

When I witnessed the birthing of the Nappa
myself, I could not help but feel sorry for the
Dmoder as the tiny vicious creatures carelessly
tore themselves free from its flesh. The Dmoder was
clearly in an awful amount of pain and made
strange grunting noises as it flinched in agony. I
looked upon the worried faces of the surrounding
Orcnar and realised that they too in some capacity
felt the gut wrenching agony suffered by the
Dmoder, some even going as far as to cover their
eyes to shield themselves from the horror.

There is a surprisingly uplifting mood shift
afterwards though as the tribe celebrates the
arrival of fresh life, the Dmoder themselves are
truly motherly towards the infant Nappa and
they ensure that they are clean and healthy
before they flee the nest.

ThoughIdidnotseeitmyself,itispossibleifnecessary
for the Dmoder to also force smaller litters in times
of desperation, although the Nappa produced like
this are generally weaker and smaller there are
still ways for them to be useful, although it is not
uncommon for a Nappa spawned this way to meet
its doom as a tasty treat for the first hungry Eotan
who’s path it crosses!
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most abundant. Unfortunately they are also the
most likely candidates to be born severely mutated
or malformed, sometimes even crippled and often
dead within a few hours of birth. This terrible
tragedy that has befallen them is due mainly to
the irreparable damage that was inflicted upon
their ancestors during the final moments of the
Vaettir spell that was recklessly unleashed upon
Relicia so many moons ago.

The Unmann adopt a primal approach to warfare
and trust in their claws and teeth to slash and
tear away at the flesh of those who dare venture
into their territories. They are savage and ferocious
opponents to face and generally prefer close
quarter fighting to all other forms of combat, often
grouping together in large unruly mobs to advance
upon their enemies.

The physical make up of the Unmann varies
vastly from one warrior to the next; some of them
will grow to full maturity within a matter of
hours of spawning while the more unfortunate
mutant throwbacks of the breed will die within
the same amount of time. The loss of a sickly Orcnar
infant is never mourned and they are simply seen
as being too weak to survive. It is this ‘survival of
the strongest’ attitude that underlies all values
of Orcnar society.

I will freely admit that when I, myself was
first thrust amongst the Orcnar that I saw the
creatures of the Unmann caste as little more than
savage unruly brutes and I was very cautious
and particular about dealing with them. Over
time however I came to realise that my fears were
completely unfounded and I began to understand
the deep unfaltering unity that binds the
Unmann together as a brotherhood. I soon realised
that the seemingly monstrous creatures I had
previously shunned so irrationally were in fact
capable of much deeper levels of emotion than I
had previously assumed and their ‘I Unmann,
you Unmann, we Unmann’ doctrine was clearly
a means of reinforcing this strong theme of
unbreakable unity.

Despite their perceived low level of intelligence,
the enemies of the Orcnar need to be incredibly
cautious not to underestimate them. In times of
war their strength increases and they live, fight
and die together as if they are a single unstoppable
many headed beast. It is fair to say that are
very few creatures in the world of Relicia that
can withstand the charge of hungry Unmann
who have caught the smell of fresh blood in their
nostrils and enemies of the Orcnar are best advised
to avoid them completely wherever possible.

UNMANN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 3 - 1 1 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

14 pts Squad 3/6 30mm

Ferocious
When making a Combat roll, the player may reroll 1 die from
the attack roll. The second result stands and a die may only be
rerolled once.

When making a gangup attack, the Ferocious value used is that
of the main attacking model.

Fluid units
If two or more unactivated units of this profile are within
coherency when one activates, the player may merge the units
into one unit as long as the total number of models in the newly
created unit does not exceed this profiles maximum allowed
models per unit.

This new unit activates and acts normally from that point
onwards. In addition, this newly formed unit counts as one
unit when calculating the total number of units on the table for
initiative rolls.

I, Unmann, we Unmann, you Unmann too,

Fighting as one, our legend is true!

Fight for the Mutter! Fight for the pack!

Fight for Eard! And never turn back!

During my travels across the wondrous world of
Relicia I have found that there are only a few
comparable things that are as thoroughly as
unsettling as the blood curdling battle cries of the
dreaded Unmann. Even in normal conversation
their tongue has a threatening undertone to
it which admittedly is partly due to the harsh
sounding grunts that their ancient language
requires but even regardless of this, the Unmann
are generally a loud and lively bunch and it is
easy to see why other creatures often tend to keep
them at a safe distance.

There is an incredibly amount of variety within
the caste of Unmann and they are counted
among the most common subspecies of the Orcnar.
Despite their capacity to reproduce being severely
limited and dependent upon the beloved Dmoders;
they manage to sustain a surprisingly healthy
population and they can be found dwelling
comfortably throughout all of Eards darkest
regions.

It is an astounding fact that irrelevant of size or
type, all Orcnar begin their lives on the backs of
the Dmoders as Nappa before evolving into their
respective castes. There are many varying genus
types amongst their species but for some unknown
reason the caste of Unmann are frequently the
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Amidst the tribes of the nomadic Orcnar terrifying
mutant monstrosities are spawned from the backs
of the sacred Dmoder, amongst these nothing is
more gut wrenchingly terrifying to behold than
the Eotan Rifan. An unrelenting powerhouse of
destruction, the Rifan embodies all of the savage
qualities that truly define the Orcnar.

The vicious demeanour of the Eotan Rifan is deep
rooted in ancient primal magic, their rage is an
answer to the tragedy that has befallen their
species and the genetic memory of it consumes all
other thoughts, instilling an uncontrollable anger
within them.

Ear blistering screeches of bloodlust accompany the
charge of these beasts, inspiring their brethren and
rattling their enemies simultaneously. That being
said I myself did not feel particularly threatened
when in their company during my own personal
encounters with the Orcnar and actually found
them to be quite gentle and placid at times.

An interesting sport has been invented by the
Rifan over the years that can only be described as
a brutal form of wrestling. The barbaric matches
do not always end in fatalities but limbs are
sometimes broken and teeth are often lost, in fact
one of the most famous Rifan wrestlers of modern
times goes by the sinister namesake, Ruklak,
Collector of Teeth!

Often these matches are unplanned impromptu
affairs and occasionally other castes of Eotan such
as the Abifian will also send forth a champion to
wrestle, though it is mostly a game played by the
Rifan alone. Each competing Rifan must score

EOTAN RIFAN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 5 - 1 3 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

43 pts Independent 1 40mm

Brutal
After rolling dice in a Melee attack, the owning player may
increase the face value of 1 attack dice by one point.

For example, a roll of a 5 becomes a 6

A die may only have its value increased by one

Hardened 4
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 4, ignore the damage from one hit.

Large Size
When targeted by a ranged attack, the attacker may reroll one
d6of their choice fromtheattackroll.This secondrollwill replace
the original dice value when determining the attack outcome.

a set number of pin falls determined before the
match to be declared the winner, this figure can
vary greatly from region to region but it usually
a number in single figures as most Eotan struggle
to count much further anyway.

The rules of engagement are usually very loose and
the contests often end with both fighters battered
and bloody, it has to be noted though that biting
and eye poking are always strictly forbidden as
the injuries sustained are too incapacitating.
Any Rifan caught breaking these rules will
almost certainly be punished by his peers and if
the crime is considered serious enough, possibly even
cast out from the tribe and doomed to dwell among
the filthy Outcasts.

It is always a momentous occasion when two
Rifans square off against each other to do battle
and the events are much loved by the members of
the lower castes of the tribes. Often the tribe will
split into two groups for such an event and cheer
their elected champions while simultaneously
jeering their lesser favoured opponents. There is a
deep rooted need in the minds of the Orcnar that
calls to them and compels them to contend with
each other in thisway, it is a craving that cannot
be ignored and the battles are an essential part of
life for all castes of Orcnar.

Like their Unmann cousins, there is a massive
array of variations between two Rifan and it is
almost impossible to find a pair that are alike.
Bone protrudes from their boulder sized fists,
strengthening their punch and warping their
hands beyond recognition into near solid lumps of
stone and flesh.

This manifestation may limit the dexterity of an
Eotan as it renders the fingers useless for grasping
but evolution compensates by bestowing the beasts
with huge powerful jaws capable of rending flesh
and bone alike with remarkable ease. The Rifan
are best suited to brutal close quarter fighting and
are skilled at swinging their malformed club fists
to dismiss their enemies, their hardened skin makes
them almost impervious to pain and they can
easily shrug off all but the most life threatening
injuries, a useful mutation considering their large
size makes them a prime target for both the Magic
of the Vaettir and the black powder contraptions
of the Britanans.

When a Rifan rears its ugly head even the bravest
of heroes will find his nerve tested and retreating
should not be seen as cowardice, in fact anyone
who would dare stand toe to toe with an angry
Eotan should be considered a fool.
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Before the Vaettir shrouded the world of Relicia
in darkness the Orcnar were a peaceful, reclusive
species who kept themselves well hidden from
strangers wherever possible and seldom caused
anyone harm. After the Collapse the Orcnar
emerged from the darkness, gruesomely disfigured
and mutated. The damage caused by the Vaettir
had left them unable to breed and it seemed they
were destined to agonizingly fade from existence,
with all hope lost they lingered in the remnants of
Eard and prepared for the death of their species.

The manifestation of the Dmoder amongst the
Orcnar did not occur suddenly but began more
gradually, the first of their kind were simple
Unmann who for some untold reason had grown
much larger than their brethren and developed
sac like growths upon their backs, after a short
period of time creatures began to tear themselves
free from these growths and the tribe elders realised
their salvation had come, these creatures grew
independently into their separate distinctive
genus types, amongst these types were the Eotan.

The Eotan Abifian and indeed all Orcnar who fall
under the classification of the Eotan genus are a
new development in Orcnar evolution and have no
traceable ancestry to the Orcnar of old that existed
in the days before the Great Collapse. The Abifian
are the genetic response of a species desperately
struggling to survive when seemingly cursed with
extinction.

From my personal recollections I felt no trace of
fear when near to the Abifian and I found them
to be just as placid and complacent as their Rifan

EOTAN ABIFIAN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 5 - 1 3 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

40 pts Independent 1 40mm

Earth Smash
After moving, and if not in combat, choose a point within 10’’. A
line is drawn from the Abifian’s base to that point and is as wide
as the Abifian’s base.

Roll a D6 for each unit with at least one model standing along
this line. On a roll of a 4 or higher on a d6, that unit receives a
Knocked Down counter

Hardened 4
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 4, ignore the damage from one hit.

Large Size
When targeted by a ranged attack, the attacker may reroll one
d6of their choice fromtheattack roll. This second rollwill replace
the original dice value when determining the attack outcome.

cousinsduring timesofpeace, although theAbifian
tend to spend their free time pursuing much more
musical endeavours than the wrestling activities
undertaken by the boisterous Rifans.

Often the Unmann and Huntsmann of the tribes
will stretch animal skins across hollow sections of
trunk from the great trees of the Dumann forest
and gift them to the Abifian so that they might
bang them with their mighty boulder fists and
keep a rhythmical beat to accompany the vast
repertoire of Orcnar songs that the tribesmen will
often sing to raise their spirits during times of
war, these makeshift drums often need replacing
regularly as the Abifian do not go easy on them
and find the concept of hitting something lightly
completely and utterly absurd!

The Eotan Abifian are at their liveliest during
conflict and often they lead the charge for war
amongst the rampaging hordes of the Orcnar,
towering high above the ranks these huge
powerhouses of wanton destruction are capable of
toppling even the most skilled opponents and in
the initial moments of battle they will advance
ahead of the main tribe and smash through the
ranks of their enemies with breath-taking ease.
The prospect of facing an oncoming Abifian attack
is terrifying to say the least, even the cold ground
of Relicia itself shakes beneath their stomping
feet.

Most mortal creatures find that old age usually
comes with all sorts of fresh ailments and
afflictions that are otherwise unknown and this
is no different among the Orcnar. A common defect
that is found to manifest most often amongst the
Eotan caste is that their teeth will grow too big
for their mouths and will cause them agonising
pain as they push outward and cut into their soft
fleshy lips.

This strange mutation can make it incredibly
difficult and uncomfortable for an Eotan to eat
and will make them grow angrier and angrier as
they are forced to become dependent upon the lower
castes of the tribe who are obliged to assist them in
feeding if necessary.

Eventhoughtheyarerelativelycalmduringtimes
of peace, at heart the Abifian are powerhouses of
wanton destruction and pure primal energy and
when they are foolishly provoked they become
possessed with a dark rage that is so furious all
creatures who are around them instinctively
scatter for cover in fear, they are almost impossible
to calm once their anger has risen to this level and
they will violently lash out at both their enemies
and their kin.
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gut churn uncontrollably and the filthy stench
they exude lingers in the air for an agonizingly
long time after they have passed through an
area.

I can recall one incident where a group composed
of many different Orcnar castes headed out of the
village and began mercilessly slaughtering any
Angilde that they could find, I am afraid to say
that I was not as displeased at this event as I should
have been. The Angilde are a filthy stain upon
the species of Orcnar and in many ways it might
be better for all if they were somehow eradicated
from existence altogether.

In times of war the Angilde will linger near the
bloody fields of war scavenging whatever meagre
scraps they can find, if challenged they will join
in the fight on the side of their estranged tribe but
they gain no favour from it and are universally
despised by all other Orcnar creatures for their
disgusting habits.

Other Orcnar in fact find the presence of Angilde
considerably unnerving and often struggle to keep
calm when confronted with the sight of the crazed
misfits. It is certainly more advisable to keep the
beasts at a safe distance wherever possible but
running from them can cause a wave of panic to
sweep through the ranks that can jeopardise the
battle plan and endanger the lives of the entire
tribe. The tribal chiefs punish all Orcnar who flee
in battle without prejudice, often branding or
piercing them with some degrading mark or symbol
so that they might be treated with contempt by
their peers, it is a cruel disciplinary practice but
it is highly effective. Most Orcnar will never
dare flee from battle again after suffering the
humiliation once and if anything will fight
more ferociously than before in attempt to regain
their status. It is a grim fate indeed that awaits
those poor unfortunates who continually panic,
for their repeated cowardice, they too might find
themselves banished from the tribe and forced out
into the wastes to join the ravenous mobs of the
deranged Angilde.

The Angilde are pitiful creatures at heart and it is
truly saddening to see them lurking in the shadows
of Eard feeding from the unwanted scraps of the
Orcnar. The taint that infects them can never be
completely washed away and they are condemned
to dwell in the darkness forever because of it. No
matter what heroic deeds the Angilde may perform
during battle, they can never hope to redeem
themselves and earn the acceptance of the tribes
as most Orcnar are too fearful that the infection
that plagues them might somehow spread.

ANGILDE
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 3 - 0 1 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

12 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Special Deployment
This unit must be deployed last. They must bedeployed outside
of both players deployment zone and may not be deployed
closer than 10’’ of an enemy unit.

If both players have units with ‘Special Deployment’, roll to
see who goes first and alternate the ‘Special Deployment’
deployments until all units with ‘SpecialDeployment’ have been
deployed.

Outrider
This unit is always considered to be in command.

Loners
Friendly units making a morale check within 5’’ of this unit suffer
an additional -1 modifier to the test. Additionally, Units with
‘Loners’ ability may only support and be supported by other
units with ‘Loners’

Frenzy
Do not suffer -1 to morale for being in melee combat. Unit gains
+1 to combat after the unit has spent one round in combat until
the end of that combat.

Suppress
Increase the drain value of any spell cast or kept up (target or
caster) within 6” of this unit by 1 point. For example, a drain of
‘0’ becomes ‘1’.

Of all the terrible monstrosities that have
manifested within the race of the Orcnar, none
are more grotesquely disfigured than the disturbed
Angilde. They are so sickening to look upon that
they are shunned even by their own mutated
Orcnar cousins who are fearful that the tainted
abominations might spread some filthy plague
amongst them.

The Angilde have no place in Orcnar society and
are cast out into the wilds shortly after birth,
without the guidance of the tribe elders and the
nourishment of the Dmoder most will perish in a
relatively quick time, though there are always
at least a few of their kind who somehow manage
to survive. They are often found lurking in the
shadows on the outskirts of the various Orcnar
encampments that are scattered across Relicia.

Personally I never dared stray too close to the
Angilde that occupied the outskirts of the villages
that I passed through during my travels across
Eard. Even seeing them in the distance made my
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During my time spent in the land of Eard, I
encountered few creatures I grew to loathe and
despise more than the wretched Grymann. The
twisted little horrors aredownright nasty creatures
of mischief and they are always playing cruel
tricks on each other and masterfully engineering
and instigating vicious feuds between the different
caste groups of the tribe.

During their spawning the Nappa that will
grow to be Grymann are easily identified by the
characteristic bloating of their throats that
is unique to their genus, during infancy their
unearthly screeching will only cease if they are
allowed to feed further than the others from the
backs of the Dmoder. Usually they reach maturity
relatively quickly, so fortunately the stress placed
on the Dmoder is not too prolonged.

From the very moment they are spawned and
throughout their lives they are intent on causing
havoc and they are totally nasty and vicious
little critters who seem totally unable to remain
calmand theyare constantlyplaguingall around
them, I witnessed myself terrible and heinous acts
of cruelty carried out by the Grymann upon friend
and foe alike.

At present it is unclearwhich element ofmutation
is responsible for the powers held by the Grymann
and scholars fromall overReliciawouldverymuch
like to examine them closely by way of autopsy to
discover the truth of the matter.

GRYMANN

Suppress
Increase the drain value of any spell cast or kept up (target or
caster) within 6” of this unit by 1 point.

For example, a drain of ‘0’ becomes ‘1’.

Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale
5 2 */12 1 1 7

Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size
19 pts Squad 3/6 30mm

Special Ranged Attack
When making a ranged attack, roll 1d6 plus 1d6 per model in
the attacking unit within range. Ignore the target unit’s defence
and ‘Obscured’ status. If at least one hit is caused, the target
unit receives a Knocked Down counter.

Scream
When activated and not in combat, unit may ’Scream’ instead
of making a ranged attack. All enemy units with at least one
member within 5’’ of one or more Grymman must make a
morale check and if failed apply the rules of ‘FAILING MORALE
BECAUSE OF RANGED ATTACKS’

A unit can only be the target of a Scream attack once per turn.

Like many of the genus types within the Orcnar
race, the Grymann are highly efficient predators,
their evolution is remarkably intuitive and is
a perfect example of how capable the species has
become at countering the multitude of problems
they have faced since the events of the Great
Collapse, in this case their lackof rangedweaponry
has been remedied by gifting the Grymann with
the ability to emit powerful sonic blasts that
can render their foes helpless with a few accurate
shots.

When they are fully grown the Grymann
develop an instinct for weakness and they become
astoundingly terrifying creatures that crave
nothing more than the opportunity to stalk the
battlefields of Relicia, ruthlessly hunting their
enemies. They are particularly dangerous to those
who are gifted in the ways of magic as they are
able to disrupt the hum of the Maaj by emitting
sonic waves from their mutated bloated throats,
making it impossible to draw from its power. Their
skill in focusing these sonic blasts into highly
condensed waves gifts the Orcnar with greatly
needed ranged support that can stun their enemies
paralysed, leaving the rest of the tribe to advance
upon their position unhindered.

I consider myself lucky in fact to have escaped
my encounters with the Grymann without
sustaining any permanent damage to my hearing
as they are not exactly shy in exploiting their
abilities to their full extent and will often
scream at objects indiscriminately just to see the
extent of the damage they can cause with the
power of their screeches alone. The terrible visions
of horror I first saw in my mind induced by their
wailing caused me to lose touch with the Maaj
momentarily and it became a terrible struggle to
sustain the enchantment that was keeping me
disguised. It vexes me greatly that I am unable to
recall the exact details of these disturbing visions
as I feel now in hindsight that somehow there was
some significant information of great importance
hidden within the waking nightmares.

Although they are more slender and slightly more
controlled than the Unmann, the Grymann do
share many common character traits with their
cousins and provide perfect complimentary support
when assisting them in battle. A co-ordinated
attack led by a well placed volley of sonic booms
can disrupt even the tightest battle line causing
panic and confusion to rapidly spread through
the ranks as the Grymann scream their way to
victory, destroying their enemies and providing a
constant supply of fresh meat for the tribe to feast
upon.
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certain they would have tore me apart without
question. In battle they are capable of taking
down enemies much larger than themselves and
will attack simultaneously, snapping ferociously
at their prey, the thick powerful jaws they possess
rip through flesh and crunch through bone with
terrifying ease and more often than not a Docga
bite will almost certainly prove fatal. In the
ranks of the Britanan army for instance, only a
slim lucky few have ever been known to survive
an attack and the scars they bare are nothing less
than horrific.

After witnessing the filthy conditions that the
Docga nurture for their nests it is no longer a
mystery to me why they smell as disgustingly foul
as they do. Lined with sticky mud and excrement
and littered with the gnawed bones of the fallen,
the stench which exudes from the Docga pits is
horrendous, yet they seem to be at their most
contented when wallowing in their own filth.

It is not surprising that when not fighting, other
Orcnar castes find great amusement in taunting
and teasing the Docga and have devised many
games to pass the time with, invariably these
usually involve dangling a beloved object such as
a favoured bone or something just as insignificant
out of reach and mocking the Docga as they
desperately leap and snapat the air in frustration.
It is a risky game of chance indeed and many a
naive Unmann has lost a hand or a foot to the bite
of a particularly irate Docga.

The most dangerous time to meddle with them is
definitely at feeding time, when their bloodlust
reaches its peak. The amount of raw meat they
gobble through each sitting is tremendous and
they easily consume about four times their own
body weight a day. During these frequent feeding
frenzies it is not uncommon for the weakest
youngling Docga to lose a limb to the rabid jaws
of an elder as they snap ferociously without
prejudice, crushing and devouring everything in
their path.

In times of war the Docga packs race to war across
the battlefields of Relicia at an alarming pace,
the lightning speed at which they can suddenly
redirect their charge adds an unexpected element
of surprise to the Orcnar battle plan and the tactic
has turned the tide of war in their favour on
countless occasions. It takes tremendous courage
and iron grit for an opponent to hold his nerve
when faced with the oncoming charge of an angry
Docga pack; it would be best advised to instead beat
a hasty retreat when faced with such a terrifying
sight.

DOCGA
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

8 4 - 0 2 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

23 pts Squad 2/3 40mm

Ferocious
When making a Combat roll, the player may reroll 1 die from
the attack roll. The second result stands and a die may only be
rerolled once.

When making a gangup attack, the Ferocious value used is that
of the main attacking model.

Outrider
This unit is always considered to be in command.

In Fighting
If the unit ends its movement with no enemy unit in L.O.S, the
unit will make a 2d6 attack against itself, counting only doubles
of 4, 5 or 6 as hits.

Hardened 5
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 5, ignore the damage from one hit.

Sure Footed
Model may ignore movement modifiers on difficult ground.

The Docga are the deranged killer attack hounds
of the Orcnar, brutally vicious and generally
ill tempered they will strike without warning,
maiming and killing anything in their path.
Their insatiable blood lust is so overwhelming that
they will even turn their flesh rending jaws on
each other once they are through with picking the
bones of their enemies dry.

The Docga are huge creatures even by Orcnar
standards, their powerful forelegs give them the
ability to cover vast distances incredibly quickly,
their thick skin allows them to shrug off all but
the most fatal of injuries and though the bite of
the Docga is not as potent as that of its Spatga
cousin due to a lack of venom, once its jaws take
hold there is very little chance of recovery for any
unfortunate soul unlucky enough to have been
caught.

Unlike the faithful hounds of old Britana the
Orcnar Docga have no hierarchy within their
packs and all consider themselves to be of alpha
status. They have an astounding sense of smell
coupled with incredibly sensitive hearing and
as such are naturally skilled hunters, able to
rapidly pinpoint the location of their enemies. I
am eternally grateful that my own simple magic
proved strong enough to mask my true scent from
them, had they detected me as an imposter I am
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There are very few creatures in the world of Relicia
who are physically large enough to stand toe to toe
with a raging Hunsmann and not many of those
would be willing to do so if the situation should ever
arise. The dreaded Hunsmann are massively bulky
in every way imaginable and are generally free
from the more grotesque mutations that manifest
so frequently amongst other castes of their species.

The Hunsmann are the elite shock troops of the
Orcnar and are incredibly fearsome warriors, they
are astoundingly efficient predators and are able
to bound across the battlefields of Relicia at an
amazingly swift pace, navigating the lands with
expert skill and descending on the ranks of their
enemies with breathtaking ease.

I am not ashamed to say that I panicked and
fled when I was first confronted by a pack of
rowdy Hunsmann. The hulking brutes are a
vision of supreme strength and are the epitome
of everything that still remains great about the
cursed Orcnar species; their physical stature is more
than a little intimidating so it is easy to see why
I lost my nerve. I did eventually conquer my fear
and was able to study the Hunsmann closely for a
considerable amount of time.

Right from the start it was plainly obvious that in
the complex social structure of the Orcnar, there is
a great degree of respect afforded to the Hunsmann
and they often enjoy certain special privileges
within the tribes. They are in a class above the

HUNSMANN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 4 - 1 2 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

21 pts Squad 2/4 40mm

Ferocious
When making a Combat roll, the player may reroll 1 die from
the attack roll. The second result stands and a die may only be
rerolled once.

When making a gangup attack, the Ferocious value used is that
of the main attacking model

Headlong Charge
This unit ignores difficult terrain when charging, but can still be
affected by difficult terrain if the charge fails.

Outrider
This unit is always considered to be in command.

Scent of the Prey
This unit does not require LOS to a target unit to declare a
charge

average Orcnar and are entrusted by the Dmoders
with the most important duties during times of
war. They have a great desire to fulfil the wishes
of their commanders and failure is not considered
an option, amongst each other they would much
sooner die in battle than return to their masters
with disappointing news.

Like all Orcnar, the Hunsmann live by a brutal
code that holds the central belief that strengthwill
always conquer weakness and they are compelled
toprovetheirsuperiorityatanygivenopportunity.
When the Hunsmann quarrel with each other in
this way they will show no mercy and will expect
none in return. Minor disputes between them will
often escalate into savage bloody fights that will
only allow a single champion to walk away from.
In the aftermath of these battles, the victor will
almost certainly dismember his opponent and will
often use their bones or teeth to pierce their own
flesh with, proudly displaying the grisly tokens so
that all members of the tribe may witness the sum
of their accomplishments.

The Hunsmann share many other common traits
that are also found in the likes of the Unmann
and Eotan castes, one of which is a love of games
and challenges and most specifically contests of
strength. A favourite amongst the Hunsmann of
my own adoptive tribe was a test of strength and
stamina that was judged solely on a competitor’s
ability to throw stones a certain distance for a
certain length of time. It is important to stress
though that what the Hunsmann consider to be
mere stones would be more accurately described as
huge boulders that even the strongest of mortal
men would find near impossible to shift. Their
strength is phenomenal to say the least and Iwould
imagine they would have no problem successfully
tackling creatures much larger than themselves
if necessary.

Besides their strength theHunsmannarealsogifted
with an incredibly keen sense of smell andare able
to detect their prey from great distances by scent
alone, this coupled with their natural aggression
and agility makes them the perfect assassins and
their commanders put a great amount of faith in
their abilities to operate independently upon the
battlefield, they are expected to succeed where
others will most likely fail and more often than
not, their efforts do not disappoint.

The Hunsmann are a terrifying opponent to face
and the tone of their roar is unmistakeable, often
being enough to send even the most battle hardened
warriors fleeing to the hills in terror.
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After the Great Collapse the Orcnar discovered that
they were wholly unable to reproduce and they
grew mutated and corrupted to such an extent
that they became unrecognisable when resembled
to images of their ancestors, they were macabre
freakish creatures devoid of hope and their society
was shattered and rapidly fading.

Eventually there were some amongst the Orcnar
who grew larger and smarter than most and
when fully matured they became the first of the
Dmoder, fleshy sacs grew across their backs and the
creatures inside themgrewstrongbeforeeventually
bursting free and joining the ranks of the Orcnar to
replenish the tribes that were severely diminished
by the devastating events of the Great Collapse.

All creatures found in the hordes of the Orcnar
regardless of their respective genus, begin their
lives as Nappa and are nurtured on the backs
of the sacred Dmoders. When they are born they
are covered in a dark sticky amniotic substance
that smells truly horrendous, regardless of this the
dutiful Dmoder will lick them clean of the tar

NAPPA
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 1 - 0 1 6
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

8 pts Squad 6/9 30mm

Fluid Units
If two or more unactivated units of this profile are within
coherency when one activates, the player may merge the units
into one unit as long as the total number of models in the newly
created unit does not exceed this profiles maximum allowed
models per unit.

This new unit activates and acts normally from that point
onwards. In addition, this newly formed unit counts as one
unit when calculating the total number of units on the table for
initiative rolls.

Grown Up
When this unit acivates and if this unit iswithin 3’’ of a unit that
has taken a casualty this turn, you must roll to see if the Nappa
unit ‘Grows Up’.

Roll 2d6 and add the units Morale value, as stated on its
profile.

If the total of the modified roll is 11 or less, remove the whole
Nappa unit as casualties.

If the total of the modified roll is 12 or more, replace the Nappa
models with Unmann models at a ratio of 1 Unmann for every
2 Nappa bases. If the unit is a odd number of Nappa bases,
discard the odd 1. For example, a 9 base unit of Nappas will
produce 4 Unmann and the 9th Nappa base is ignored.

Small
When targeted by a ranged attack, count this unit’s defence
value as 1.

like fluid within a few minutes of their birth, and
one can only assume that this fluid must provide
the Dmoder with some sort of nourishment to assist
in the recuperation after suffering the trauma of
a birthing.

The infant Nappa are tiny, vicious creatures that
are concerned only with filling their bellies, they
are incredibly greedy and will consume as much
food as possible during the initial hours following
their spawning. Once fully contented the Nappa
will become tired and lethargic and often they
will collapse under the strain of their own bloated
stomachs. When the Nappa awake from their rest,
the second stage of their journey to maturity will
begin and they will swiftly grow much larger,
shedding their skin in the process, the distinctive
features of their varying genus types will develop
much more predominantly and they will form up
into groups and join their respective packs within
the tribe.

I have witnessed the births of many different
creatures upon my travels of Relicia and it is a
certain fact that all infants cry and wail as they
are born into this doomed and desolate world. Being
fortunate enough to have witnessed the wonders
of a Nappa birth I can honestly say that there
are no creatures in the whole of Relicia who wail
and moan as incessantly as they do, in fact it is a
wonder that more of them are not put to death as
soon as they break free from the sacs as the wailing
that accompanies them is damn near unbearable.

That being said I was amazingly lucky and
privileged enough to be able to study the finer
details of their accelerated evolution further and
the secrets I eventually discovered were nothing
short of breathtaking. It is remarkable to think
that those Orcnar who fall under the “mann”
genus type, such as the Unmann or the Grymann
will evolve to maturity in a relatively short time
and can be considered fully grown after only a few
days while the larger Orcnar such as the Eotans
and the Dmoders are much more unpredictable
and on occasion the process has been known to take
several weeks, although they too can also often be
fully mature within only a few days.

In times of great desperation the Dmoder are able
to force spawn Nappa on the field of battle, it is a
risky practice that is thoroughly draining for the
Dmoder but never the less it is sometimes deemed
necessary. A select few of the forced premature
Nappa will somehow survive and grow to be
Unmann in less than an hour but most of them
will be far too malnourished and will quickly
perish.
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The ancient race ofVaettir have gone throughmany changes since the awakening of their
collective conscience, both physically and mentally they have evolved and adapted and
have assumed many different forms throughout their existence. In present day Relicia
they have grown to become truly horrifying creatures, fully corrupted and tainted to the
core, they are spiteful and foul and are terrifyingly sickening to look at.

This has not always been the case for the Vaettir however and there is a terrible tragedy
interwoven into their history that is sadly denied and has been almost forgotten in the
shadows of their dreadful deeds.

In fact, in the time before the Great Collapse the Vaettir were unrivalled in every aspect
of their beauty, their society had grown vastly and had endured with great prosperity for

many thousands of years. They had reached such a high level of sophistication and understanding that it is
impossible for us mere mortals to truly comprehend.

The roots of their ancestry run deeper than those of any other living thing in Relicia and are older than the
earth itself. In the dawn of the raging planets birth, they watched in amazement as it formed and learnt
many wondrous things. They learnt of all the intricacies of the cosmos and of the infinite potential that its
power possessed and they realized for the first time how dangerous it could be if discovered by creatures of
lesser
morality than themselves. The Vaettir have guarded this arcane knowledge fiercely ever since then and it
is they alone who hold the keys to unlocking the darkest secrets of the universe, it is their burden, and theirright.

Following the formation of Relicia, many important events occurred as the planet began to settle, nothing
however would prove to be more significant than the coming of the Gods.

The Gods were creatures of immeasurable power, born from the deaths of a thousand stars. They violently tore
themselves free from the vacuum of space and descended towards Relicia; the terrible act ripped a hole in the
fabric of reality itself and left a scar on the universe as a final mark of their legacy.

The Vaettir witnessed their arrival upon Relicia and observed them from afar, as they trampled recklessly and
aimlessly across its surface. They were wild, child-like creatures and the Vaettir felt compelled to intervene
before they tore the planet apart.

It was at this time that the Vaettir first chose a physical form and their collective consciousness divided and
spread out across Relicia. This would be the first major turning point in their history and as they changed and
developed individually, they became aware of other archaic powers that lay hidden within Relicia and the
enormity of the burden they had accepted began to sink in.

They decided quite quickly that the Gods would need to be educated in some capacity; else, they would surely
destroy the planet and everything else beyond it. They extended the hand of friendship to them and the Gods
willingly accepted.

The Gods were not aware of the Vaettir until this point in time and had falsely believed that they were the first
children of the cosmos. Though their appearance was welcomed and celebrated by most, for some of the Gods, the
realization that they were not as uniquely divine as first thought, felt like a cruel betrayal and they began
to grow embittered and angry.

Regardless, the Vaettir began to teach the Gods the wonders of Relicia, of life and death, and love and hate, and
compassion and understanding. The Gods responded well to their teachings and in no time at all they had fully
grasped the message the Vaettir were trying to convey. It was not enough though.

The Gods grew anxious and greedy and they used their newly found knowledge to fuel their own selfish desires.
They each began creating creatures of their own so that they could bathe in the glory of their worship, but
the Gods treated their pawns cruelly and were often quick to temper. They frequently punished their subjects
whenever they behaved inappropriately, the free peoples of Relicia grew weary of each other, and their hate for
the Gods festered.It was the jealousy of the God Morphae towards the Goddess Daiig that would ultimately lead
the Gods into war.

Daiig was the most beautiful of the Gods and was worshipped for bringing in the light of the day; as such, she
was adored throughout all of Relicia. She was wise and forgiving, her temperament was perfectly balanced,
and of all the Gods, none had grown more powerful than she had.

Morphae was also strong but his power was born from the hatred he nurtured in the hearts of the Relicians.

THE VAETTIR FORCES
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Believing that all creatures could eventually become corrupted by his taint he decided that
he alone should be worshipped more than any other should and he plotted to destroy Daiig and the

Gods. He could never have hoped to match the power that she possessed alone but he had enlisted other
deities to assist him with treacherous promises that he had no intentions of keeping.

Soon all of the Gods were embroiled in a full-scale war of the heavens as they each fought for the right to rule
supreme. The earth was pillaged as the peoples of Relicia turned on each other and found petty reasons to war
with each other. Many races were wiped from existence entirely during these dark years and throughout it, the
Vaettir sat silently, protected by powerful magical barriers in their paradise kingdom of Xanawang.

After many years of bloody conflict, the Gods and the peoples of Relicia alike became unable to continue the
fighting any longer. They were exhausted and the forces of all sides were stretched terribly thin, the Relicians
called for peace with one another and returned to their respective kingdoms while the Gods disappeared from the
planet entirely.

As the rest of Relicia struggled to heal from the wounds of war, the Vaettir continued to arrogantly self indulge.
They built great monuments in their own image and spent the majority of their time delving ever deeper into
the mystical arts, never interfering in the affairs of outsiders. Even when the noble folk of Marlta disappeared
mysteriously from sight, they remained motionless. It was instead fated to be a rumbling in the west that would
ultimately cause the Vaettir to abandon their traditional artisan ways and take up arms for the first time.

The island of Unglandan had somehow been unnoticed by the Vaettir up until this point and its people had
been split into many individual tribes who had been largely content to fight with each other. Now though a
mighty barbarian King had arose who had managed to end this internal conflict and had succeeded in uniting
the tribes as one under his banner. The tribe of Britana grew rapidly and before long, they were spreading out
into Relicia, displacing all who dared oppose them. The Vaettir were alarmed when they saw how quickly
the human empire was expanding and there was much debate amongst the high council of the Vaellarl
Tattundra. Having realized the consequences of their failing to intervene with the Gods, the Vaettir vowed to
never make the same mistake again and they decided on the most drastic method possible, complete and utter
annihilation.

And so the Vaettir began crafting their most powerful spell yet. Its construction was broken down into many
parts, all of them intensely intricate and complex in one way or another. It was designed by the elders so that
each section would work together as one enormous enchantment of pure destruction to rid the world of this
human plague that was threatening to overrun Relicia.

It took the Vaettir many years to create the spell and in that time many more races were forever lost under the
trampling feet of the Britanan hordes, the Aflygiine, the Nuem and the Egeswin all disappeared from sight
along with countless others, their ultimate fates remain largely unknown.

Finally, the time came for the Vaettir to unleash their fury on the Britanans. It was the Evocateur who
conducted the opening sections and from their lead the ancient race of Vaettir each recited their parts and so
the spell quickly grew and grew. Within minutes, it was clear that something had gone horribly wrong but it
was already too late to stop it. As it manifested beyond their control, the Vaettir realised how foolish they had
become and they saw that their spell would bring about the end of all life on Relicia. At the very last minute,
they opted to sacrifice themselves in penance for their foolishness. As raw Maaj poured out from the wound
created by their meddling, the Vaettir attempted to absorb its terrible power. They were successful on some level
but their foolishness had cost them dearly.

The overwhelming abundance of Maaj had corrupted the Vaettir to their very core and they looked upon one
another horrified and sickened by what they had become. They were a twisted mockery of their former selves,
they had been beautiful but were now grotesquely disfigured and where they had once been peaceful and
forgiving, they had become hateful and hungry for revenge.

The time would later become to be known as the Great Collapse and there seems no creatures on the surface of
Relicia escaped its devastation. The after effects of it damaged all of them in some way or another, the Human
population washeavily decimatedwhile theOrcnar had their capacity to reproduce severely limited and others
were corrupted or exterminated in other ways.

Although the spell unleashed was solely woven by Vaettirean hands, they refuse to acknowledge it and will
not accept reasonability for their actions. Instead, they blame all the peoples of Relicia for the doom that has
befallen them, the Humans were the chief instigators but there were plenty of others who could have assisted in
their destruction but they instead chose to remain idle while they Vaettir shouldered the responsibility.

Today the Vaettir have grown bitter and resentful and they hate all creatures of Relicia with the same
terrible conviction, they ruthlessly hunt their enemies andbrutally punish them to avenge their lost ancestors
wherever possible. They are locked in constant war and have spread out across all of Relicia but they are fighting
a battle that was lost many years ago. Still the illusion persists and in the spiraling towers of Xanawang
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the elders continue to endlessly devise cruel plots and schemes to unleash upon the world.
Falsely believing that in doing so, they might accidentally uncover the hidden path to their

redemption.

Relicia has never been the same since the terrible events of theGreat Collapseunfolded and today in the tainted
land of Xanawang, the Vaettir fester and brood endlessly upon the failures of the past, always seeking terrible
vengeance upon those who they hold responsible for leading them down the spiralling path of damnation and
insanity.

The Vaettir conceal their tragedy well but their tortured souls have been forever torn and shattered and the
fragile shardsof their essencedesperately cling towhat little remainsof reality theyhave left. Theoverwhelming
power of the Maaj is unforgiving and absolute and the Vaettir are well aware that there is no way for them to
ever earn any kind of redemption for their mistake and so they have accepted their cruel fate.

The corrupt Vaettir exist in multiple plains of reality and their consciousness constantly flickers between the
dominant realm and those that are mostly hidden, the learned elders of the higher castes are able to control the
flow of this flaw and can remain grounded upon any singular plane they choose if they focus their energies
correctly while the lower castes are altogether much more unstable, their fragile minds generally flicker
tirelessly and they are unable to process simple coherent thoughts.

This unfortunate absence of consciousness does in no way affect their combat prowess however and in fact the
styles of combat employed by the Vaettir are amongst the finest, most skilfully crafted techniques seen upon
Relicia, they strike on instinct and reflex alone with masterfully targeted blows that always seem to find the
most tender, incapacitating weak spots, allowing them to cripple even the mightiest of foes with terrible speed
and efficiency.

XANAWANG, THE VAETTIR HOMELAND
Xanawang is the largest territory located in the north of Relicia and it is ruled and dominated by the dreaded
Vaettir, it is their kingdom alone and it has been this way ever since they arrived. Every strange and astounding
thing that is found there is a macabre reflection of its twisted inhabitants and the irreversible damage they
have inflicted upon the landscape.

In the past, the Vaettir constructed magnificent cities with many wondrous structures within them. Amongst
these were huge palaces designed around the most beautiful patterns imaginable and wrought from materials
that only the Vaettir were capable of manipulating. Hundreds of towering spireswere carved across the skyline
of Xanawang by the ancient Vaettir with the most intricately puzzling patterns etched upon them. They
also erected many observatories and academies in their pursuit for knowledge as well as an un-healthy dose of
self gratifying monuments and statues created in their own image with the intention of glorifying their most
important achievements for all eternity.

It is undoubtedly one of the most hostile regions on the planet and its treacherous landscape is dangerous and
unforgiving. It is a strangely confusing place and caution should be taken when observing its illusions else one
might fall into a sickening madness. Even the ancient structures that the Vaettir so lovingly decorated the
landscape with in the days of the past have been unable to escape the taint of the Maaj and its decay that has
festered since the Great Collapse. The magnificent spire towers of old are now twisted unnaturally and have
grown to be disjointed and grotesquely malformed, they shift randomly in a constant state of re –arrangement
much like their Vaettirean creators.

While it is not uncommon to find ancient portals in other parts of Relicia, Xanawang boasts its own unique
gateways that shift and change much like everything else in the region. They flicker faintly in dark places
and only the Vaettir are able to identify them clearly, their true purpose is unknown but it is assumed that
they are highly unlikely to fulfil any great purpose and besides, who knows what foul and terrible places they
might lead to?

I was stupid to think I would ever be able to fool the Vaettir and they picked me up on the outskirts of Xanawang
long before I had even caught a glimpse of them. A force of Varrier, Varbres and Vicario swarmed around me and
pushed me to the ground, I panicked and began begging for a quick death but they did not harm me and instead
took me to their leader, the creature known as Huirach, the first and the last.

Fortunately, for me Huirach did not wish to harm me and was wise enough to appreciate the importance of my
chronicling. She allowed me free passage to roam amongst her people and for a limited time I learnt a great deal
of amazing things about them.

The short lifecycle of the Elvspon was incredibly interesting and there was such a great variety within their
group. It was difficult to learn much of the Evocateur or the Vaelad as the upper classes tended to remain
silent and were very secretive about the details of their activities, I never even dared to lay my eyes on the
Huntawalu for longer than a few seconds for fear of invoking their terrible anger but I could often feel their
gaze upon myself, boring deep into the very essence of my soul.
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After the Great Collapse the legions of the Vaettir
spread out across all of Relicia in their thousands
and divided into small tight nit groups, they set to
travelling the kingdoms wreaking revenge upon
their enemies with a cruel malice scarred into their
blackened hearts. The Vaelad who took control and
seized power in the aftermath of the disaster and
their influence has runs deep throughout every
aspect of Vaettirean society since.

VAELAD
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 4 - 2 2 10
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

70 pts Commander 1 40mm

Caster 4/10

Elemtental
This unit is elemental.

Heat Wave
Any enemy unit that activates within 4” or ends its movement
within 4” of this unit suffers a 3d6 attack roll, ignoring the target
units defence value. This attack is made prior to any attack
made by the affected unit.

Command 12

The Vaelad themselves are saturated in the
very essence of the Maaj and show no hesitation
when harnessing its unstable elemental powers
to cruelly punish their foes with. Through their
many eyes they are able to see the different layers
of the Maaj clearly and even amongst their
enlightened Vaettir brethren none are more gifted
in the mastery of its energies than they.

Whilst The Vaelad have no compassion what so
ever for any living thing that is not of Vaettirean
origin but they have a particularly unhealthy
hatred and disdain for the hag-kin of the C’thu
tribes. The arrogant Vaelad despise everything
about the swamp dwellers and the half breed
abominations they enslave to their will and they
ensure that the swampsofXanawangarepatrolled
regularly so that the filthy invaders are unable
to gain a sizeable footing in the region.

Drinking from the well of power possessed by the
C’thu is a dangerous affair that will often do
much more harm than that it will do good and this
is the main reason why they are so greatly despised
by the Vaelad, as they themselves are all too fond
of draining the life force of their enemies by using
this refined manner of leeching.

The Vaelad lead the legions of Vaettir in an endless
onslaught against those who they blame for the
decline of their civilization. There are abundant
elemental resources present in the world of Relicia
which the Vaelad are able to tap into but they
mostly favour the ancient power of fire, allured
by its consuming nature they can often be seen in
battlewreathed in thegloryof its flickeringflames
and in possession of such devastating power that
they are able to turn the ranks of their enemies to
ash in an instant.

Whenever a Vaettirean war host is preparing
for battle, ritual sacrifices will be conducted
throughout their sinister ranks in tribute to the
Vaelad, they willingly absorb the essence of these
offerings and use their energies to elevate their
own powers to immeasurable heights. The Vaelad
are a distorted mockery of their ancestors and
their absorption of elemental magic has left them
twisted and insane, hell bent on restoring the world
and writing the wrongs they have inflicted upon
it, their destructive tendencies are more likely to
destroy it in the process.

The Vaelad are cruel to all of Relicias free peoples
though and their ultimate goal is to rid the world
of every perceived taint they encounter on their
un-holy crusades across its surface.

Place a marker on table within 8”

Any unit that has at least one model that either activates
or moves within 2” of the marker will take a 3d6 hit
immediately.

Lingering Effect - Fire

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Inferno

Point within 8”

Yes2

Target unit forfeits their movement during their next
activation. Target unit increases defence by ‘1’ and gains
hardened/5 (or increase hardened by 1 if they already have
it) until the end of its next activation.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Turn to Stone

Friendly squad within 6”

No2
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the exceptionally high standards of the Vaettir.
They were gifted in all aspects of the Maaj and
they travelled the kingdoms of the Vaettir freely
offering their guidance to anyone who would care
to hear it.

The Huntawalu were instrumental in their
contributions to the spell and were tasked with
constructing its most intricate parts. After the
Collapse they emerged from the shadows as tainted,
horrific reflections of their former selves, the
overwhelming surge of Maaj had corrupted them
in mind and body and mutated them grotesquely,
leaving twisted creatures of darkness in their
place.

In the aftermath, theHuntawalu havediscovered
that alongside their physical deformities they can
now also see the world in a wide array of different
spectrums and their understanding of the Maaj
has grown greater than ever before.

They stalk the land seeking their vengeance on
the peoples of Relicia who they hold responsible
for their demise, blinded by their own arrogance
they are unable to realise that it was their own
meddling which brought about their doom. Quick
to unleash their furious anger upon their enemies,
they have become natural leaders amongst the
shattered Vaettir and they lead them forth into
battle with unrivalled passion.

All Vaettir are elemental by nature and the
Huntawalu are no exception, they are eternally
bound to the element of death and are able to draw
from its abundant power to fuel their malicious
enchantments. Linked by strings of darkness
leading to the foulest depths of reality they are
able to manipulate the energies of the Maaj to
steal the souls of the fallen, trapping them forever
to be used as pawns for whatever foul purpose they
desire.

The Huntawalu are now masters of an ancient
necromantic art that is forbidden to all Vaettir
outside of their caste and it is their meddling that
gives life to many of the strange creatures that
make up the ranks of the Vaettirean legions.

They are meticulous in their craft and are capable
of spinning the thinnest strands of Maaj together
and infusing them in hundreds of different ways
in order to create many new creatures of pure
elemental power but they can also use their powers
to unravel the ties that bind those who they
consider their enemies, ripping their bodies free from
reality before feasting upon the succulent sweet
delicacy of their damned souls.

HUNTAWALU
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 5 - 2 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

55 pts Commander 1 50mm

Caster 3/7

Long Weapon
Overkill points may be applied as hits to models in the target
unit that are up to 3” away from this model.

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Command 10

Life Leech
When a living model is removed as a casualty from the table
whilst within this models command range, place a life counter
on this unit. Place a horror counter on the casualties unit.

At the start of this unit’s activation, the player may convert any
number of life counters to power dice. These power dice are
available for this activation only.

This unit may only have three life counters on it at any one
time.

The catastrophic events of the Great Collapse
plunged the fragile world of Relicia into a dark
age of mistrust and uncertainty. None were spared
from its devastating effects and in the final
moments of the spell, as the surge of Maaj swept
through the earth, the Vaettir were reborn.

Before the Collapse the Huntawalu were an
elite sect of mighty sorcerers, powerful even by

Sure Footed
Model may ignore movement modifiers caused by difficult
ground

Target unit forfeits their movement during their next
activation. Target unit increases defence by ‘1’ and gains
hardened/5 (or increase hardened by 1 if they already have
it) until the end of its next activation.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:

Turn to Stone

Friendly squad within 6”

No2
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In Vaettirean society, the Evocatour play an
important spiritual role that helps to unify
and ground the wretched legions of the Vaettir,
preventing them from completely giving into the

EVOCATOUR
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 1 - 0 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

30 pts Commander 1 30mm

Caster 0/6

Command 14

wild primal urges that hungrily gnaws away at
their souls constantly. They are natural leaders
and radiate a shimmering aura of confidence that
acts as a beacon of hope for the cursed creatures
they direct into battle.

Even though their physical appearance has been
drastically andhorrifically altered since theGreat
Collapse, the onslaught of Maaj unleashed by
their own misguided tampering failed to penetrate
and corrupt their minds as easily as it did their
bodies and for now their faculties remain firmly
intact.

The Evocatour are nimble creatures of incredibly
high intelligence and are often seen inspiring the
troops onwards to death or glory at the forefront of
many of the largest Vaettirean war hosts.

Their crucial role is pivotal in co-ordinating an
effective attack and their plans are usually
executed with terrifyingly accurate precision, due
in part to their uncanny earth shifting abilities
that allow them to easily guide their troops back
into alignment should the chaotic swarm of
battle cause them to stray from the original paths
previously laid out for them by their superior
masters.

It is a haunting experience for the enemies of the
Vaettir to be confronted in battle by the ghostly
Evocatour and many of the weak minded flee in
fear of the sickly creatures. For those brave enough
to confront them, a deadly game of subterfuge
awaits them that will most likely end in their
own untimely demise.

The Evocatour do not afford their enemies enough
respect to allow them an equal playing field in
the heat of battle and will use every tricky scheme
available to sway the fight to their advantage in
order to ensure victory. The greatest trick of the
Evocatour is to manipulate the earth around
them to satisfy whatever conditions they require,
making it incredibly easy for the troops of the hive
to advance upon their prey.

The Evocatour are torn between many different
planes and are only grounded through sheer will
power alone as the raw essence of their being yearns
to return to the wild realms of creation from where
it came. This uncontrollable yearning leaves the
Evocatour in a constant state of flux and turmoil.
The enemies of the Vaettir know all too well that
when they face one or more Evocatour they will be
facing a stronger, more determined enemy. With
an Evocatour on the battlefield, Vaettir units
suddenly become faster, braver and able move
across terrain as if it was not there.

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Increase target unit’s current morale by 2.

Spell Name:

Drain:

Target:

Effect:

Persistent:
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Target unit ignores difficult ground
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The applied effects are in addition to and do not affect the
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substances of the Maaj. While the Varbres chose
to feed their hunger with the element of the wind
and the Vaelad dined from the eternal majesty of
fire, the Vicario saw something more appealing in
the strength to be harvested from the solid qualities
of ice and the constantly changing element of
water.

The Vicario share many of the physical qualities of
ice and it is the principle source of their power, they
are able to draw its components from deep within
themselves and can manipulate its structure into
whatever form they desire. This flexibility gives
the Vicario infinite possibilities so that they can
quickly adapt to any given situation, its limits
only established by the twisted imaginations of
their own contaminated minds.

In battle, the Vicario form up into small groups
and stalk the land, deviously hunting their
enemies, often they will gang up on a significant
threat and co-ordinate their attacks to maximise
the damage caused but they are also sufficiently
threatening when operating alone.

Another favoured tactic of the Vicario is to
manipulate the ground beneath the feet of their
enemies in order to hinder their advancements,
making it treacherous and impassable. Of all
their many skills, it is the potent ice projectiles
that they throw so easily at their foes that are
most frequently employed on the battlefields of
Relicia.

A single blast alone is enough to steal the life from
many of the weak creatures of the world, but when
combined, the momentum of the spell increases
dramatically and the blasts can grow so powerful
that they can leave their enemies encased in solid
ice, frozen to the spot and completely and utterly
defenceless.

The icy chill of the Vicario bites viciously wherever
they pass, paralysing their victims and numbing
their senses, rendering them helpless against any
attack. The Vicario are cruel and manipulative
creatures of spite, born from the fickle taint of the
Maaj and fused with the power of Relicias most
ancient, isolated elements.

The Vicario are incredibly adaptable creatures
and their opponents are always hard pushed when
trying to find an effective means of slowing their
attack, their thunderous charge falls down hard
upon their enemies in the same manner that the
ice they emulate might fall from the mountain
side during an avalanche, cold, fast and furious,
ultimately crushing and suffocating all who are
unfortunate to fall beneath it.

VICARIO
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 2 - 0 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

25 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

The ancient warriors of the Vaettirean Vicario
caste are cold, calculating and ruthlessly efficient
killers. All that was once noble has been corrupted
beyond repair, their souls have been forever
blackened by the abundant surge of Maaj that
they and their fellow Vaettireans unwittingly
unleashed upon themselves and the fragile world
of Relicia.

The overwhelming force that vigorously swept
throughout the land transformed them into
creatures of pure energy, wrought to the core
with the most ancient and primitive elemental

Caster 0/2

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Immunity Freeze
Freeze counters have no effect on this unit.

Enemyunits that engageor charge the target unitwill receive
a knocked down counter once contact has been made. If
enemy unitsare already in combatwith the target unit,place
a Knock Down counter on the enemy units immediately.
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The effect is dependent on the number of casting successes
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Target unit receives a Freeze lingering effect1.
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The Varrier are the loyal foot soldiers of the Vaettir,
proud ancient warriors whose nobility has been
corrupted by their own foul meddling for the part
they played during the construction of the spell
that doomed all of Relicia. The blackened hearts of
the Varrier are filled with hatred and vengeance
and upon the field of battle, they hunger to wreak
bloodthirsty violence upon their foes. The Varrier
are nimble and swift and they scurry across the
plains with such terrifying, unnatural quickness
that they are capable of catching even the most
alert enemies completely unawares.

Their physical form is the first clue in unravelling
their secretive nature. They may appear fragile
and harmless upon first sight but they are
deceptively tough, they are sly, devious creatures
who are quite capable of toppling foes much larger
than themselves and they fight in such a frenzied
manner that at times it would appear that they
are hacking away at random. This is not the case
however, each stab of their blade is a perfectly
executed attack designed to disable and kill their
opponents with deadly accuracy. The onslaught
of the Varrier is terrifying enough to unnerve
even the bravest of foes and the butchery dealt at
their hands is an awesome sight to behold. They
operate in select cohesive groups and attack with
impeccable precision and timing, swarming their
enemies and drowning them in a storm of slashing
blades and chattering gnashing teeth.

The surge of Maaj that was unleashed during the
Great Collapse has distorted all of Relicia and the

VARRIER
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

6 3 - 1 1 8
Cost model Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

18 pts Squad 3/6 30mm

Blade Master
Two hits are caused on a roll of a double 6 when making melee
attack

Dodge 5
When thismodel receives a hit in melee, roll aD6.If the result is
equal to or greater than 5, ignore the hit and move the model up
to 1” out of base-to base contact. If there is not enough space
to move at least one model through so it can break contact
(blocked by enemy bases or terrain for example) the Dodge
action fails.

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Sprint
When this unit charges, owning player may reroll the d3 for
additional movement. Second roll result must be used.

very essence of the Varrier has been tainted far
beyond redemption, raw magic constantly leaks
from their souls and they have become hollow,
compassionless creatures. Pray to your Gods that
you might never have to look into the many eyes
of these vengeful abominations and hear their
sickening chattering, it will likely be the last
thing you ever see or hear again.

The Vaettir Varrier are all one and the same

None of them answer to an individual name

Alive in the dark, in the shadow and flame,

In the ice and the water, on every plain

Transparent and vacant and drained of their
light

They seek to provoke and are ready to fight

In the dusk or the dawn or the dead of the night

Relentless, immortal, forgiving no slight

For theirs is a doom of their own foolish making

So hungry for power that was there for the
taking

They fed greedily and began devastating

But the power was meant for the good of creating.

In the heart of the storm, before they even took
form

They watched from above as the Gods were born

And the things that they did made them grow
cold hearted

Yet the Varrier laughed as the Gods departed!

Their mistake has cost them clearly for sure

Warped and insufferable, unclean and impure

Who knows the extent of their horror for sure

Or what pain it is that the Varrier endure
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furious anger crashing down upon their hated
foes, they are crazed, bloodthirsty things that are
absolutely relentless in their pursuits and will
stop at nothing until everything in sight has been
suitably ravaged by their hands.

Even in dire situations where their superiors
might communicate a respectful retreat, the
Brocken continue to fight on unwavering, they
have no fear of death and will never allow their
enemies any mercy or compromise, any compassion
that may have existed in their hearts has been
completely drained and all that is left is anger
and hatred refined into its very purest form.

This burning hatred for all living things drives
the Brocken to commit terrible acts of indecent
cruelty upon the free peoples of Relicia and for
many being captured alive by them is considered
to be a fate that is far worse than anything death
has to offer.

I myself was unfortunate enough to witness the
disgusting, barbaric tortures administered by the
Brocken upon Orcnar captives from the Kluddl
tribe. The defeated Unmann looked pitiful as they
sat in the dust, bound at the hands and feet, they
stared into the dirt as they awaited their grisly
fate, not one of them bothered to beg for mercy as the
Brocken approached them ominously. In any case,
no amount of pleading would have swayed the
Brocken from their task and the Orcnar quickly
made their peace with the earth before the Brocken
ruthlessly smashed them into oblivion and sealed
their doom.

BROCKEN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 3 - 1 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

21 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Stone Quake
An area of difficult terrain extends 2” in all directions from this
model

Hardened 5
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 5, ignore the damage from one hit.

Sure Footed
Model may ignore movement modifiers on difficult ground.

The ground itself shakes beneath the feet of the
heavy set Brocken as they thunderously charge
at the forefront of the Vaettirean hordes. The
earth twists and cracks wherever they pass as the
primal energies of the Maaj creep to the surface
and seep upwards from beneath the crust of Relicia,
yearning to re-connect with the same raw energy
that pulses through the grotesque bodies of the
Brocken.

It is this strong affinity with the earth that
makes the Brocken such a formidable opponent
and the source of their power is rooted deep within
the core where it constantly pulses and expands,
feeding from the burning strength of the Brocken,
while in return they themselves feast upon the
sweet tasting essence of its un-paralleled wisdom.

No landscape is that treacherous that it cannot be
conquered by the sure footed Brocken and they are
able to navigate all terrain with a remarkable
ease and quickness that surpasses the abilities of
many lesser creatures.

The enemies of the Vaettir have learnt that the
Brocken are not an element to be overlooked when
designating targets and many Britanan and
Nuem commanders make their elimination the
highest priority. All too often their feeble attempts
at shooting them down from afar do little more
than annoy the earthy Brocken and they are still
able to reach their destination and administer
their justice upon their foes, shaking off wounds
along the way that would stop less hardy Vaettir
dead in their tracks.

Up, close and personal is where the Brocken
excel the most, bringing the full weight of their

A Vaettir poem about the Broken

Black as night, hard as stone

Huirachs Brocken fight on alone

The booming quake beneath their feet

Before dawns break, their doom they’ll meet

Their victory shall be bitter sweet

But when death calls they’ll gladly greet

Far from Xanawang, far from home

Still the Brocken fight on alone
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After the Great Collapse the race of Vaettir found
themselves malformed and corrupted, they had
miscalculated the effects of their great spell and
had damned themselves for all of eternity and
all of Relicia with them. The shockwave of Maaj
that swept over the land distorted all that it
touched and the once noble race of Vaettir found
themselves to be hollow and empty in its wake.
Where the Vaettir were once counted among the
most wisest and virtuous spirits of the earth, they
had grown to become creatures of pure malice and
spite and found that they were somehow forever
infused with and bound to the wild elements of
nature that are found so abundantly throughout
Relicia.

The Varbres are anutter abomination of their past
selves, like twisted tornadosof relentlessdestruction
they race towards their terrified opponents in
a swirling mass of unbridled fury, they have a
natural adeptness for cruelty and wickedness and
theyhungrily relish theopportunity to administer
death in the most torturous and punishing ways
imaginable as a way of expressing their disgust for
the creatures that they falsely hold responsible for
the downfall of their race.

While the huge overload of raw magic clearly
affected their physical appearance, corrupting
them and infusing them with elemental
properties, the irreparable damage that they
suffered mentally is at first glance less apparent.
All Varbres are indeed undoubtedly insane and

VARBRES
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

8 2 - 1 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

17 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Dodge
When thismodel receives a hit in melee, roll aD6.If the result is
equal to or greater than 4, ignore the hit and move the model up
to 1” out of base-to base contact. If there is not enough space
to move at least one model through so it can break contact
(blocked by enemy bases or terrain for example) the Dodge
action fails.

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Sprint
When this unit charges, owning player may reroll the d3 for
additional movement. Second roll result must be used.

Sure Footed
Model may ignore movement modifiers caused by difficult
ground.

are constantly consumed by a passionate hatred
for all living things.

They are unpredictable in battle and are appear
to move almost randomly, flitting in and out of
danger as and where it is necessary. They adopt
manydifferent forms and aremasters of speed, their
skills being finely honed to perfection makes them
excellent assassins and in a final fitting tribute
to the element that their powers are derived from,
just like the wind they are able to change their
will in an instant.

Often theVarbreswill appearas furiouswhirlwinds
upon the field of battle, swirling through the
ranks of their enemies, viciously slaughtering
and maiming any unfortunate creatures who
they should happen to encounter. There are few
creatures in the world of Relicia who are able to
survive an assault from the Varbres and it is very
rare tofindasurvivoronce thedusthas cleared from
one of their attacks, truly they are champions of
destruction and a force to be reckoned with.

The primal source of their power is drawn from one
of the most ancient elements of Relicia and even
though this dormant energy can often wane and
appear to grow weak, after it has lapsed for a
while it always returns stronger and fiercer than
ever before. This chaotic cycle of change keeps
the Varbres constantly refreshed and invigorated
making them a solid cornerstone of many
Vaettirean battle plans.

The Varbres are incredibly versatile and highly
adaptable in a fight and they are driven by the
raw essence of their energy which constantly
yearns for the opportunity to destroy and maim,
they provide the perfect complimentary support in
battle and there is a tremendous mutual respect
held between them and the elemental Vaettir of
the other castes. Often they will work together
to thwart their enemies, combining their powers
to create new energies, each one of them feeding
hungrily from the other and nurturing their
creations into whatever design is appropriate for
their immediate purposes.

Like most Vaettirean creatures the minds of the
Varbres are occupied with a sickening madness
that would push lesser willed creatures far beyond
the limits of their sanity yet the Varbres somehow
manage to retain control of their actions for the
majority of their time, when they lose it however
they are more dangerous than ever and friend
and foe alike should be careful that they are not
caught up in a tornado of rage should they choose
to unleash one.
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by manipulating the hidden sickly strands of its
dark energies.

The Cwalu are an impressive sight on the
battlefields of Relicia, cloaked in shadows that
flutter on the wind, they race towards their
enemies wreaking their vengeance and terrifying
all who gaze upon them.

For the Orcnar tribes, the presence of Cwalu alone
is considered a bad omen and they will foolishly
attempt to appease the earth when confronted
by them. The surviving humans of Britana are
no weaker in their fear of the Cwalu either and
attach all sorts of wildly superstitious conations
to them.

In battle, the favoured weapon of the Cwalu is
the scythe. Not only is it a fittingly appropriate
tool for their grim purpose but it is also a symbolic
token of their passionate desire to reap the souls of
all who would dare to challenge the supremacy of
the Vaettir.

I observed the Cwalu meditating on a number of
occasions during my time in Xanawang, leaving
their empty shell like bodies vacant as they drifted
carelessly across the dread realm of the shadow
plain.

On one occasion a rather bold and daring Cwalu
attempted to attack me in the dead of night,
though for what reason I do not know, I can still
feel the cold touch of its spiny fingers as it reached
out to me, hoping to leech my soul free from my
body and spirit me away to the shadow plain.

Luckily for me Huirach had assigned me a
number of protectors who were on hand to shoo the
pest away and I was able to escape its deathly
clutches. Needless to say the experience has left
a lasting impression upon me and if I were ever
to step foot into the region of Xanawang again I
should think I would find it incredibly difficult
to sleep easy at night.

Truly the Cwalu are creatures that are to be
feared and respected and are one of the strongest
castes amongst the Vaettir. Lurking in the
shadows of Relicia they haunt the free peoples
wherever they encounter them, they are vicious
and malevolent masters of the night that thrive
upon the misery and the torment of the innocent,
whispering to them in the darkness and inducing
terrifying nightmarish visions in their minds as
they sleep so that their souls are weakened and
vulnerable when the Cwalu finally decide to end
their suffering and claim them completely.

CWALU
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 3 - 0 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

23 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Elemental
This unit is elemental.

Soul Leach
Whenanon-Cwalumodel is removed fromthe tablewhilstwithin
3” of this unit, place a soul counter on this unit. The Cwalu unit
can only have as many soul tokens as it has members in the
unit.

The Cwalu unit can discard a Soul token to benefit from one of
the following when appropriate:

• Add a d6 to Combat roll. This must be done before the
roll is made.

• Reroll a morale check just failed.

• Ignore a single hit.

The Cwalu unit cannot discard more than one token at the
same time for the same event. So they cannot discard 3 tokens
to gain an additional 3 d6 in a single combat roll.

Shroud of Fear
Any unit in combat with this unit suffers a -1 to their Morale
value.

Shroud of Shadows
This unit is always obscured.

There is a valid reason why all living Relicians
have an unexplainable fear of the darkness. In
the blackness of the shadows, the Cwalu lurk and
prosper, watching and waiting patiently for any
opportunity to maim and kill.

The power to be harnessed from the element of
shadow is one of the strangest facets of the Maaj,
the level of its potency is in constant fluctuation
and is directly related to the successfulness of
other, more consistent substances found within
its ether. When the light of Relicias scorching sun
shines brightest, the power of the shadow wanes
and the Cwalu grow weary and weak. As night
falls however, they are rejuvenated anew in the
ghostly pale light of its moon.

The Cwalu are formidable opponents at any time
of day and are masters at exploiting the shadows
to their full advantage, they will use any given
opportunity to swing the fight in their favour

Scent of the Prey
This unit does not require LOS to a target unit to declare a charge
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The Vstonin are compassionless creatures who exist
only to wreak vengeance upon their foes, their
physical durability and instinct for survival
leaves themstandingstrong longafter thosearound
them have succumbed to the eternal death.

The Vstonin are a common sight amongst the
countless swarms of the Vaettir but are rarely
deployed in large numbers. While many of their
kind will choose to follow the Vaelad and the
Huntawalu to war, there are some Vstonin who
are altogether untameable and they travel
Relicia alone in search of prey.

When they detect signs of civilization, they will
assume their stone form, which allows them to
blend effortlessly into any background and wait
patiently for an unsuspecting victim to approach.
Vstonin who choose this pathmight wait for many
years in this way before their appetite for death is
eventually satisfied.

Before the Collapse, the Vstonin were members of
an elite shadowy sect sworn to an ancient code and
very little is known of their history. Although
they have been forever altered and warped by the
Maaj they have still managed to maintain the
existence of their secretive order, although the fine
details of their activities remain a mystery.

The Vaettir Vstonin draw their elemental power

VSTONIN
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

4 4 - 1 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

36 pts Squad 1/2 40mm

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Hardened 4
For each hit received, roll a d6. For each roll equal to or greater
than 4, ignore the damage from one hit.

Immunity - Knock Down
This unit ignores knock down counters.

Stone Cleaver
Units that receive at least one hit from this units melee combat attakcs
also receives a knock down counter

from the stone of the earth, the cold dullness of it
has numbed their senses and shrouded their minds
in a blanket of darkness and the primal nature
of its magic has corrupted their flesh so greatly
that they are now more akin in appearance to
the rocks in the ground than they are to anything
that might typically be recognised to be of Vaettir
origin.

In battle, they fight alone or in small, close knit
groups, cleaving through the ranks of their enemies
with breathtaking ease.

When threatened they can manipulate their
physical forms to absorb and deflect damage at the
cost of their own mobility, through this method a
Vstonin is capable of making itself impervious to
most damage and at times can be near invincible.

Scent of the Prey
This unit does not require LOS to a target unit to declare a charge

Vaettirean poem of unknown origin vaguely
detailing the events of the War of the Gods and the
subsequent Great Collapse.

And so the darkness came to flow, down the river
of Daiigs dreaming. Flow Morphae slow, let the

black of night come streaming.

While helpless down below, the squabbling hordes
were screaming. And in the halls of ancients, still

their cruel scheming.

Yet it passed and we lay silent, as Relicia was
still mourning. And still another beast of war

was born upon that morning.

This time we had to make amends, we had to heed
this warning. And so we set to spin our web as the

darkness was barely dawning.

In the black of the wretched night, the beast
was steadily growing. The fire within burning so

bright, there was no way of knowing.

We failed to see the light, as the winds of fate
were blowing. We saw it was not right, but the

Maaj just kept on flowing.

It was doomed right from the start, but there was
no harm in trying. And we all had played our

parts, there would be no need for lying.

And though it blackened our hearts, Relicia was
saved from dying. The world shall be ours once

again, there is no use in crying.
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essence of all that they touch.

The Sol are wild, unpredictable creatures and care
little for the schemes of their superiors, they seek
only to consume and devour all living things but
the source of their motivation is unknown and
is a subject of much debate. They are adored and
despised equally among the ruling elite classes
of the Vaettir and although there are many
who whisper that the Sol are nothing but foul
abominations that should bepurged fromexistence,
there are equally as many who will argue their
effectiveness in battle and the usefulness of the
abilities they possess. It is indeed an undeniable
truth that the Sol are incredibly dangerous
predators and have earned a fierce reputation
throughout Relicia, their mere presence alone is
often enough to make the enemies of the Vaettir
desperately flee in terror for their lives.

The Sol are horrible, terrifying creatures famed for
disfiguring their enemies in the most sickeningly
disgusting fashions imaginable. I can still see
clearly in my mind as if it were yesterday the
haunting vision of them roasting an unfortunate
Dragoon Company to cinders, the frayed cloth
fuelling the devilish fire with remarkable speed
and the grotesque cackling of their delirious
delight still ringing in my ears.

I still remember the look on the face of Puppeteer
Tomas as he angrily cursed them, referring to the
Sol as ‘Wretched distortions of Hel incarnate!’,
shaking his fist defiantly before hastily retreating
to safety. After that the majority of the Britanan
army fell easily to the wicked torments of the
Vaettirean legion and only Tomas and a small
handful of lucky survivors lived to tell the tale.

It is a ghostly unnatural fire which burns within
the blackened heart and soul of the corrupted Sol
fuelled by the dark filthy flames of an anger
and hatred so enduring that it can never be fully
extinguished.

The Sol command absolute respect for themselves
and for their superiors and the punishments
they freely administer for crimes against their
authority are often swift and brutal, the heat
of their fire being hot enough to melt the metal
of Nuem armour as easily as it might ravage
Britanan cloth or scorch flesh from Orcnar bones.
The Sol do not reserve this anger entirely for their
enemies and will feel no remorse if they are forced
into attacking their Vaettirean brethren if they
should dare display a lack of respect for any of the
dominant Vaelad or Huntawalu.

SOL
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 4 - 1 2 9
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

39 pts Squad 1/2 40mm

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Super Nova
If this unit receives damage in melee, place a ‘Fire’ Lingering
Effect counter on the unit that caused the damage.

Fist of Fire
Units that receive at least one point of damage from this units melee
combat attakcs also receives a knock down counter

Sola Flair
A target unit within 8” and LoS receives a 3d6 attack roll,
ignoring defence. If the attack causes damage, the target unit
must be moved directly away from this unit 2” and each model
in the target unit must be turned to face directly away from this
unit.

If a unit contains one or more models that you are unable to
move the full 2” directly away, move them as far as you can
then make a single 2d6 attack on that unit.

The Vaettirean caste of the Sol are huge towering
monstrosities of destruction and all-consuming
flame, they owe their creation to the wondrous
power of the Maaj and are bound to the core with
thevery essenceof the eternal infernoof itsfire that
burns so brightly throughout all of Relicia. The Sol
are everything and nothing simultaneously, the
nature of the archaic primal magic that created
them is so uniquely terrible and devastating,
and possessed of such dreadfully chaotic qualities,
that there are few creature in the world who can
withstand the brightness of their dancing flames
and they shield their eyes from its awesome power.

Despite this the fiery Sol also have an alluring
beauty to their form that is nothing but a cruel
deception designed to captivate weak minded
victims and lure them closer to the deathly fire,
tempting them to walk into the flickering flames
voluntarily, fuelling the power of the Sol as they
are burnt to ashes in an instant. In battle, they
operate alone or in pairs, blackening the soil of the
earth as they pass over it, they will leave nothing
alive that crosses their path and will drain the

Immunity - Fire
This unit ignores fire counters.
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A cold wind flows out through the cracked veins of
theCylodlikeanicy tempestchillingandtainting
everything it touches. The changing powers of
the Maaj foolishly unleashed by the meddling
Vaettir during the Great Collapse continue to
pour out from the powerful gales unleashed by the
horrific wailing of the Cylod, spreading their filth
and corruption far and wide throughout all the
kingdoms of Relicia.

Few are strong enough to resist the seductive
warping offered by the Maaj and all too often the
pure hearted free peoples of Relicia succumb to its
irresistible temptations.

The Cylod themselves have been corrupted and
distorted far beyond recognition by the taint of
the Maaj and are merely shadows of their former
glorious selves. Even as the first wave of Maaj
surged across the surface of the planet the Cylod
saw what would become of them in its fallout and
they instantly chose to embrace the metamorphosis
whole heartedly.

In return for their meddling, the force of the
ancient primal power has frozen their hearts
forever and left them as bitter, spiteful creatures
possessed with pure hatred and malice, the window
of their souls has been frosted over ever since and
the very essence of their being is nothing but a
dark loneliness, whimpering pitifully in the vast
coldness of emptiness.

CYLOD
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 2 3/20 0 1 8
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

19 pts Squad 2/4 30mm

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Freezing Breath
When activated, this unit may sacrifice its ranged attack to
make an Icy breath attack. All enemy unit with at least one
model within 5” of this model, reduce their defence by 1.

These changes stay in effect until this unit’s next activation.

Freezing Breath does not affect models with ‘Immunity -
Freeze’

Freezing Dart
Units that receive at least one point of damage from this units ranged
combat attakcs also receives a freeze counter

This inner weakness is never displayed upon the
field of battle and in fact the Cylod are a greatly
feared element of the majority of the Vaettirean
hordes.

The potency of their freezing projectiles is strong
enough to glue many of their foes frozen solid to the
spot, often rendering them completely useless and
making them much easier for the more bloodthirsty
warriors of the Vaettir to dispose of.

Amongst their many wondrous abilities and
talents it is the sinister chill of their freezing
breath alone which remains as the greatest
strength of the Cylod and is so effective at slowing
the pace of their enemies charge that it sometimes
appears as if time itself has been slowed to a halt.

This is more than likely true given the
fantastical, unpredictable nature of the Maaj as
it does certainly appear at times as if the Cylod
are capable of stealing time itself to be used as a
commodity. Creatures born from the Maaj are
often gifted with unique abilities and powers and
the Cylod are certainly no exception.

In my own experiences in dealing with the Vaettir
I was surprised to discover that those who ranked in
the caste of Cylod were much cooler and collected
mentally than most of their wild Vaettirean
kin and I was able to engage a number of them
in deep conversation on several occasions. From
these encounters I was able to learn the secrets
of many wondrous stories and legends concerning
Vaettirean folklore and fables, an experience
which I thoroughly enjoyed.

It was a pleasantly surprising and humbling
experience to listen to the recollections of the
Cylod and they spoke with an elegance and grace
that I had not expected at all, their hollow voices
resonating deep within my mind and speaking to
the very essence of my soul itself.

There can be no denying that the Cylod are
incredibly powerful creatures and the foul reek of
raw Maaj lingers and collects wherever they pass.
They element of nature that fuels their power is
counted amongst one of the most ancient primal
energies still thriving upon the surface of Relicia.

Its depth is immeasurable, it is an unconquerable
force that yearns to be wild and free, flowing
abundantly wherever it chooses to go and causing
the free peoples to turn and shield their selves,
protecting their vitalities from its incapacitating
effects.

Immunity - Freeze
This unit ignores Freeze counters.
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Since the destruction of the Great Collapse caused
a shadow of darkness to descend over Relicia, the
Elvspon have been at the root of all Vaettirean
life. The Vaettir were themselves re-created and
corrupted by the overwhelming abundance of
Maaj that they unknowingly released upon the
earth and the Elvspon were also born from this
tragedy. They are the raw elements that any
single Vaettir might be inexplicably bound with
and comprised of, though for the most part their
elemental nature is well hidden.

All castes of Vaettir will revert to their basic
Elvspon components when fatally wounded and
in battle the higher castes will consume their
energies as they see fit to fuel their magic and gain
advantage over their enemies. Such wild primal
creatures can never be wholly destroyed and their
essence still lingers faintly regardless of the cause
of their temporary demise. There are those among
the learned elders of the Vaettir who are able to
draw the Elvspon back from the shadowy realm
of the Maaj that they occupy and they are often
able to manipulate them in order to replenish their
legions. It is a procedure that only the Vaettir
have the capacity to fully understand but it is
simply a case of matching and identifying the
correct groupings of Elvspon together, at any one
time there might be millions to choose from but the
magic of the Vaettir knows no limits.

There are many numbered within the lower castes
who have been reborn through this procedure and
they can be counted as somewhat lucky to say
the least. The higher castes are cruel and have no
regard for the existence of those they view beneath
their selves and will often deliberately mismatch
and re-arrange the various Elvspon to amuse each
other with, creating new monstrosities to send to
war. This sick, somewhat competitive sub-culture
is responsible for many of the tainted abominations
that line the ranks of the Vaettir legions and will
surely give birth to many more in the future.

The cycle of change is constant for the Vaettir and
their species is in a permanent process of evolution.
This is most true when examining the Elvspon as
there are more different varieties of them than
there are stars in the sky, each of them equipped
with their own unique abilities and qualities
that distinguish them apart, yet still in possession
of all the important underlying traits that truly
define them as Elvspon. The process of combustion
that the Elvspon must undergo in order to aid
their kin is a painful sacrifice that the Elvspon
willingly accept, never showing any sign of
hesitation or resistance when doing so.

ELVSPON
Move Combat Ranged Defence Damage Morale

5 1 - 0 1 7
Model Cost Unit Type Min/Max Base Size

5 pts Independent 1 30mm

Act as One
Whilst Elvspon are independent models and therefore act
independently and ignore unit coherency with other Elvspon, all
Elvspon models in a players force are deployed to the table and
activated simultaneously.

In addition, when calculating total number of units on the table
for initiative rolls, count all Elvspon in your force as a single
unit.

Small
When targeted by a ranged attack, count this unit’s defence
value as 1

Elemental Shard
When a Vaettir with ‘Elemental’ and more than one damage
point on its starting profile is removed from the table, replace
with a number of Elvspon equal to the number of damage on the
Vaettirs starting profile.

Elemental
This unit is elemental

Shard
An active elemental unitwith at least onemodel withLoS to this
unit and within 5” of this unit may do one of the following:

Use this model as a point to cast a spell through. All•
measurements andLoS requirements for the spell and taken
from this models position. Remove this model after the spell
has been cast.

Remove this model from the table and reroll a single•
die in a melee or ranged attack.

Remove this model from the table and add a power die•
to that unit’s current power dice pool.

Remove this model from the table and remove all•
pinned counters from that unit.

An elemental Commander may extend its command•
range by 4”. Remove this model from the table. Lasts until
Commanders next activation.

For the ancient race of the Vaettir, death is not
as definite a destiny as it is for the other fading
races of Relicia, by some strange twist of fate they
are able to cheat it and can be reborn again and
again.



In Relics, players control forces comprising of several units as diverse
as black powder musket wielding dolls to clockwork powered fighting
machines to battle for the fate of the world and see their faction to

victory.

Forces of magic saturated elemental creatures do battle against such
creatures as mutated beasts of teeth and claw, Goblins of honour to

beings of the swamps and more.

Using a fast paced single roll core mechanic and alternating action
sequence, the game delivers furious action on the table top. Players
must use their tactical genius to out manoeuvre their opponent

before delivering the killer blow.

Relics is a miniatures table top wargame in the 28mm scale range.

Of the countless worlds I have explored on my eternal
quest for knowledge, none have been more fascinating

than the strange lands of Relicia.

Relicia is a world on the brink of destruction, a damned
forsaken planet where the cruel and the wicked prosper,
where the puppet soldiers of a mad king march endlessly
towar,where the clockwork suitedmonksof an enslaved
people seek to avenge those who betrayed them so
long
ago while creatures descended from noble origins rot and

fade into obscurity and nothingness.

I am the Chronicler Dammeus, this world as I see it is
not my own.
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